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(ABSTRACT)

gg An interdisciplinary study concerning the durability of adhesively

ä elastomer/metal bonded joints in marine environments is reported. The generation of

Ä
OH- ions at the bondline due to an imposed cathodic current from an external sourceix)
is suspected to be the predominant cause of failure. A surface analysis study was

performed early in this research for the purpose of identifying the causc(s) of failure.

Characterization of the rubber and the metal failure surfaces with XPS (X~ray

Photoelectron Spectroscopy) showed similar composition on both sides and to that of

the bulk degraded primer component of the adhesive. Saponification of the adhesive and

the leaching of chlorine (forrning HCI that attacks the oxide) are identified as two

possible failure mechanisms. The locus of failure is believed to be very close to the

. adhesive/oxide interface. The exposure of bulk adhesive free-standing films to different

environments showed that the hydroxyl is detrimental in the environmental durability

of these specimens judging by the percentage of net mass uptake. An alternate

interfacial failure mechanism is also presented where the neutralization of the

adhesion-promoting attachment sites (A.S.) at the interface leads to de-adhesion and

whereby OH- ions chemically break-up the —COOH-Fe bond forming a non-operative

activated complex at the degraded crack tip.

Debond, or loss of adhesion, can exist in two modes. Weakening denotes debond

growth which takes place undetected to the naked eye, and is governed by a



diffusion-control degradation process that gives a straight line when plotted against the

square root of time. Delamination, on the other hand, is a "post weakening" process.,

Debond rates in this mode are influenced by the applied total strain energy release rate,

GT, and by the environment and can be described by an exponential function in GT. The

effect of shear stress on debond acceleration was determined to be minimal. While

compressive stresses seem to be beneficial in slowing the ingression of the bulk hydroxyl

into the bondline, no noticeable improvement was detected when an imposed current

was used. The use of zinc phosphate-coated steel substrates is shown to improve bond

durability significantly at low voltages. Similar trends are observed when silane ( y

-aminopropyltrimethoxy) modified primer were used in bonding.

Two approaches are used in order to model debonding: empirical and analytica}.

Statistical Analysis System (SAS) is used to fit the empirical model which draws heavily

on the functional dependencies of debond rates on the accelerating parameters, i.e.,

temperature, stress, and applied voltage. An Arrhenius relationship is shown to model

the effect of temperature very well. Also, voltage effect is correlated with the

corresponding current densities which, in turn, were found to obey an exponential

relationship with debond rates. SAS fits of the experimental data are shown to model the

process accurately and could be utilized for life predictions. Integration ofdelamination

rates in real time is a feasible method to predict durability as well. q

A generalized analytica} model for debonding is also developed, and it draws on

the similarities between this application and corrosion fatigue of metals. The model is

based on the conservation of mass of the involved species and is composed ofa system

of partial equations and their associated boundary conditions. Furthermore,

temperature and voltage-dependent diffusion coefficients and reaction rate constants

were used. The resulting boundary value problem amounts to a diffusion·chemica}

reaction mechanism into which a mechano- chernical failure mechanism is incorporated.

I



A simplified version of the full scale analytica! model is solved numerically and some
interesting conclusions concerning the failure criterion are drawn. The model also
simulates the weakening and delamination behavior and allows for temperature and
voltage treatment as well. Delay times are also predicted as a function of the applied
voltage and temperature. A particularly important conclusion is that the "marching
boundary" phenomena seems to account for most of the accelerating influence ofapplied
G.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUNDConcems

about the environmental durability of adhesives is the major reason

why a big part of the industry is hesitant to incorporate adhesively bonded joints into

primary load-bearing structures. Intrusion of moisture is a major concem when using

adhesively bonded structures especially in marine conditions. The problem under

investigation arose when some adhesively bonded sonar transducer units failed earlier

than their 15 year design life. These units are subjected to harsh cycles of pressure,

temperature, and environment during service. Although supposedly isolated, marine and

other deposits eventually result in electrically connecting these units to the hull of the

ship where zinc blocks have traditionally been used as sacrificial anodes. The sealant

at the rubber/metal location is, apparently, only marginally successful and it is a matter

of time before water diffuses into the bondline, thus starting the destructive chain of

events that leads to failure. A corrosion cathodic voltage of about -1020 mV (with

respect to a standard calomel electrode) is irnposed by the anodes generating

i
l



electrons at the bondline. The combination of several acting mechanism-accelerating

parameters, i.e, applied stress, temperature, pH, voltage, etc. introduces a vicious cycle

of diffusion and chemical degradation of the adhesive and the interface that leads tofailure. .
The problem described above is a widespread one since cathodic protection of

offshore drilling rigs, vessels, and other marine structures is a common practice to

minimize corrosion. One of two electrochemical reduction reactions can occur at the
boundary of a defect in the coating or an exposed edge of the joint (cathode). At

voltages less negative than -1020 mV (SCE), the oxygen reduction reaction

2 e”+H20+ 1/2 02 —> 2 OH- [1]

is favored, while the water reduction reaction

2HzO+2e' —• H2 +2 OH' [2]

is dominant at more negative potentials. Debonding of organic coatings as a result of

several electrochemical processes has been widely referred to as "cathodic debonding^’

and has been demonstrated to be controlled by a galvanic mechanism [1-4]. Cathodic

debonding is also suspected to be the culprit in this study ofadhesive bonds since current

is provided for cathodic corrosion in a fashion similar to that in this application of

concem.
. Historically, different workers hold various opinions about the mechanism of

cathodic debonding. For instance, Leidheiser [10] proposes the solubilization_of the

oxide as the major mechanism and that the dissolution of the oxide breaks the bond

between the coating and the substrate and the high pH leads to localized attack on the

polymer at the interface. On the other hand, Dickie et al [11] suggest that chemical

degradation of the polymer is generally responsible for debonding.
I
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The establishment the center for adhesion science (CAS) at VPI has created an

interdisciplinary working environment where a meaningful interaction between

mechanics, materials science, and chemistry can lead to a better understanding of the

phenomena of adhesion and the subsequent de-adhesion. Consequently, this research

is part of a larger effort that is being conducted in order to understand and model the

delamination process and, if possible, to devise means to reduce the adverse effect of the

corrosive environment on the adhesively bonded system. Two chapters (2 & 3) are

presented in this dissertation in a paper format that is needed to meet the joumal’s

(Joumal of Adhesion Science and Technology) standards. This explains the apparent

repetition in these two chapters.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

As a result of the above discussion, one can identify three major objectives for

this study:

I. Identify and develop an understanding for the processes that are involved in the

cathodic delamination process. This includes the identification of the principal

mechanism(s) that result in failure. Generally, several competing and parallel

mechanisms may take place in the process that eventually leads to bond failure.

Diffusion through the adhesive or the adherend, wicking along the interface, or a

combination of the above are all possible intrusion mechanisms. Cathodic action can

only complicate the process further. Generation of hydroxyl ions at the exposed metal



increases the pH, thus accelerating the bond’s failure. Several failure mechanisms are

possible: degradation of the bulk adhesive, chemical attack on the interfacial

adhesion·promoting linkages, and hydrolysis or reduction ofthe metal oxide. Obviously,

a combination of rate-competing mechanisms can take place at the same time with the

fastest process controlling debonding.

2. Investigate and analyze the effect of the accelerating parameters on debond rates, i.e.,

temperature, cathodic voltage, and stress. This requires that a test matrix which

accounts for a wide range ofaccelerating parameters be devised and implemented.

3. The development ofan empirical model that will accept all the experimental data base

as input. The model will utilize a multiple regression scheme that makes use of the

relevant independent variables in the given problem. This model will be capable of

predicting the ensuing process and relevant accelerating parameters.

4. The objectives of this dissertation also include the development of a methodology by

which an ultimate analytical model can be created. This model should include all the ‘

relevant physical parameters, i.e., diffusion coeflicients, chernical degradation reaction

rates, and geometric, interfacial, and bulk adhesive properties. Simulation requires that

a numerical solution to a complex system of partial differential equations be found. A

computer code that is available in the IMSL package utilizes a numerical scheme known

as the "method of lines" (MOL) and a fmite differences technique to solve similar

systems.

Modelling of the debonding process using a valid physical and mathematical

approach is a long term process. One can only hope that, given the implied limitations ‘



of a dissertation, the effort presented here will shed some light and set some trends for
more involved studies.



2. A STUDY OF THE MECHANISM OF

CATHODIC DEBONDING OF ADHESIVELY

BONDED NEOPRENE RUBBER FROM STEEL

2. I ABSTRACT ·

The feasibility ofapplying surface analysis techniques to study adhesion has been

well established. Some of these techniques were utilized in this study of cathodic

debonding of neoprene to steel bonds to examine the interfacial failure surfaces. Auger

Electron Spectroscopy (AES) showed the poor cleaning capabilities of vapor degreasing

and the modest effect of alkali on the oxide layer. The neat phenol-formaldehyde-based

primer exhibited a signilicant amount of degradation characterized by changes in the

chemical composition as shown by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The

analysis of the cathodically debonded surfaces suggested cohesive failure in the primer

close to the interface.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION
i

The present study deals with the durability of neoprene/steel adhesively bonded

joints in marine environments. The particular application of these joints includes a

combination of environment and applied stress effects that tend to cause failure of the

system after relatively short exposures. Cathodic debonding is suspected to be the

culprit since current is provided for cathodic corrosion protection. This research is part

of a larger effort that is being conducted in order to understand and model the

delamination process and, if possible, to devise alternate means to minimize the adverse

effect of the corrosive environment on the adhesively bonded system.

As to the mechanism of debonding, the formation of a Weak Boundary Layer

has been suggested frequently in the literature as a cause for debonding ,i.e., hydrolysis

of the polymer and simultaneous formation of a hydrated oxide layer at the interface

serve to weaken the bond. Gledhill and Kinloch [5] suggested that the change from a ‘

positive to negative work of adhesion provides a driving force for the displacement of

adhesive on the metal oxide surface by water. Kerr and MacDonald [6] suggested that

the formation of a Weak Boundary Layer was due to the orientation of polar groups

near the adherend surfaces resulting in a boundary layer with higher concentration of

partially reacted functional groups than in the bulk polymer. They then proposed a

failure mechanism when water accumulates at hydrophilic centers in the boundary layer

and interferes with the metal oxide to adhesive hydrogen bonds thus creating a boundary

layer. Stress hydrolysis of covalent bonds in the weakened boundary layer then occurs.

Considerable electrochemical work [7-9] has confirmed that cathodic

delamination of organic coatings in corrosive environments is controlled by a galvanic

process. Given that the electrolyte is present at the cathodic site, one of these two

7



reduction reactions, depending on the applied potential, can occur at the boundary of a

defect:

2 e‘+II20+l/2 02 —> 2
0H‘

Or

2 H2 0+2
e“ —» II, +2 0II"

Either one of the above electrochemical reactions increases the 0H* ion concentration

significantly in the imrnediate proximity of the exposed metal with the oxygen reduction

reaction dominant at voltages less negative than -1000 mV (SCE). Different workers

hold varying opinions about the mechanism of cathodic debonding. For instance,

Leidheiser [10] proposes the solubilization of the oxide as the major mechanism and that

_ the dissolution of the oxide breaks the bonds between the coating and the substrate and

the high pH leads to localized attack on the polymer at the interface. On the other hand, ·

Dickie et al [1 I] suggest that chernical degradation of the polymer is generally

responsible for debonding.

Several workers [7-9] have investigated the effect of electrochemical potential on

the durability of adhesively bonded joints. Knowledge gained from cathodic debonding

studies of coatings could be applied to adhesives keeping in mind that intrusion of

moisture in adhesive bonds occurs in the lateral direction, as opposed to transverse in

coatings.

In the marine environment under investigation, zinc blocks are provided for

corrosion control purposes. If and when the zinc becomes electrically connected to the

steel substrate, the flow of electrons to the cathodic site (steel) initiates the failure

process. The rest of the elements needed for cathodic debonding are also available in

s



such an environment. The seawater electrolyte supplies the water molecules and oxygen

that are necessary for the reaction and cations for charge neutralization. The steel

substrate provides the catalytically active surface.

Some of the objectives of this study were to try to understand the mechanism(s)

by which cathodic debonding fails the particular adhesively bonded system of interest

and to determine the locus of failure. Testing was performed on adhesive joints as close

to real life conditions as possible. A block ofzinc was initially used to induce an electron

supply. lt was found, however, that debond rates were fairly slow and the use of zinc

proved to be cumbersome due to passivation and to anode/cathode surface area ratio

problems. Use of a power source and carbon electrode to provide a constant voltage

provided a convenient solution. Another concern was whether accelerated testing could

be achieved by using an alkaline solution for conditioning rather than seawater. Ritter

and Kruger [I3] reported pH values as high as I4 under a cellulose nitrate coating in a

5 percent NaCl environment. Such iindings justify, in our opinion, the use of a

concentrated alkaline solution to simulate the conditions at the metal/adhesive interface. .

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL

The system under consideration is a proprietary two part vulcanizing adhesive

system used in bonding elastomers to metal. The primer was found [I4] to consist

primarily of a blend of phenol formaldehyde and chlorinated isoprene, and includes

titanium dioxide and zinc and lead compounds as additives, and carbon black as a filler.

The adhesive is based on allylically brominated poIy-2,3-dichloro-I,4-butadiene

9



containing 10-27 percent bromine. The material used for the substrate was ANSI 1026

steel and the rubber was 5109S Neoprene. The surface preparation of the substrate

involved vapor degreasing with trichloroethane before and after grit-blasting with 40

grade steel grits at 275 kPa. A thin coat ofmetal primer was applied with a brush within

30 minutes of degreasing and two coats of adhesive followed after the primer had dried.

Following the adhesive application, the steel substrates were placed in a mold

where pre·cut sheets of uncured neoprcne were laid. Bonding and vulcanizing processes

were performed simultaneously. The cure cycle involved a combination of temperature

of 154 — l57' C and pressure of 3.4 MPa for 50 minutes. A post eure cycle of

temperature at 177' C for about 3 hours followed. The bonded specimen shown in Fig.

1 was fabricated as such for another study of accelerated debonding as well as surface

analysis. Two 6.35 mm thick neoprene layers were bonded to both sides of 1.6 X 25 X

72 mm pieces of steel that served as substrates.

Conditioning of the bonded specimens was done in a Napco model 220A water

bath equipped with a temperature regulator. The specimens were placed in the ·

electrolyte, becoming the working electrode of an electrochemical cell, with a graphite

counter electrode and a standard calomel reference electrode also imrnersed in the

solution. An HP model 6214B power supply was used to provide the desired voltage

which was checked and adjusted occasionally. To provide the needed oxygen, room air

was pumped into the bath after passing through a carbon dioxide trap that consisted of

a flask full of a concentrated Na0II solution and another flask containing Ca(0H),

solution serving as an indicator.

In addition to tests on actual bonded joints, neat primer and adhesive films were

also studied. Some difliculties were encountered while preparing free films ofprimer due

to the high solvent content. Thin films were cast on clean glass, exposed to the

temperature eure cycle, and separated with a razor blade. The resulting films were about

l
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0.5 mm thick, brittle, and apparently pore-free. Fabricating thicker neat primer

specimens needed for diffusion studies proved to be even more difficult. A technique

was eventually developed for casting films of the primer on Teflon coated fiberglass peel

cloth as used in the production of laminated composites. The cloth had enough

flexibility that it could contract with the primer and did not produce cracking of the

films.

The XPS used in the study was a Kratos instrument model XSAM-800 using

X-rays Mg Ku (1.254 keV) and run at 260 watts under 10*9 torr vacuum. The other

instruments were a Perkin-Elmer PIII multiprobe AES model 610 and a Philips 505

SEM.

2.4 RESUL TS

Because all the evidence, based on the authors' observations, has pointed to the

primer/steel interface as the Iocus of debonding, it was logical to concentrate on this

region. In trying to address the question of delamination, an effort was made to analyze

the steel substrate and the neat primer free films separately after exposure to

concentrated NaOH solution and to contrast the results with the actual debonded failure

surfaces in artificial seawater (ASW) or a high pI·I solution. The purpose was to see

whether the respective analyses yield the same trends of reaction.

The effect of high pH solution on the oxide layer was investigated using AES.

Two steel samples were degreased and grit-blasted, after which one was placed in a

desiccator while the other was exposed to a IM NaOII solution for 4 days at 25'C. AES

I2



results are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b to reveal some changes in the composition of the

oxide after exposure, perhaps some hydration of the original ferric oxide, Fe, O, . The

thickness of the original oxide layer was about 100 A' and did not seem to change much

after exposure. More work is necessary to determine the effect, if any, of such changes

in the composition on the debonding process.

In order to determine the effect of the alkaline environment on the primer, thin

films of primer were cast on glass substrates, as indicated before, and separated into

three groups for exposure. One group was placed in a desiccator, and the other two

groups were exposed to IM NaOH for 20 hours and seven days, respectively. After

rinsing the samples in distilled water, an XPS analysis was performed. The results are

presented in Fig.3. The actual concentrations for the unexposed sample consist ofabout

74 percent carbon, 10 percent oxygen, I4 percent (organic) chlorine, and traces of

silicone and metallic fillers. The results after 20 hr. exposure reveal a slight drop in the

carbon content accompanied by an increase in oxygen, chlorine, and sodium. The

results from the seven day exposure show a decline in the carbon and chlorine peaks and ‘

a sharp increase in oxygen and sodium. ·

The results from the peak deconvolution before and after exposure to IM NaOH

at room temperature are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. They show that some linkages

undergo chemical changes when exposed to a highly alkaline solution. The curve-fitting

procedure was performed using standard XPS techniques utilizing a Gaussian peak

shape.

Analysis of the CI)? peak is presented in Fig. 4 and shows peaks at 202.6 eV and 200.9

eV that was assigned to organic chlorine prior to exposure. The rise of a new inorganic

peak at 200.5 eV and 198.8 eV could be seen in the figure after 1 week exposure to the ‘

alkali. The ratio of the newly formed inorganic chloride to the organic chlorine is about

2 to l. The above increase of inorganic chloride was not accompanied by an increase

I3
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of solids, i.e., zinc or lead. For the CI, peak, the C-C peak position was corrected in

Figure 5 , for sample charging, to 285.0 electron volts. The proprietary nature of the

system and the uncertainty about the exact composition of the chlorinated rubber

requires some speculation as to the nature of the remaining bands; all depending on

whether the substitution of chlorine has occurred before or after polymerization of the

rubber.

One explanation is that the peak at 286.4 eV corresponds to the C-O bonds while that

at the 287.9 eV position is assigned to the C-Cl bonds. The other possibility assigns the

C-O and C-Cl bonds to the former band and the C-CI, bond to the latter. The C-O band

is attributed to the formation of dibenzyl ether linkages between the benzene rings

during the second stage polymerization of the resole [I5] while the C-Cl and C-C12 bonds

are due to the presence of the chlorinated rubber. The above reasoning is dictated by

the need to explain the fact that no significant shake-up satellite related to the aromatic 1

groups in the resole has been detected in the spectra before exposure thus raising the

possibility of phase separation or migration of the chloroprene to the surface. Exposure ‘

of the primer to the alkali for one week gave rise to two additional peaks at 289.9 and

29l.5 eV that correspond to highly oxidized carbon states and are believed to bei

carboxylates and carbonates, respectively. The latter band position coincides with that

of the shake-up satellite related to the benzene ring in the phenol- formaldehyde as well

as that for carbonates. One possible explanation is that the band is a combination of the

A two above mentioned bands. One can argue that the chlorinated rubber has migrated

to the surface of the free film during curing thus covering the resole resulting in no

signilicant contribution of the satellite in the XPS spectra for the no-exposure and the

20 hour-exposure cases. On the other hand, hydrolysis of the ether linkages in the

resoles, after exposure to the alkali, and that of the chlorinated rubber will in turn form

carbonates as discussed later.
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A study of moisture intrusion into the neat primer was sought to better

understand the mechanism involved, i.e., Fickian diffusion or chemical reaction, and to

verify the effect of chemical degradation. Several films of neat primer were prepared

using the teflon cloth technique mentioned above. The average thickness of the coupons

was about l.6 mm and the conditioning was done in several environments at 33' C.

Results for these specimens are given in Fig. 6 and clearly indicate the significant effect

that hydroxide has on the primer. In artificial seawater (ASW), the net weight gain at

saturation is only about 2 percent; whereas in concentrated NaOH it approaches 50

percent.

At lower concentrations, the rate of weight gain is significantly less than for the

concentrated environments and seems to indicate that these lower concentrations may

result in saturation net weight gains which are below the 50 percent levels. There is an

apparent reversal in the order for the effects of 3 and l0N NaOH which has not been _

explained, but could be due to a reduced thermodynamic activity of the solution at the

extremely high concentrations. ‘

The desorption data were collected in a convection oven maintained at the same

temperature as the absorption. The weight loss occurs much more rapidly than the

original weight gain. When the re-dried specimens were placed back in their respective

environments, the net weight gain occurred very rapidly. The desorption in the specimen

soaked in ION NaOH shows a very slow rate which could be related to the accumulation

of non-dissociated NaOH deposits in the bulk resin.

The net weight gain data are replotted against the square root of time in Fig. 7

and show that the intrusion is far from obeying Fick’s law. In the figures with time as

the horizontal axis, note that the experimental results indicate that the initial net weight

gain is occurring at a constant rate and that there is an abnormally sharp knee in the

curve. ln the figures plotted against the root of time, the experimental results deviate
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substantially from the linear relationship expected from Fickian diffusion. lt is believed

that the intrusion is occurring as a front and that the net weight gain is not diffusion

controlled, but rather is limited by the rate at which the polymer hydrolyzes. This data

substantiates case ll ( chemical- reaction controlled) diffusion for these relatively thin

primer samples.

For reasons stated above, it was decided to use XPS to analyze the actual

debonded surfaces, i.e., steel and rubber sides of the fracture surface. Several specimens

were conditioned in IM KOII at 30' C and--1.40 V for I4 days in order to produce a

weakened zone which could be easily separated by hand. Circular punchouts (9.5 mm

dia.) from the steel and rubber in the interfacial failure zone were prepared for analysis.

Figure 8 shows that the composition on both the steel and rubber side appear to be quite

similar in the broad window of XPS even though the failure appears to be a clean

interfacial failure to the naked eye. The compositions show the same trends as exhibited I

by the neat primer specimens when exposed to environment for long periods of time.

An interesting fact is the observation of very little iron on the steel surface. Two

possible explanations are that the failure occurs within the primer layer, or that

contaminants were left on the surface of the steel. ln order to better understand the

exact location of the debond, samples were cut from the steel substrate of a specimen

exposed to the same conditions mentioned above. An XPS analysis was performed on

samples cut directly from the failure surface and samples rinsed with distilled water,

analyzed, and then sputtered with argon for four minutes and analyzed again. Fig 9

shows that rinsing tends to wash offsodium increasing the carbon and oxygen peaks and

significantly reducing the sodium peak. Sputtering further increases the carbon peak and

apparently reaches slightly into the metal oxide. The dominant elements, however,

continue to be the carbon and oxygen. lf the organic material on the steel were solely

due to the residual contaminants on the surface and a true interfacial failure had

2l
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F
occurred , one would expect that the sputtering would have removed more of this layer

F

and that more iron would have appeared.

Fig.I0 shows the C,, peak for the fracture surface of a bonded specimen after

exposure to IM NaOH for 3 weeks. The results appear to be quite similar to those

obtained from neat primer samples except for a new smaller band at about 283.8 eV

which is believed to arise from a differential charging effect that might have been caused

by the presence of rubber ligaments on the steel side that will charge up thus altering the

shift of the C-C peak associated with these regions. Again, curvefitting reveals the

presence of the carboxyl group and the carbonate ion reinforcing the idea that most of

the rubber failure surface contains degraded primer.

An experiment was carxied out on the bonded specimens in order to answer a

basic question about the role of the hydroxyl ion in the debonding process. Referring

to the electrochemical reactions given above, one sees that the oxygen reduction reaction

can not proceed if oxygen is not available. A sealed electrochemical cell was prepared

into which nitrogen gas was injected continuously thus effectively purging the oxygen ‘

from the solution. The specimens were pulled out alter conditioning for ll days in ASW

at 30 C and an applied cathodic voltage of -0.9 V (SCE). This particular potential was

chosen in order to favor the desired reaction. The mechanical separation of the bond

showed that the debond distance was insignificant in the absence of any considerable

dissolved oxygen giving credibility to the proposed role of the hydroxide.

A point was raised as to whether mechanical interlocking at the rough surface is

responsible for the presence of traces of primer on the fracture surface and whether

contamination was indeed a factor in the analysis. In fact, AES results in Fig. Il.a show

that some organic contamination was still present on the surface after vapor degreasing,

judging by the large percentage of carbon and the small presence of iron. Fig. Il.b

shows that the carbon was sputtered away after 20 minutes of sputter. Polishing and
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cleaning of the steel was sought then as a way to answer these questions. Contrasting

these two surfaces with results from grit-blasted specimens reveals a much cleaner break

for polished specimens than for grit-blasted specimens. Figs. 12 and 13 show the

opposite sides of the failure surface for a polished specimen exposed to 1M NaOH for

one week at 30 C and -1.4 V (SCE).

Another concern has been whether exposure to seawater solution with applied

potential would yield the same results as with the concentrated NaOl·l. The bond was

delaminated after exposure in artificial seawater (ASW) at
30’

C and -1.02 V (SCE).

Fig.l4 shows basically the same components as in KOH or NaOl—l solutions except for

less sodium , thus increasing the carbon peak. Understandably, sputtering reveals a

signilicant increase in chlorine on the polished rubber side as one nears the adhesive.

Contrasting these results with those for the harsher environments reveals the same locus

of failure for both cases. A curve fit of the C„ peak from the polished surface above

reveals (Figure 15) the same characteristics as those previously determined from the

NaOH-conditioned specimens as far as degradation is concerned, thus giving this —

mechanism more credibility.

2.5 DISCUSSION

Chemical degradation of the above mentioned primer upon exposure to the alkali

has been verified throughout this research. Saponification and leaching of chlorine are

perhaps only two of several degradation processes that take place. The changes in

composition of the various constituents of the primer along with the curvelitting analysis
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of the respective peaks point to the hydrolysis of the adhesive. The weight gain studies
Z

point also to the apparent and significant change in the composition and nature of the

adhesive after exposure. The fact that the sorption curves indicate a strong chemical

reaction effect is further substantiated by observing the very steep rate at which

re-sorption takes place indicating that the reaction is irreversible. Redrying and

subsequent absorption processes occur rapidly because the chemical processes have

already degraded the polymer and are no longer the rate lirniting factor. The unusually

high saturation level could be attributed to the hydrophilicity of the carboxylate ions

that were formed in the resole and the chlorinated rubber. A similar effect could result

from the hydration of the generated inorganic ions, i.e., CI- .

The chemical degradation of the adhesive may start when the hydroxide ions

break up the resin resulting in the formation of the carboxylate ions at the ends of the

broken chains. The ether (C-0~C) linkages have been shown [16,17] to be unstable

when exposed to high pH where they hydrolize and form metal salts. The presence of

sodium (despite rinsing) could be due to the formation of carbonate groups on the ‘

polymer chain. The Na+ ions would attach to the negatively charged oxygen as:

· C - C = 0

/ r
0 - Na

On the other hand, high pH is known to cause the release of the chlorine, as
Cl‘, in the chlorinated rubber as in other chlorine-containing polymers [18] which, in

turn, attack the iron oxide causing it to corrode. In alkaline conditions, the chlorinated

isoprene splits off HC1 which forms NaCl and which may explain the large percentage

of sodium in the XPS spectra. The hydrolyzed chlorinated isoprene will also react with

0H* + H20 to form carboxylates. lt is also possible, depending on how stable the bond

is, that the Cl atom in the C-Cl is simply replaced by the OH' resulting in the above
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mentioned leaching. Leaching of chlorine could be deduced from the drop in its

percentage after l week exposure of the primer to the corrosive environment and from

the analysis of the CIZP peak that shows the rise of the new inorganic peak. Similarly,

the net weight gain study shows that the primer has lost some of its original weight after

sorption and subsequent drying which substantiates the leaching mechanism. It should

be noted that the "net” expression refers to the total algebraic difference of the intruding

spccies and the leached material. In light of the above, and if it is true that the

chlorinated rubber migrates faster to the interface than the other constituents, then the

degradation of these attachment sites and the subsequent corrosion of the steel by the

chloride ions could be detrimental as far as durability of the bond is concerned. Phase

separation during drying of the adhesive was found to exist in solvent-containing

adhesives and it depends greatly on the rate of solvent evaporation.

The similarity of the composition of both sides of the rough failure surfaces and

the cleaner break of the polished samples may be explained by the presence of a weak

boundary layer. In the rough interface system, the peel front upon separating the rubber '

from the steel cannot follow the surface asperities and will jump into and out of the

WBL leaving more organic material at the surface; while with the smooth surface the

peel front propagates along the steel surface and remains in the WBL leaving very little

organic material behind. It should be noted that XPS is a broad window teclmique, and

the similarity of the two rough surfaces may only be true in an average sense. For

instance, SEM results reveal more localized regions of homogeneous material. This is

in line with the observations other workers have made. Koehler [19] reported that the

cathodic debonding originates from a great number of distinct points that do not [

represent exposed metal but rather "regions in the coating of high ionic conductivity to

provide cationic ingress”. llojo et al [20] reported on the effect of exposing vinyl ester

resin to 10 percent NaOlI and observed that "at an early stage of immersion, island
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shaped white material is observed locally whilst at the same time hydrolysis occurs at '

or near the resin surface”. All of the above indicates, perhaps, a current-induced

hydrolysis that originates at regions of low ionic or current resistance, i.e., oxide filler

concentrations at the interface.

The contribution of mechanical interlocking should not be underestimated. It

has been observed that rubber ligament pull-outs often coincide with grit·blast cratcr

tops. Most interesting is the fact that the weakened bond exists and its critical strain

energy release rate, G„, has been measured to be of the order of 17.55 joules/mz. On the

polished specimens, however, the weakened bond has negligible strength and it often

debonds spontaneously. The important implication is that the strength of the weakened

bond is mechanical and in the absence of significant surface roughness, the failure is

more intcrfacial than "island-like”.

Finally, the OH- ion, as determined from the analysis of the neat primer, the

debonding of the bonded specimens, and the insignificant effect of the oxygen-free

environment on the joint, is the main culprit in the cathodic delarnination process. The '

success or failure of efforts to enhance the environmental durability of adhesive joints

in marine applications lies in the effectiveness of preventing the hydroxyl from being

generated in the first place or in minirnizing its negative effects in case it reaches the

neighborhood of the bond. Preliminary tests conducted on zinc phosphated steel show

that this reduction in the surface activity may be one method to reduce hydroxide

formation. The addition of silanes to the primer may improve its resistance to

deterioration [21,22].

It is worth noting that another proof of chemical degradation, using IR,

involving other linkages has been reported as well [23]. Further work is needed to

answer some of the above raised questions concerning some of the proposed I

mechanism(s). SIMS is suggested as another useful technique that could be used in the
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future because it is rapidly being utilized for polymer characterization and surface studies

since it provides more molecular structures information than XPS does.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS

The authors, therefore, have arrived at the following conclusions:

l) We have provided evidence for a cathodic delamination of neoprene from steel in

seawater in which the adhesive (phenol~formaldehyde resins and chlorinated rubber) is

chemically attached by cathodically generated hydroxyl ions.

2) The chlorinated rubber splits off inorganic CI‘ ions which are corrosive to the steel

substrate; saponifieation of the adhesive under formation of carboxylate ions alsooccurs. ·
3) Delamination is in a Weak Boundary Layer of degraded polymer

4) Combination of surface analysis techniques and sorption studies were proven to be

very useful for the study of the interfacial phenomena in adhcsively bonded systems.
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3. A MECHANISTIC EVALUATION OF

CATHODIC DEBONDING OF ELASTOMER.

TO METAL BONDS

3. I ABSTRACT

The durability of adhesively bonded Neoprene rubber to metal joints for marine

applications is discussed. In order to simulate the local environment on cathodic

surfaces, neat film specimens of various adhesive systems were fabricated and tested in

NaOH aqueous solutions resulting in chemical degradation of the polymer accompanied

by weight and volume changes. Neat film specirnens exposed to artificial sea water

(ASW) showed much smaller changes. The addition of a silane coupling agent to the

primer component enhanced the chemical resistance of the free samples considerably.

Actual bonded diffusion specirnens were also utilized and it was found that the

propagation of a weakened bond obeyed a linear relationship when plotted against the
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square root of time, suggesting Fickian diffusion. The results suggest that the rate is

very sensitive to temperature, cathodic current, and other accelerating parameters. It

was also shown that the use of zinc phosphate coated steel substrates improve the

durability especially at low cathodic potentials (currents). Stressed specimens were also

tested and showed that tensile stresses accelerate bond delamination. The addition of

relatively high concentrations of a silane coupling agent is correlated with reduced

delamination rates.

3.2 INTRODUCTION s

Cathodic protection of offshore drilling rigs, vessels, and other marine structures

is a common practice to minimize corrosion. The present study deals with the
— environmental durability of adhesively bonded joints in marine applications under

imposed cathodic current. Debonding of organic coatings as a result of several

electrochemical processes has been widely referred to as "cathodic debonding" and has

been demonstrated [I-4] to be controlled by a galvanic mechanism. In the current

application the process occurs due to the presence of sacrilicial zinc blocks (anodes)

which protect the steel from corroding. One of two electrochemical reduction reactions

can occur at the boundary of a defect in the coating or an exposed edge of the joint

(cathode). At voltages less negative than ·l.0V (with respect to a standard calomel

electrode), the oxygen reduction reaction

2e'+H,0+1/2 O, —» 20H'
V
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is favored, while the water reduction reaction

2 H20+2 e' —-» H2 +2 OH"

is dominant at more negative potentials.

In the case of a coated surface or an adhesive joint, the concentration of the

hydroxyl ion becomes excessive in the neighborhood of the metal substrate. Ritter and

Kruger [I3] reported pH values as high as 14 under a cellulose nitrate coating in a 5
W

percent NaCl environment as a result of localized anodic/cathodic regions. Tumbull

[24-25] predicted crack tip pH values of at least 12 in his study of crack growth in

seawater environment. Stevenson [7] demonstrated that under electrochcmically inert

conditions, the peel energy needed to separate a rubber to steel adhesive bond did not

change after exposure to sea water for nearly two years and found that the failure was

cohesive in the rubber and not interfacial. When electrochemical activity was imposed,

however, significant interfacial failure was observed within a matter of weeks. Previous

work [26,l4] involved the use of several surface analysis techniques to identify the locus

of failure and associated mechanism(s) of cathodically debonded joints using the same

control adhesive system used in this study. lt was concluded that the failure occurred

mostly in the primer coat very close to the steel and mainly because of polymer

degradation. Saponification of the primer, as a result of hydroxyl attack on the

chemically unstable linkages (methylene or ether) was identified as a possible cause of

failure.

In this study, two adhesive systems, different substrates, and otherparamctcrswere

used in order to evaluate the durability. To facilitate evaluation of these material

systems and relevant parameters, some type of accelerated characterization is desirable.

Accelerated testing of adhesives is a valuable instrument by which the industry can

evaluate the performance of a given system over extended periods of time. For example,
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I
Williams [12] studied the effect ofcombined humidity, stress, and heat on several rubber

to metal vulcanized bonded assemblies in the absence of cathodic activity and showed

that butadine·styrene vulcanized assemblies showed no loss in bond strength while other

systems did. That led him to conclude that accelerated testing can be used to select an

adhesive bonding system that best suits a particular application. However, most, if not

all, of the work involving vulcanized adhesive assemblies take up a considerable amount

of time to collect real-life-like data. The use of accelerating parameters was sought in

this study in order to be able to characterize a particular adhesive system in a reasonably

short period oftime. Such findings reported above about the pH, for instance, give some

justification to the use of concentrated alkali as an accelerating environment. Similar

arguments can be made about temperature, current, stress, etc. keeping in mind the

obvious limitations such as when a different debond·causing mechanism evolves as a

result. The use of some of these parameters will also be discussed herein.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL: MA TERIALS AND

SPECIMENS

A specially formulated rubber for Navy applications known as 51098 Neoprene

was used throughout this study. The "control" steel used in making the adherends is

AISI-1026 and the principal control adhesive system is a proprietary, commercially

available, two part vulcanizing adhesive system used in bonding elastomers to metal.

The prirner was found [14] to consist primarily of a blend of phenol formaldehyde and

chlorinated isoprene, and includestitanium dioxide and zinc compounds as additives,
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and carbon black as a filler. The adhesive is based on allylically brominated

poly-2,3·dich1oro-1,4-butadiene containing 10-27 percent bromine.

The surface preparation of the substrates involved vapor degreasing with

trichloroethane before and after grit-blasting with 40 grade steel grits at 275 kPa. A thin

coat ofmetal primer was applied with a brush within 30 minutes ofdegreasing and two

coats of adhesive followed after the primer had dried. Following the adhesive

application, the substrates were placed in a mold where pre-cut sheets of uncured

neoprene were laid. Bonding and vulcanizing processes were performed simultaneously.

The cure cycle involved a combination of temperature of 154 — 157' C and pressure for

50 minutes. A post cure cycle at 177° C for about 3 hours followed.

The bonded specimens were conditioned in Nalgene water tanks and the

temperature was regulated with submergible heaters. The specimens were placed in the

electrolyte, becoming the working electrode of an electrochemical cell, with a graphite

counter electrode and a standard calomel reference electrode also immersed in the

solution. An HP model 6214B power supply was used to provide the desired voltage

which was checked and adiusted occasionally. To provide the needed oxygen, room air

was pumped into the bath after passing through a carbondioxide trap that consisted of

a flask of a concentrated NaOH solution and another flask containing Ca(OH)2 solution

serving as an indicator. lt was found that, if CO2 was not removed, problems were

encountered because the electrolyte bulk solution turned acidic due to the generation of

carbonic acid, resulting in slower debond rates.

In addition to the free·standing primer films, three types of adhesively bonded

configurations were used throughout this study in order to provide complementary
i

information concerning the various forms of debond and their associated rates. These

specimens were namely the durability specimen, DS,»the bonded dilfusion specimen,

BDS, and the strip blister specimen, SBS.
'

U
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3.3.1 Durability Specimens

A bonded specimen was designed to capture the major features of the actual

assembly of interest. The durability specimen (DS) is shown in Figure 16 and has

evolved with geometrically attractive features. The specimen allows for both dry (creep

and relaxation of rubber) and wet (durability ofbond) testing. Results from the dry tests

were used to determine some mechanical properties of the rubber, i.e. shear modulus,

and were reported elsewhere [27]. The rubber can be strained in shear at different levels

by introducing plastic shims of known thickness into the open slot between the

adherends as shown and the specimens were tested loaded and exposed to cathodic

activity. Such self·loading specimens are very convenient, especially when

environmentally exposed. Because the steel is so much stilfer than the elastomer, the

joint is essentially a thick adherend joint, giving a relatively uniform shear stress

throughout.

3.3.2 Neat Film Specimens

Neat film samples of the primer were prepared to determine the Cxtcnt of bulk

degradation afier exposure to the alkali. Some difficulties were encountered in trying to

fabricate neat films of primer due to the high solvent content. Nonetheless, a technique

was developed for casting films of the primer on Teflon coated über glass peel cloth as

used in the production of laminated composites. The cloth had enough flexibility that
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it could contract with the primer and did not produce much cracking of the film. The

samples were then cured at l57°C and 275 kPa. The resulting coupons had an average

thickness ofabout 1.6 mm and testing was done in several environments at 33'C.

3.3.3 Bonded Düjfusion Specimens

The bonded diffusion specimens (BDS) were developed to measure the rate of

bond deterioration in the absence ofexternally applied stresses. In fabricating the BDS,

two 6.35 mm thick neoprene layers were bonded to both sides of 1.6 X 25 X 72 mm

pieces of steel that served as substrates as shown in Figure 1. The bonding procedure

followed the same cycle used for other geometries as described above.

3.3.4 Strip Blister Specimens

· The strip blister specimens (SBS) were developed at the University of

Texas-Austin [38] to measure debonding in the presence of an applied strain energy

release rate. The SBS consists of a 152 X 25 X 1.6 mm steel substrate bonded to

rubber strips of various thicknesses (6.35 mm in this paper) on both sides as shown in

_ Figure 17. The SBS was fabricated following the same procedure as the BDS. An
artificial debond in the center of the strip was introduced into which a dowel could be

U
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inserted. Measurements were taken, using a specially sharpened calipers, along the four

delaminated fronts : B,C,D, and E as marked in Figure 17.

3.4 RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

An initial effort was made to try to understand the nature of the failure regions

within the degraded bond. It was observed that upon fracturing the durability specimens

after cathodic_ conditioning, failure had occurred in two distinctive regions (see Figure

18). The boundary of the weakened front was defined by a distinctive "window" that

separated the interfacial extemal zone from the cohesive, i.e. rubber, internal zone. The

interfacial weakened region is indicative of bond degradation. Although the bond

appeared intact prior to applying the additional load required to achieve separation,

weakening could be detected after the bond is separated. Residual strength of the

weakened region was sufficient to maintain a bond even under shear strains of nearly

100 percent. This residual strength could be partially due to mechanical interlocking at

the interface. The critical strain energy release rate, 6,,, for the weakened region has

been found to be in the neighborhood of 17 joules/mz. It is interesting to note that

rubber pull-out ligaments were observed (Fig. 19) on the metal surface after fracture of

the weakened region and appear to coincide with the tops of grit blast craters. The

larger the number of these ligaments, it seems, the higher the residual strength of the

joint.

Figure 20 shows the effect of exposure under different conditions on shear

strength of the durability specimen. Examination of the figure reveals that rio
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degradation (strength decay) was observed when the bonded durability specimens were

conditioned in ASW without cathodic activity for several months. On the other hand,

the bond lost about 50 percent of its strength after 60 days ofexposure to ·l.02V (SCE)

at 40°C in ASW and almost 100 percent alter 45 days at 60'C at the same cathodic

voltage and environment. Upon drying the specimens at 90' C under vacuum, the bond

, strength seemed to improve substantially. The improvement occurred in the weakened

region where more traces of rubber pul1·out ligaments were observed in that region than

in those specimens that were fractured while wet. Drying of the interfacial components

may have resulted in a dryer and stiffer adhesive layer, thus producing greater

mechanical interlocking. lt is also possible that some bonds may have re·formed after

drying, although in light of the severe chemical degradation involved, this seems unlikely.

Because the integrity of the bulk adhesive (primer and topcoat) component of the

joint may play a major role in the overall durability of the adhesive bond, the study of

neat free-standing film coupons was conducted to answer questions about the bulk

adhesive environmental stability when exposed to harsh conditions. Furthermore, the

adhesively bonded specimens mentioned above were also used to study the

environmental effects on the weak bond propagation rates (WBPR) and the delaminated

bond propagation rates (DBPR).
i

We must mention that the difference between the weakened and the delaminated

bonds is that the latter indicates actual separation of the rubber from the substrate, due

to an applied load, ajler being weakened. Therefore, weakening data was collected from

the BDS while the SBS provided delamination data. Thus, the two specimens play

complementary roles in providing both stress-free and loaded bond degradation data.

The expression "debond" has been used in this study to include any form of degraded

bond whether weakened or delaminated. The total debond distance, z, was assumed to
be the algebraic sum ofz, and zz as illustrated in Fig. 21.
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Ways to improve the durability of the control adhesive system were also taken
V

into consideration. Zinc phosphate coated steel substrates, for example, were

investigated in an attßmpt to minimize the electrochemical activity of the metal surface.

lf the oxide role as a catalyst for the electrochemical reaction(s) can be removed or

suppressed by a surface coating, then the contribution of the other available species

needed for hydroxyl generation, namely water, oxygen, electrons, and cations, becomes

somehow limited. In a separate series of tests, a silane coupling agent, y · amino

propyltrimethoxy silane (Union Carbide A·1100), was blended with the primer in several

concentrations. Free films and several SBS’s were fabricated and tested using the

modified primer.

The following discussion deals with t¢St results from the neat film and the bonded

diffusion specimens in addition to some preliminary work on the strip blister specimen.

— 3.4.1 Mass Uptake Studies

Coupon films of control neat primer A were used to better understand the

diffusion mechanisms involved. Both Fickian-like diffusion and chemical reaction are,

generally, two possible mechanisms by which moisture and other species intrude into

polymers. Results for these specimens were given in Figure 6 and clearly indicate the

significant effect that hydroxide has on the primer. The effect of chemical degradation

is shown clearly to be a result of OH- concentration (enviromnental harshness). Note

that the actual data in Figure 6 was collected much more frequently than indicated in

the figure and that the data points on the graphs serve only as identifying markers. We
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need to emphasize the fact that the uptake curves for high NaOH concentrations are

very linear. In artificial seawater (ASW), the net weight gain at saturation is only about

2 percent; whereas in concentrated NaOI-I it approaches 50 percent. The rate of' net

weight gain decreases for lower concentrations of bulk alkali and may result in

saturation net weight gains which are below that of high concentrations (3,l0N).

The desorption data were collected in a convection oven maintained at the same

temperature as the absorption process. The weight loss occurs much more rapidly than

the original weight gain. When the re·dried specimens were placed back in their

respective environments, the net weight gain occurred very rapidly. Apparently, the

severe degradation of the primer has resulted in a permanent "sponge-like" stmcture that
allowed the moisture to diffuse in and out very rapidly. lt should be noted that the

saturation levels following the second exposure to environment are at essentially the

same level as before drying, suggesting a characteristic damage state. The desorption in

the specimen soaked in ION NaOH shows a very slow rate which could be related to the

accumulation ofnon·dissociated NaOH deposits in the bulk resin.

Leaching of some components in the adhesive has been shown [26] to occur in

the primer following exposure to the alkali. Similarly, the net weight gain study shows

that the resin has lost some of its original weight after absorption and subsequent drying

which substantiates the leaching mechanism. It should be noted that the "net"

expression refers to the total algebraic difference of the intruding species and the leached

material. Figure 22 presents the percentage of mass change of a neat film specimen

conditioned in IN NaOH, dried, and then exposed to de-ionized water (DIW), and

fmally re-dried again. The mass uptake in the specimen in DIW was quite fast, but the

equilibrium level was less than would have been achieved in the original alkaline bath.

Upon re-drying, a very large amount of mass was lost, suggesting that perhaps NaOH

within the specimen had leached out. One might speculate that a substantial amount
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of the specimen may have leached out during the f1rst exposure, only to be replaced by

NaOl—I, thus resulting in a very small mass change between the original sample mass and

the mass of the redried samples in Figure 6. The net weight gain data from Fig. 6 were

replotted against the square root of time and showed that the intrusion is far from

obeying Fick's law. Our belief is that the intrusion in the neat film samples is occurring

as a front and that the net weight gain is not diffusion controlled, but rather is limited

by the rate at which the polymer hydrolyzes. Such process is often referred to as Case

II diffusion. One may suspect that as the front propagates and the distances for species

diffusion increase, diffusion will be the limiting mechanism rather than chemical reaction

as will be seen in the following discussion.

3.4.2 Accelerating Parameters
”

A weakened region, similar to the one reported above, was observed in the

bonded diffusion specimens exposed to cathodic current in ASW or to the alkali even p
without applied current. On the other hand, no weakening was observed in these

specimens after exposure to ASW without cathodic action for an extended period. A

large number of BDS specimens were conditioned in their respective environrnents.

Periodically, one was removed from the bath and pulled apart to measure the weakened

distance ( z,). When plotted against the square root of time (Figures 23-26), the

excellent fit suggests a Fickian process. The data shows a remarkable sensitivity to

almost any change of patamctcts. The two parameters that were noticed to be most

detrimental were the current and me bath temperature. Figure 23 compares the
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weakened bond propagation rate (WBPR) for various concentrations ofNaOH aqueous

solutions with and without applied cathodic voltage. The propagation rate for the

cathodically active specimens is about four times that of their Countcrparts in a

voltage-free bath. lt is worth noting that a line has been drawn through the origin which

may, or may not,~be realistic. An interesting conclusion can be drawn from Figure 24

which shows that at relatively high potentials, (-1.4 V), the nature and concentration of

the environment play only a minor role in the WBPR. Presumably, at such high

potential levels, the hydroxide ions are predominantly supplied by the cathodic current

rather than the bath. Again excellent agreement for the square root of time dependence

is seen.

Temperature also plays a significant role in the WBPR as is illustrated in Figure

25. Although the data is insufiiciently little for the low temperature, this figure suggests

that in a IN NaOH enviromnent with ~I.4 V (SCE) potential, the WBPR at 2' C may

be less than half that at 30°C. Again the data was connected through the origin.

Results for ASW with ·l.0V (SCE) potential at 30° C and 60' C are also shown. For

these cases the presence of a "delay" or "incubation" period could be seen although the

data is somewhat scattered. For the high temperature, the incubation period is about

one day and increases to seven days for the lower temperature. It should be noticed that

in ASW at higher voltages or in NaOH baths incubation periods appear to vanish and

the effect of temperature seems to translate as an increase in the WBPR. Stevenson [7]

reported the existence ofsuch a delay time and has shown that it increases as the applied

cathodic voltage decreases. The probable explanation is that in the relatively mild

seawater environment the moisture and oxygen and the other species diffuse slowly

through the prirner and/or topcoat to the interface. The completion of the cathodic

circuit increases the pH at the interface thus setting the interfacial debond mechanism

in motion. Another explanation could be that the iron oxide next to the exposed edge
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is being reduced. Watts and Castle [4] used XPS on a cathodically delaminated epoxy

coated mild steel and reported seeing a metallic iron component along with the more

usual iron (III) in the outermost debonded region. That may indicate an initial

reduction of the oxide alter which the locus of failure moved to the oxide/polymer

interface. ~
Other tests were carried out using BDS of zinc phosphate coated steel and

u
stainless steel substrates as well as AISl~l026 mild steel with and without potential.

Figure 26 illustrates the WBPR for those specimens. Surprisingly, stainless steel has the

highest WBPR in concentrated NaOH. Phosphated specimens in IN NaOH appear to

be slightly better than the untreated ANSI 1026, but are perhaps worse in 2N NaOH.

It has been speculated that the zinc phosphate is soluble in high pH and may be

dissolving out from under the coating when placed in the higher pH. Interestingly, in

ASW with -1.0V (SCE) of potential, the WBPR appears to be appreciably lower for

phosphated specimens than for untreated specimens. The purpose of phosphatizing is

to create a surface which is not catalytically active to the cathodic reaction. Indeed it

may be elfectively serving in this capacity when used in ASW at lower voltages. Table

1 summarizes the results from the above ligures concerning the BDS.

WBPRs were clearly alfected by any one or a combination of the accelerating

parameters mentioned above. Obviously, if degradation was the culprit then one may

suspect that the chemical reaction rate is concentration and temperature-dependent.

The increase in potential means an increase in current which, eventually, will raise the

pH. It is worth mentioning that an experiment was carried out on the BDS in a sealed

electrochemical cell in which nitrogen gas was injected continuously thus purging the

oxygen from the solution. The specimens were conditioned for 11 days in ASW at 30°
i

C with -0.9V (SCE) alter which no weakening was observed. The current density was

insignilicant, due to lack of oxygen; therefore, no appreciable amount of hydroxyl ions
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Table 1. Wealtened Bond Propagation Rate (WBPR); Control Adhuive System

Temp.' C Voltage, mV WBPR

AISI 1026 ASW 30 -1400 5.0
AISI 1026 ASW 30 -1000 3.8
AISI 1026 ASW 30 -670 2.6
AISI 1026 ASW 60 -1000 3.8
AISI 1026 0.IN NaO1—I 30 „ -1400 5.2
AISI 1026 IN NaOH 30 -1400 6.4
AISI 1026 IN NaOH 2 -1400 2.8
AISI 1026 IN NaOH 30 0 1.2
AISI 1026 2N NaOH 30 0 _ 1.6

Phosphate Coated IN NaOH 30 0 0.7 .
Phosphate Coated 2N NaOH 30 0 1.9
Phosphate Coated ASW 30 -1020 0.6
Stainless Steel IN NaOH 30 0 2.7
Stainless Steel 2N NaOH 30 0 2.7
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was generated and the bond remained intact. This is compared with about 0.5mm of

debond after exposure to ASW with -0.9 V (SCE) while dissolved oxygen is available.

This illustrates that several apparently different environment factors are indeed

interrelated. It is believcd that the current density corresponding to a given voltage in

a particular solution is very sensitive to any change in the surrounding conditions. A

decrease in oxygen concentration in the bulk electrolyte, for example, could impair the

mass transfer of that species to the cathode\electrolyte interface thus reducing the

current density. The adaptation of a current density approach, rather than voltage,

allows someone to evaluate the importance of several accelerating parameters as a

function of their contribution to current generation. Due to the problems associated

with monitoring current in durings times of increasing cathodic area and increasing

passivation, however, voltage is used throughout the paper to express the potential with

respect to SCE.

3.4.3 Stress Effects

Testing of the strip blister specimens (SBS) serves the purpose of identifying the
Ü

effects, if any, of tensile stresses on a bonded joint. The complexity of bonding rubber

to metal may result in variation of the debond rates; therefore, an initial attempt was

made on a batch of four SBSs to determine the extent of data scatter and check the

reproducibility between specirnens. For that reason, testing was performed in two stages

at two different voltages to eliminate discrepancies resulting from different bonding

conditions. The tests were conducted in ASW and IN NaOI-I environments for
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approximately 80 days before the higher voltages were applied for 80-100 more days.

The weakened zone ahead ofthe delaminated front , after the first stage, was pulled open

by hand and the second phase of testing followed.

The delamination data for the control system in ASW and in IM NaOH are

presented in Figures 27 and 28 and show a considerable amount of scatter. The error

bars show typical data spread for the four debond fronts B, C, D, and E (Fig. 17). The

delaminated bond propagation rate for these Ioaded specimens was found to exceed that

of the stress-free WBPR (under similar conditions) and to be initially constant but tends

to decrease as delarnination procecds. Liechti [39] has shown that the applied strain

energy release rate for the SBS decays rapidly with increasing zz. Delamination rates

were higher in the NaOH environment than in ASW. Examining
the,

above figures also

shows that the weakened zone ahead of the crack tip was much more pronounced when

ASW served as the conditioning solution. This could be inferred from both ligures

judging by the manually separated weakened distance just prior to voltage increase at

about the 80 day mark in both figures. One possible explanation is that the

concentration of the hydroxyl is, inherently, so much higher in the NaOH environment

that the weakening process is faster than with ASW. One can picture the total debond

distance as the product of the weak boundary layer and applied G. The strength of the

interface itself is environment and exposure time dependent. Naturally, the harsher the

environment and the higher the stress the smaller the ratio of the weakened zone with

respect to the delaminated zone.
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3.4.4 Silane E_/facts On Durability

The enhancement of bond durability due to the addition of A-I100 silane

coupling agent is clearly demonstrated in Figures 27 and 28. Although scatter is

significant in control A specimens, the use of silane seem to have resulted in lower

DBPR’s: about three fold improvement in ASW at -1.02 V and two fold in IN NaOH

at -0.9 V. The durability improvement was quite noticeable at higher voltages in ASW,

although it seems to disappear at higher cathodic potentials (-1.31 V) in NaOl-I. This

behavior could be explained by a possible different debonding mechanism at those

higher voltages.

The considerably reduced DBPR’s may suggest an improved environmental

durability at the crucial interface and, perhaps, a decrease in the bulk hydrophylicity thus

resulting in lower diffusion coefficients. A number of silane-modified SBS's were

fabricated and tested in IM NaOH at -1.2V (SCE) and 30° C. The study involved several

concentrations of A-1100 and aimed at quantifying the effect of that modification on

delamination rates. Figure 29 shows an interesting decreasing trend for the DBPR’s

(representing the initial linear region) as a function of increasing silane concentration.

A considerable improvement in durability occurred after the addition of 0.5 percent

A-ll00 (weight/weight of primer and solvent). DBPR has improved by I0 fold as a

result of addition of a fairly high percentage (8 percent) of silane.

The unusually high percentage of A-IIOO reported above prompted another

round of mass uptake studies. This time, the primer was mixed with 0, 0.5, 2.0, 5.0, and

8.0 percent silane by weight (same as in DBPR study above) and thin free films were

fabricated similar to those reported in section 3.3. Testing was, conducted in a IM

NaOH solution at 42' C. in a fashion similar to that reported above. The results are
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shown in Figure 30 and indicate that the saturation levels decreased as a function of

increased silane concentration. Linear rates (mm/day) were determined based on the

slopes (/day), saturation levels (mg/mg), and specimen thickness (mm) for every case.

The degradation chemical reaction in the bulk primer was characterized, again, by a

linear rate. The rates for different silane concentrations were plotted in Figure 29 and

clearly illustrate the reduced bulk degradation. A large irnprovement occurred with 0.5

percent silane to primer ratio. A decrease of about 60 percent in saturation level was

observed when 8 percent silane was added after which no further improvement was

observed.

3.5 INSIGHTS INTO THE DEBONDING PROCESS

The results of the study on the neat film samples reinforce the idea that the

adhesive itself is being attacked chemically. lt remains to be seen in the course of this

study if any correlations can be drawn between the way the bulk specimens performed

and that of actual bond durability of various systems. The fashion by which the

moisture intruded and the unusually high percentage of weight and volume changes in

the coupons is a clear indication of chemical changes in the resin itselfl The decrease in

the net uptake rate and the saturation level after addition of silane suggests that some

unstable linkages in the primer are being stabilized. The overall chemical resistance isirnproved as a result. H
The primer next to the oxide layer in an actual bond is susceptible to degradation

in a manner similar to that of the bulk resin in alkali. The actual lconcentration of the
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OH- at the interface (crack tip) is believed to be high enough that the degraded portion

of the adhesive layer in the bond resembles that of the bulk after conditioning in alkali

[26]. That weakened distance, 2,, which is occupicd by degraded adhesive acts as a

diffusion path for moisture and other species needed for the electrochemical reaction at

the tip where the bond is being degraded.

The data from a non-opened stress-free BDS is substantially different from data

collected recently from the loaded SBS. The loaded strip blister results tend to suggest
i

that the debonding rates are faster and are moderately affected by applied G within the

range of acquired data. While other mechanisms are also present, it appears that the

dominant mechanism is associated with changing the boundary conditions of the

diffusion process. A comparison ofthe intrusion (debond) front from neat film coupons,

BDS, and SBS is presented in Figure 31. The initial intrusion rates for the free films and

the bonded specimens without voltage are comparable. In the presence of more

aggressive environments, applied stress, or impressed potential the weakening and

delamination rates increase dramatically. The joint, obviously, delaminates the fastest

when several of the accelerating parameters act simultaneously.

Comparing the BDS and SBS data at -1.4 V, the WBBR and DBPR are almost

equal for very short debond distance while the latter becomes significantly larger as the

debond front propagates. This is due to the relatively slow diffusion-control process

that, we believe, govems weakening (BDS) at long distances. For the case offree primer

film and a BDS exposed to IM NaO1-I with no voltage, the similarity in initial "diffusion"

rates may suggest that, perhaps, the same degradation mechanism in the bulk primer is

responsible for bond weakening as well. The faster intrusion in bonded joints with

potential than in the neat material could be due to several factors that accelerate the

mechanism: faster diffusion along the interface (wicking), higher OH- concentrations at

the metal/adhesive interface due to confmement, an increased driving force which the
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applied potential exerts on ions (electrophoresis), or, finally, the physical pressure added

from the hydrogen gas evolution. For the stressed bonds, an additional factor to

consider is bond separation which shortens the diffusion distance. The role of mass

transport of moisture and other species from the mouth of the environmental crack to

the tip is drastically reduced as the weakened region continuously delaminates. Tensile

stresses may also contribute in a more direct fashion such as in reducing the activation

energy barrier needed to break the bonds between the adhesive and the oxide, thus

accelerating the degradation process.

The effect of silane coupling agents on durability is two fold: a more

environmentally stable interface and a less porous, more hydroxyl resistant bulk primer.

In a bonded joint under cathodic action, two parallel and, apparently, independent

degradation·causing processes take place simultaneously. These are: relatively slow bulk

chemical degradation reaction [26,23] and degradation of the interfacial bonds. When

silane is added in moderate quantities, as shown in Figure 29, a big improvement in the

DBPR is seen. The decreasing trend in the DBPR continues until large quantities (8

percent) of silane are added. lnterestingly enough, the fmal‘DBPR is equivalent to that

of the bulk degradation rate. Two possible explanations are: the rate of the interfacial

mechanism has diminished to such a low level allowing the relatively slow bulk

degradation process to take over; or that the rate of the acting interfacial mechanism

has simply slowed down to a small value that is comparable with the bulk rate.

However, one may need to take into consideration the slightly different temperatures at

which the mass uptake and the delamination studies were carried out. The trend,

nonetheless, has been established. _
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3.6 CONCL USIONS

The study has revealed a number of insights into possible mechanistic

interpretations for cathodic debonding of rubber to steel in marine environments, and

allow us to draw the following conclusions.

1- The bulk degradation mechanism of the primer may be the same mechanism

responsible for bond weakening. This process is hydroxyl related and is govemed by a

chemical-reaction·controlled mechanism for relatively short distances and by a

diffusion-controlled mechanism as the front propagates longer.

2- The weak bond propagation rates (WBPR) is very sensitive to the accelerating

parameters, i.e., temperature, applied cathodic current density.

3- The WBPR's are affected by substrate type (mild steel outperformed stainless steel),

catalytic and morphological properties ofthe substrate (the use ofzinc phosphate coated

AISI-l026 steel adherends resulted in enhanced durability), and the primer (silane

coupling agents seem to improve the durability at low voltages when mixed with the

primer).

4- The existence of a "delay" time is a function ofenvironmental harshness; temperature

or voltage increase result in decreased incubation.

5- Delaminated bond propagation rates (DBPRs) are much larger than the WBPR's

due, mainly, to a change in the boundary conditions for the weakening process.
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4. WEAKENING MODE: CHARACTERISTICS

AND MODELLING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Based on many of the previous observations, a comprehensive test matrix (see

Table 2) was devised in conjunction with TRI, University of Cincinnati, and The

University ofTexas at Austin for the purpose ofcollecting debond data. The completion

of the test matrix has produced a wealth ofweakening and delamination data covering

a wide range of aecelerating pararneters. One feature of the experimental weakening

data is that it obeys a linear relation when plotted against the square root of time.
. lncubation times associated with seawater environments at low cathodic voltages are

also characteristic ofweakening. Delamination, on the other hand, is faster and is linear

in time at relatively high levels of strain energy release rates.

A comparison of typical bond weakening and delamination histories in IMA
NaOH, at 25 C, with no applied potential are shown in Figure 32.' Superimposed is an ·

4
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Table 2. The Inter-iustitutionel Test Matrix

Current Density (mA/
cm’

)
Rubber Environment I 2 3 4 5
thickness Temp.
(mm)

(•
c) 0.59 1.0 1.475 14.75 73.3

3.75 ASW a- I a- I a- I a- l25 A b-1 b-1 b-1 b-1
3.75 ASW

40
3.75 ASW

55 c
3.75 IM NaOH a·I a·I a-I a-1

25 b-1 b-1 b-1 b-1
3.75 IM Na0H

40
3.75 IM NaOH

55
3.75 10-=M NaOH a-1.25 G b-1
3.75 10—·M Na01~1

25
ASW a·l25 b-1

Ä?1IM
Na0H

25
IM NaOH a·I
25 L b·I

a: Adhesive system Control A
b: Adhesive system Modified B



extrapolated line describing the propagation of the degraded front in free bulk adhesive

(at 33 C), and the initial slopes of all three supposedly different modes are compared

(although the temperatures are a little different). The WBPR, DBPR, and the bulk

degradation rate are almost identical at short "diffusion" distances. The behavior of

delarnination is modelled by the SBS and the results show how deviations from a straight

line come about due to the decaying of the driving force, G. Weakening, on the other

hand, is dorninated by the environmental parameters and the behavior is modelled using

the data collected from the BDS.

As discussed in chapter 3, the relevant (and apparently independent) accelerating

parameters were identified as stress, temperature, and current density. Cathodic current

density was chosen as an independent parameter rather than voltage per say. The above

assumption is directly derived from the physics of the problem and results in the

elimination of some parameters by rendering them dependent, i.e., dissolved oxygen and

electrolyte. Electrochemical work was done on ANSI 1026 mild steel in different

solutions in order to determine the corresponding current densities at some designated

potentials.
”

Five current densities were eventually chosen including the level that

corresponds to -1000 mV in ASW (1 mA/ cm! ). Appendix A explains the experimental

apparatus and the voltammetry data that was generated. The results are summarized in

Table 3.

Sirnilarly, in order to account for temperature variations under which the Navy

sonar transducer units operate, three temperature levels, i.e., 25, 40, and 55 °C., were

used in the tust matrix. These temperatures were all higher than normal service, but

were used to accelerate the debond process, and to determine temperature effect and the

associated activation energy. Effects of shear and compressive stresses on weakening

rates are also evaluated in this chapter. Tensile stresses were also shown to play a major
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Table 3. Recommended Potentials for the Test Matrix (in mV (SCE)).

Current Density (mA/ cmz)
Enviror1ment/ 1 2 3 4 5
Temperature
(° C) 0.59 1.0 1.475 14.75 73.3

ASW -830 -142025Asw -770 -970 -1020 -162040Asw -770 -930 -1000 a -1520551M N&ÜH 2 -1150 -1250 -156025
40 TT ‘”°° "’°° 1
IM N&ÜH -890 -980 -1470550.1M 196011 -1130 -1480 -202025
0.001M NaOH25
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role in accelerating debonding. This effect is fully investigated in chapter 5 with

particular emphasis on coupling with other accelerating parameters.

For this purpose, two BDS specimens (control A), along with one SBS specirnen

of each adhesive system, Control A (Chemlok 205/220) and Modified B (Chemlok

205+A-lI00/220), were tested for every corresponding test case. Another phosphate

coated SBS was also tested in some ASW baths for comparison. The raw weakened and

delaminated data are presented in Appendix 2. In this chapter, an effort was made to

present the data in such a way so as to show the effect of temperature and voltage in

ASW and IM NaOH on the WBPR’s. In addition, a linear regression model was

developed and implemented in order to predict the propagation of the weakened mode.

4.2 ACCELERA TING PARAMETERS

The data from the non-stressed BDS were shown (chapter 3) to obey a linear

relationship when plotted against the square root of time. This is further substantiated

in this chapter for the two adhesive systems under consideration under all conditions.
° No BDS were fabricated with System B, however, four side diffusion distances per SBS

were averaged up, after the joints were pulled apart, and a straight line was drawn

through the origin.

l



4.2.1 Iufluence of Temperature

The effect of temperature on the control system in IM NaOH solution is clearly

demonstrated in Figure 33. The WBPR's are considerably higher for elevated

temperatures. An effort was made to vary the temperatures in the three different baths

while maintaining the other parameters (current density and environment) constant.
”

However, some scatter still exists mainly due to occasional variations in bath

temperature and voltage (current density) from day to day.

In ASW, the temperature effect is noticeable even though the WBPR seems to

be artificially low for the 55 C tank. At such high levels of temperature, calcareous

deposit build·up becomes excessive and may retard ingression. This may mask the time

dependency of the true debond process. Figure 34 also shows that, all things considered,

the WBPR for system A is doubled when the temperature is raised from 25 to 55 C.

System B seems to follow the same trends although, unfortunately, the number

of data points is very limited as mentioned above. The data plotted in Figure 35 is from

the SBS's which were bonded at TRI unlike their counterparts (BDS’s) which were

manufactured at VPI. Again, all the tests were run at the same current density level in

attempting to isolate the temperature dependency. It is apparent from the figure that

at such high current density outputs, the contribution of bulk pH becomes consistently

smaller as seen by the comparable rates for both ASW and IM NaOH. Supposedly, the

pH at the crack tip may reach the same high levels in both solutions regardless of the

electrolyte.
3
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4.2.2 Iujluence of Voltage

Figure 36 illustrates the effect of applied cathodic potential on the WBPR. The

respective potentials of -1000, -1100, -1420, and -1825 mV (SCE) in ASW at 25 C

correspond to current density levels 2 through 5. An important observation here is the

delay time which decreases as potential increases. A possible explanation for this

phenomena was given in chapter 3. The weakening rates also increase as a function of

cathodic potential supposedly because the crack pH varies in accordance with the

applied voltage. The delay time all but disappears for voltages higher than -1100 mV.

The build-up of thick calcareous deposits at higher voltages (and temperatures) seems

to be the reason why the WBPR at -1825 mV declines rapidly. The hard build-up

provides a natural barrier for diffusion ofwater and electrolyte into the crack tip where

the electrochemical reactions take place.

In IM NaOl-1 at 25 C, Figure 37 shows that the hydroxyl ion attack on the

adhesive bond results in an unavoidable loss of adhesion. Although voltage was not

applied (0 mV), debonding has occurred and progressed, thanks to a reservoir of OH'

ions from which the aggressive species diffused into the adhesive. Delay time seems to

have disappeared apparently due to the already available hydroxyl. Again, the voltages

-1150, -1250, -1420, and -1550 mV correspond to current density levels 2 through 5.
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4.3 .MODELLING WEAKENING

Weakening could be described as an environmental crack growth due to the

presence of an aggressive medium. The mechanism is conceptualized as a chemical

reaction between. the reactive 0H* and the unstable linkages of the adhesive (and

perhaps other interfacial adhesion promoting bonds as will be discussed in chapter 7)

at the crack tip. It seems at the first glance that the environmental crack will grow

govemed by the degradation reaction rate. However, the intermediate steps play

important roles that lead to the reaction at the crack tip. The minute dimensions inside

the resulting crack may dictate that mass transfer, possibly possessing the slowest rate

of all processes, becomes the lirniting process. A basic understanding ofhow weakening

proceeds is a must, and hence, a brief discussion will be dedicated for this purpose.

4.3.1 Discussion

The shrinking core model presents an attractive explanation for the different

competing processes. A fluid reacting with a solid oflow porosity to yield a reacted layer

may be a suitable approach to modelling weakening. While weakening progresses, the

reactants ( OH" ions, water molecules, dissolved oxygen, Na+ ions, etc.) must penetrate

through the product layer in order for the electrons to flow and for the degradation

reaction to proceed. 'Figures 38-40 clearly explains the relative progress of diffusion



versus chemical reaction. According to Froment and Bischoff [28], three possible

situations could arise as a result of the above:

l- The General Model: The rate of diffusion of the species is comparable to

that of the chemical reaction between the polymer and the diffusing medium that the

reaction takes place over the entire region where diffusion has occurred. Figure 38

shows typical concentration profiles for the fluid species (CA) and the reacted solid

species (Cs).

2- The Truly Homogeneous Model: The ratio of diffusion of the degrading

species to chemical reaction is so high that degradation starts long after diffusion is

fmished. This is what is known as "chemical reaction control". As seen in Figure 39,

the degraded solid concentration decays at a fairly uniform rate along the entire length

of the reacted zone.

3- The Heterogeneous Model: The chemical reaction is much faster than the

diffusion process, and degradation occurs very thin surface regions (fronts) that

propagate from the outer surface to the inner regions. The result is that a sharp

interface exists between the reacted skin and the intact core as shown in Figure 40. We

feel that this case resembles our application in what could be described as a "diffusion

controlled" process. Given the similarity, we will make use of some of the concepts of

the shrinking core model in the following.

Let us consider a chemical reaction of the form

aA(s) + bB(j) == cC(s) + dD([) [3]

where A (s) and B (f) represent the adhesive and the reacting fluid species, OH', and

a, b, and c are the stoichiometric coefficients. The rate of reaction is often expressed as
i

r -· kczcä '
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The proportionality constant is called the rate coefiicient, and C denotes concentration.

For a first order reaction, the previous equation leads to

dC
ni = —
fkc.4

If a flat pellet ofA reacts with the surrounding fluid, B, the conversion, X, is described

by

X= 1 — #1. [43

where

2nc =

Ver,is the position of the interfacial reactive zone and I, is the length ofthe pellet's reactive

path. One can see that

x =0 , at r„=I/2

and X =l ,atr, =0 .

For thin shrinking unreacted core samples, conversion (completed reaction distance) is

predicted [30] as a linear function of time. The reason being that at short distances the

overall rate is controlled by the rate of chemical reaction at the interface. X is related

to time by the relation

ko 6.0X = l t = lt, t 5( Np ) [ 3



where X is conversion, k is the heterogeneous rate constant, CAO is the bulk

concentration of the reactant, p, is the molar density of the solid, and rp is the thickness

of the flat pellet.

In many fluid-solid systems with high chemical reaction rates, the overall rate is

controlled by diffusion between the bulk and the reaction site. When diffusion controls

the process, the relationship for a slab geometry can be expressed in the form

r= 0,: [6]

where D is the diffusivity constant. We can consider the term between the brackets to

be the effective diffusivity and it can be regarded as analogous to (WBPR)* .

Therefore, in the presence of resistance due to extemal mass transfer the X·t

relationship takes on a linear form when X is plotted against the square root of time.

The Thiele modulus for first order reactions is described by the relationship
W

_ <¢·‘>’
- 65 m

This quantityjncorporates both kinetic and structural parameters and is very helpful in

the characterization of the system. When the modulus is high, the diffusion of fluid A

through the solid is rate controlling. As a result, the concentrations of the diffused

species, OH- for instance, reach some minimal levels that "overall" rate coeflicient

dictates a continuously slower front propagation rate. On the other hand, when the

modulus is large, no gradients exist inside the particle and the chernical reaction becomes

rate controlling.

The similarity between the shrinking core model and the system of concem

isobviouswhere the weakened bond propagation is analogous to rse conversion, X. For .

* Y



thin free standing primer films (chapter 3), the percentage of mass uptake in different

concentrations ofNaOH solutions ( CAO ) is equivalent to X and give straight lines with

a slope of

@ I
Poß 1

and with units ofdays" . Considering the control case of IM NaOH (where X vs. t gives

a straight line) and that CAO to be l mole/I, the slope of the IM NaOH·exposed primer

film yields a value of k,
-

l.ldays" and kg == 0.88 p, (mm/d) when a control length ;

= 0.8 mm was used. Note that the value ofp, is an unknown (mole/I).

The weakened distances for the BDS (Figure 32) were converted to the equivalent

form X. This allowed us to treat the BDS as a thick specimen in order to extrapolate

D,. Using the expression in Equation 7 with; = 12.7mm, we were able to calculate that

Do = 0.1643 p, (mm)/d) .

As seen from the above discussion, in order for the weakening process to be

diffusion controlled, the Thiele modulus should be large. Using Sl units, the values of

k, and Dg become 1.273E-05 (s") and 1.9E-08 p, (cm*/s) respectively. Considering the

BDS of; == 1.27 cm, the corresponding value ofthe modulus is 1080. which is indicative

of diffusion control. We would also expect that the reaction rate will increase as a

function ofharshness (applied potential or higher temperature) at a higher rate than the

diffusion coeflicients. This is due to the fact that the activation energy of chemical

reaction is usually higher than that of diffusion. That will favor, of course, more

diffusion control as expected.

.. 97
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4.3.2 Temperature

In order to model the effects of temperature on the WBPR’s, one needs to

determine the diffusion coefIicient's dependence functionality. For this purpose, the

effects of voltage and solution were eliminated by choosing the appropriate current
densities and using the same solution, and hence temperature dependence was

segregated. Knowing that the D, 's are the squares ofthe WBPR’s, the slopes ofFigures

33, 34, and 35 were plotted versus I/T (°K*‘), and the resulting dependency of the

WBPR’s is illustrated in Figure 41. We continue to see that temperature effects are

better predicted in IM NaOH solutions. In ASW, the slopes are distorted, we feel,

because of the observed deposits along the diffusion path. The slopes ofthose lines were

used to deduce an effective activation energy for the limiting diffusion process. Diffusion

of hydrated Na+ions, dissolved oxygen, and other ions is both necessary and sufficient

for 0H* production at the reaction site. The activation energy must then be associated

with the slowest diffusion process of all. The calculated activation energy, E, in NaOH

was found to be about 10 kcal/mol (42 kJ/mol). This value is relatively low and is

comparable with activation energies of diffusion processes. Activation energies of

reaction are much higher than those ofthe mass transfer and diffusion phenomena. Also

note that the slopes of the Arrhenius plots, and hence activation energies of diffusion,

are similar for both the control system and the silane-modified system.3
Temperature effects, then, could be modelled according to the Arrhenius

approach. The form for the exponential temperature dependency is universally

recognized, in diffusion for example, as:

I D=D„exp—|i%] . [8]
i
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where U}; is the activation energy for the diffusion process through the bondline medium.

Also, higher temperature increases the thermal motion leading to an accelerated rate for

the the chemical breakage of the attachment sites.

UX
k=k„exp—[RT [9]

Here
U*‘

is the activation energy for the degradation reaction between the aggressive

media and the adhesive. As we suggested above, high temperatures favor pure diffusion

control, and thus the reaction rate dependence is of little interest to us at this time.

4.3.3 Voltage

As discussed above, cathodic voltage should be modelled through the corrosion

current density. A question may be raised about the functional relationship between

current density and pH. Unfortunately, the correlation between the former and crack

pH can only be determined numerically and will be discussed later.

4 According to Vetter [3l], the partial current density for a particular cathodic

electrochemical reaction could be expressed as follows :

Efik*

< gi) x (@1 um
=—kc,exp—(-TF) ‘

l
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where i, is the cathodic current density, lc is a rate constant dependent on the ionic

concentration ( A cm** ), cl is the electrolyte concentration immediately at the electrode

surface, E_ is the activation energy barrier( absolute potential), E_,, is a chosen reference

potential, E is relative potential, ß is transfer coefiicient, 0 < ‘ß < l, F is Faraday

constant, where F·= N * ef, is the total charge of "one mole of elementary charges", R

is the gas constant, and T is absolute temperature.

Gangloif [32] studied the cathodic and anodic polarization kinetics for 4130 steel

in deaerated 3 percent NaCl at pH 7.9 and a voltage scan rate = 360 mV/hr. He then

employed the polarization data in Figure 42 for crack chemistry modelling.

Similarly, Turnbull [24] used comparable expressions to simulate the kinetics of

water reduction. The electrode potential was related to the resulting cathodic current

density as follows

¤}„,„, = k(H") =xp{ — [ll]

where k and ß are constants dependent on the hydrogen ion concentration. The oxygen

reduction kinetics were assumed to have the form

U2]

Buck et al [33] developed a model which describes crack initiation and growth

by the combined effects of a static stress and corrosion. They observed that the pits

grow linearly in time under constant stress. Consequently, they were able to relate the

corrosion pit depth, ap, to exposure time, t, and to the corrosive environment and the
i

potential, V, as
i

~
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a = Bt exp(—%) [I3]

where B and V„ are "materia1" parameters defmed by:

,:/,6%. [14]

{ is the charge of the aggressive ion, VM is the molar volume, and ß is the symmetry _

factor. This time, the Butler-Volxner equation for anodic dissolution at the corrosion site

was used with the potential versus current density measurement directly providing B and

V°•

Dependence of crack propagation on current density has been demonstrated

throughout this research. It is unclear at this point what the direct linkage between the

latter and the WBPR's. However, two possible explanations are as followsz

l- A direct contribution of cathodic current density to crack pH that was found to

be detrimental in adhesive degradation. However, the effect of concentration on the

diffusion coefficient is where our interest lies as discussed above. lf this is the case, a

direct correlation between those two quantities is only possible through a comprehensive

model of the type presented in the next chapter. Nonetheless, the above discussion

allows us to properly assume a linear relationship between the current density and the

total number of the generated 0H* ions, and hence, the crack pH. It is indeed feasible,

and perhaps possible, that the proportionality constant is not unity.

2- An iron oxide dissolution mechanism at voltages more negative than -1000 mV

(which is the case in most of our cases). A direct correlation between the current density

and the rate of dissolution similar to those used above could be in order. However, the

A
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work was focused primarily on polymer degradation which resulted in that this

possibility not be investigated.

Accordingly, the polarization data of ANSI-1026 collected at VPI were fitted,

using a least squares fit SAS routine, according to temperature and environment. The

results of the parametric analysis used in this cathodic reduction study are summarized

in Table 4. The effect of OH- concentration on the diffusion coeflicients, then, is

modelled indirectly through current density dependence such as:

D, = D„[0HÄ| H,) [15]ß( FE¤¤D¤/¢(H°) •=XP{ —*-E-}

Figure 43 shows a typical WBPR dependence on applied voltage. The linear relationship

between the log of WBPR's and the applied voltage is, perhaps, an indication to the

validity of Equation 15. The implied conclusion is that diffusion through the degraded

polymer is directly related to the concentration ofthe alkali which in tum is proportional

to the applied current density.

4.3.4 Model Formation

Although we may be able to identify the independent variables to be included in the

model, the actual relationship between the dependent and independent variables is still

unknown. Two approaches could be used in a situation like this. The first one is to fit

the data into an assumed model that accounts for the physical quantities such as

temperature and voltage. The other approach is to assume a very general regression
i
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Table 4. Kinetics of Water Reduction A·4: ASW, 25 C, -l420 mV.

Environment Tempcrature k
(° C) (mA/ cm') _

Asw 1.0176-06 0.3040
Asw 30 6.6866-06 0.3270
Asw 1.8486-06 0.3787
Asw 6.9766-07 0.4470
IM Naou a6.8376-10 0.4940
IM N¤OH 4-II45I5—99 l1M 9-5494
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model (with constant coefficients) which contains all the independent variables and

select the best fit using a number of procedures ,i.e., backward elimination method or

step wise regression procedure. One must make use, in the process, of the known

functional dependencies. AS mentioned earlier, the best information can be obtained

by plotting log WBPR against each independent variable, and advantage should be

taken from the apparent linearity. —

Levi [34] has used a multiple regression analysis technique to model the effects

of stress, temperature, and humidity on the durability ofaluminum bonds. Reaction rate

theory was used for theoretical basis in which the time to failure under constant stress

is given by:

1¤g:,- c-mg 1*+%- 6%. [16]

where C and b are constants, T is absolute temperature, A H is activation energy, and

S is stress. He suggested another empirical model where emphasis was put on individual

plots that resulted in:

log tp = ao-a,S+a;H+a,T+a,H2 [17]

A general type model was suggested by Bussa et al [35] for metal life under random

fatigue loads. For the same independent variables mentioned above, the model becomes:

log rp = log C+ al 1ogS+a21og H+ a, logT [18]

Assuming that temperature and voltage effects on the diffusion coeflicients are

multiplicative, a semi-empirical model of the form
i n
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z?(r) = D.<T.[0H’]) r
= Do/(T„[0HÜl)¢ [19]

— U" — FV= D¤{ ¤xp( -1%) >< k[H‘] ¤X1>(J?%)} ¢

where z, is the weakened bond distance, D1, and D, are diffusion and effective diffusion

coefficients respectively, t is time, T is temperature, V is applied voltage, U;} is the

apparent activation energy associated with diffusion, and ß and k are pH-dependent

constants. Although voltage is included in Equation 19, current density is what is really

being used in the analysis since the parametric analysis assigns different values of k and

ß for different environments. Taking the square root ofboth sides ofthe equation yieldsz

z1(t) - Wem, H'}
— u" — 1¤r* FV [20]

><whereWBPR is the weakened bond propagation rate (mm] day"} ). One may argue that

the contribution of temperature and voltage is additive, and hence, resulting in an

addition sign instead ofmultiplication in the r.h.s. of Equation 19 as follows

— U" — FV ·z?<·> = va k :211

Both ofthese options were investigated. To predict durability, a regression model similar

to that in Equations 19 and 21 was built into the statistical analysis system (SAS) and

the fit of the functional relationship was examined by the linear regression technique

using the REG procedure of SAS.

Considering Equation 19, it is appropriate to linearize the model by taking the

log of both sides tonobtain

„ nos



2Z1 1 ßFV1og( { )= A,—A,
RT

+A,
RT . [22]

where A, is log Do, the coeflicient A, should ideally estimate the apparent activation

energy Uß, and A, is a proportionality constant. Based on the regression analysis, the

optimum equation that was used to predict weakening of Chemlok 205/220 in IM

NaOH is

Z? 1 V1og( = 14.964 — 4826.9 *7.- + 0.3548 —71· . [23]

The resulting coeflicient of determination, R2, has a value of 0.895. Figures 44 and 45

illustrate the good fit of the multiplicative model for the 205/220 adhesive system in

NaOH solution under various voltages and temperatures. Comparing some diffusivity

values in SI units, D,= 1.32E-07cmz/s at V= 1150 mV and T=25 C compared to

2.13E — 07cm*/s for V- 1550 mV and T= 25 C. Note that the estimated value of U;5 is

40 kJ/mol and is, not surprisingly, close to the experimentally measured value of 42

k.I/mol. .

Another equation of the form

2
. V@- -0.2696 +1.35 X 107 exp( -@$1 + 4.43 X 10**1. 6Xp( ig-) [24]

has resulted from the additive model with an R! value of 0.85. Note that this model,

inherently, cannot estimate a value for U5 . Instead, the value form the multiplicative

model was used as an input. Figures_46 and 47 show a good fit within the range of

experimental data except perhaps for the case when no voltage was applied.
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The tits from both approaches show the shitts due to temperature and voltage

according to the above equations. However, the multiplicative model is clearly superior

because:

1) It is capable of both: estimating the physical parameters and ofpredicting durability.

It is also apparent that the coetiicients associated with both accelerating parameters

(temperature and potential) are statistically signiticant as expected.

2) From a statistical view point, the tit is superior judging by the larger value of the

coeflicient of determination corresponding to the multiplicative model. Furthermore,

the sum of squares for error,

SSE-= 20. -9.1*
1-1

for the multiplicative model was smaller (5.6) than SSE for the additive (22.54) model.

3) The multiplicative model is sensitive to changes in the applied voltage as seen by the

~ nice shifts at low or no voltage.

Similar equations were developed for debonding in ASW environment. The
‘

model gives the following relation between weakening distance, temperature, voltage,

and time

l0g('ää') - 20.69 — 7564. ++ 1.1196 [25]

with a calculated R2-0.869. The respective tits are presented in Figure 48 and 49. This

time, the estimated value of the limiting ditfusion process is estimated to be about 60

kJ/mole compared to a value of 40 kJ/mole for the NaOH environment. This may be ~
due to the presence of already available 0H* ions in the bulk Na(3H solution meaning
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that the barrier for diffusion of non~reacting species (H2O for example) is naturally

higher.
i

4.4 STRESS EFFECTS ON WBPR: COMPRESSION

AND SHEAR

The role of tensile stress as an accelerating parameter is discussed in chapter 3.

But to surnmarize, separation of the xubber from the substrate is due mainly to tensile

stresses. This is substantiated by the fact that degraded joints have exhibited shear

strength (see the the durability specimen results in chapter 3) but very low tensile

strength. In the following, the discussion will focus on whether compression can be used

as a decelerating parameter and to the effect of shear stresses on the WBPR's.

4.4.1 Compressive Stress

A Cunstaut load device was utilized to determine the effect, ifany, ofcompression

on the rate of cathodic debonding. A spring of constant k=9l kN/m was used to

produce the required load. Relaxation of the rubber may have resulted in some stress

·‘ us
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decay over the testing period, but should have been very small. According to Gent [36],

the compressive stress distribution is expressed by

„ am - Ee[l + l.l79( i'- Y] [26]

where E is the rubber modulus (taken to be 4.136 MPa), e is the compressive strain, the

bonded block’s side is 2w and h is the height. The concentrated load was applied at the

kem resulting in a distribution of compressive stresses varying from 0 MPa to a

maximum of 7.88 MPa (corresponding to e=0.333). Figures 50 and 5l show the

compression fixture and the expected stress distribution respectively.

Out of a total of 6 BDS's that were tested in IM NaOH at 30 C, three (#12, 13,

and II5) were exposed to a cathodic potential of ÄI400 mV. These specimens had a slot

cut out through the middle in the longitudinal direction partly to increase the number

of exposed edges while the first two were loaded to a maximum compressive stress am

¤ 7.88 MPa, specimen #115 was left free of stress for comparison. Figure 52 shows the

weakened distances on these specimens after 7 and 10 day exposure times. Compression

seems to have little effect on debonding since the weakened distances are fairly equal

alongside any given edge for the stressed and the non-stressed specimens. Table 5 shows

the outer (corresponding to external edge) and inner (edge of slot) debond distances for

both cases.

_ For comparison sake, more tests were performed on additional BDS's (#11, K4,

and Kll) in IM NaOH with no applied cathodic voltage. Increasing maximum stress

levels of 0, 7.88, and 9.5 MPa were applied on these specimens respectively. This time,

a clear effect of compression is noticed where Table 5 shows that the average debond

has decreased significantly as a function of applied stress. The inner debond profile of

#K4 showed almost a complete inhibition of debond towards the regions where the _· us {





~





Table 5. Inlluenoe of Compressive Stress on Bond Weakening; IM NaOH, 30 C.

mu 200 psi 0 psi 0 psi 200 psi 234 psi

oltage ·l400 -1400 0 0 0mV mV mV mV mVjli #:6 lälälällilml
· verage · verage · verage · verage · verage · verage · verage — verage · verage
outer inner outer inner outer inner

Time
(days)

7EKÄIEÜZIÄQXÄÄ
0-76

I22



stresses are expected to be maximum. At the highest stress level, debond was so little

after 12 days that we encountered difliculties in measuring the actual debond and in

identifying the diffusion profile.

These results may indicate that compression is of little help in slowing cathodic
debonding when potential is applied. For the case where mass transport from the bulku
to the crack tip dominates, compression seem to play a significant role in slowing down

the process. We must mention, however, that TRI [37] has observed an improvement

in similar systems when compression was applied while Stevenson [8] reported no

improvement after seawater exposure.

4.4.2 Shear Stress

A torsional type specimen was developed to evaluate the influence of shearing

stresses on debond rates. Two steel disks were bonded using the control adhesive in a

specially designed mold that allows for a non·bonded triangular region through which

the bondline is exposed to the environment. After vulcanizing and bonding was

completed, a torque is applied on one disk with respect to the other until a maximum

shear strain of 152 percent (at the outer radius) was attained, afterwhich two bolts were

inserted in a built-in hole in both disks to maintain the configuration. The geometry is

not ideal since fairly large peel stresses are introduced at the bond comers due to the

large shearing angles. Nevertheless, one would expect a linear distribution of shearing

stresses along the bondline with a maximum at the outer radius. A schematic of the

specimen and the expected shear stress distribution is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 54 shows that after 22 days in ASW, with -1020 mV, and at 30 C debond

distances seem to have not been affected by shear. One might have expected to see a

similar linear distribution ofweakened distances along that line. This is in line with the

weakening results from the DS (chapter 3) for which the WBPR’s were similar for the

loaded sides and for those edges where shear is negligible. The weakened window was

ofnearly equal width on all sides including the bondline side at about 152 percent shear

strain. This may lead us to conclude that mode I is the dominant mode as far as debond

propagation mainly, perhaps, due to a "marching boundary" effect.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

From the above discussion, we have arrived at the following conclusions:

1- Voltage affects debond rates through an increase in the corresponding current density

at the exposed metal surface. This in tum will increase the _pH in the confmed

environmental crack between the adhesive and the substrate causing the degradation

rate to increase. Sirnilarly, diffusion coeflicients are very concentration-dependent in this

mass transfer controlled mechanism which may result in dramatic changes in the values

of those coefficients.

2- '1'emperature seems to influence the diffusion coefficients for this diffusion-controlled

process. During weakening, diffusion of 0H* ions, for instance, can increase according

to the Arrhenius relationship as a result of an increase of bath temperature. This is

witnessed in the substantial increase in the WBPRs following an increase in temperature. _
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3- In the absence of tensile stresses, the constituents of the adhesive bond stay relatively

close following weakening, thus favoring a diffusion controlled process. This gives rise

to a linear relationship between weakened distances and the square root of time. When

tensile stresses are applied on the other hand, the separation (delamination) of these

constituents leads to a chemical reaction controlled process and a linear relationship of

delamination distances versus time ensues.

4- The application of moderate compressive stresses seems to have little effect on the

WBPRs at high voltages in ASW or NaOl-I solutions. One explanation is that oxygen

is not needed at such voltage outpots and any effect of compression (as far as oxygen

is concemed) is perhaps innoticeable. At low voltages, however, these stresses seem to

play an important role in slowing the diffusion of oxygen (being non-ionic) into the
reaction site resulting, perhaps, in impairing the oxygen reduction reaction and

,consequently, weakening.

5- Shear stresses (within the range of data) appear to have no effect on debond rates.

One possible explanation is that mode ll stresses could not contribute to the "marching

boundary" hypothesis. Another possibility is that friction at the rough interface plays

an important role in minimizing the contribution of shear.

I I2?



5. DELAMINATION MODE:

CHARACTERISTICS AND MODELLING

5.1 INTRODUCTION

For modelling purposes, caution must be exercised when sorting out the variables

of concem to us. As in chapter 4, temperature was treated as an independent variable

because of its significant contribution as an accelerated parameter. Voltage, on the

other hand, was looked upon in the context of number of generated electrons, and
0H* ions formation. 'fherefore, we were able to reduce the problem of characterizing

the environment into two: current density and temperature.

Generally, enviromnent assisted crack growth is influenced by the environment,

the stress, or a combination of both parameters depending on their relative dominance.

In conjunction with the environment, the effect ofapplied tensile stresses in accelerating
debonding ofadhesive joints is two fold:

l
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l- A direct effect that comes about due to a decrease in the "resisting" strength of _

the bondline when acted upon by the environment. Corisequently, a fracture parameter

is needed to serve as a scale factor to define the magnitude of the crack tip active stress

field. G, the strain energy strain rate, serves this purpose very well. One possible

approach to model this phenomena is through a failure criterion dictated by a balance

mechanism between the "resisting", and environmentally degraded, energy and the

energy supplied by external stress.
i

2- An indirect effect due to the "marching boundary" phenomena that results in

minimizing the resistance due to mass transfer. This will favor a chemical reaction

control mechanism. This could best be modelled through a numerical procedure that

will take into consideration the degradation kinetics, the diffusion parameters, and a

failure criterion. This approach is explained in more details in chapter 6.

Input from the real life application needs to be taken into consideration to

determine whether the environment, the applied loads, or a combined effect will

determine the failuremode.5.2

DELAMINA TION DA TA

G, of the dry bond was determined [38] using a double cantilever beam (DCB)

specimen to be about 15 k.I/ mz (failure apparently interfacial) while that of a degraded T
bond is on the order of .0175 kJ/ mz . One can assume that actual separation of the

bond in the weakened state will take place given that GT exceeds G, over a finite region

ahead of the crack tip. Such a failure criterion is reinforced by the fact that delarnintion

T I29



rates almost always decrease as a function of time (increasing crack length). A

by-product of this is that diffusion distances become shorter, compared to those of a

weakened bond, resulting in an accelerated delamination and in a minimized

contribution of the mass transfer process. This failure criterion will be discussed in more

details in chapter 6.

5.2.1 Influcuce of Temperature

Figure 55 shows temperature to play a major role in accelerating the DBPR in a

fashion similar to that with the WBPR. Compared to the same conditions as in Figures

33 and 34, the severe effect of tensile stress when coupled with temperature is clear.

After 5 days in IM NaOH at 40 C, delamination totaled about 27 mm relative to about

4 mm ofweakening. Again, we feel that the rapid build-up of calcareous deposits at the

steel/rubber bondline is detrirnental in masking the true contribution of temperature in

ASW solution.
u

Adhesive system Modified B seems to obey the same trends as the control as far

as temperature dependency. Figure 56 clearly illustrates the influence of temperature

on the DBPR of the modified system. For instance, afier 10 days in a IM NaOH

solution at current density level 4, the delaminated distances were about 3, 9, and 14mm

for 25, 40, and 55 C respectively. Similar trends can be seen in ASW solutions. Scatter

was noticed to increase for higher temperatures (and understandably, higher DBPRs).

Therefore, the arithmetic averages of the four delaminated fronts were plotted in a line
for every specimen.

I
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5.2.2 Influence of Voltage

An interesting observation in Figure 57 is the sharp increase in the DBPR for a

-100 mV increase in the cathodic potential. The current density ratio (form Table 3) for

-1100 and -1000 mV is only 1.475 while the ratio of the initial slopes (DBPR’s) is

considerably higher for those potentials. As the potential increases to -1420 and -1825

mV, current density ratios increases while the ratios of the initial DBPR’s lag behind.

One possible reason for the lack of correspondence of DBPR to current ratios is that,

at such high levels of current, most of the generated OH' ions get buffered into the bulk

solution away from the crack. Another explanation could be that the steel surface

passivates rapidly at such high voltages resulting in a considerable decrease in the

corresponding current densities. Contrasting Figure 57 (delamination) with Figure 36

(weakening), the delay times have almost vanished for the stressed bonds. To illustrate

the strong influence of Mode 1 stresses, after 20 days the environment (voltage) assisted

crack propagation was 0.7, 4, 16, and 22mm at -1000, -1100, -1420, and -1825 mV

respectively.

Figure 58 shows the influence of voltage on delamination of the control system

in IM NaOH. This is most dramatically demonstrated when contrasting the data from

the -900mV level and the remaining potentials. lt is feasible to think that the control

system is very sensitive to high pH concentrations, and that its environmental resistance

diminishes considerably at higher pH levels (potentials over -900mV). The DBPR’s tend

to decrease as a function of time, supposedly because of a significant reduction in the

value of G, at such large delamination distances.

Delamination history of system (A-1 100 modified) B in ASW at 25 C is presented 1

in Figure 59. Similar trends to those of system A are observed, except, perhaps that the
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DBPR’s are lower (meaning a better durability) and that the build-up problem is more

pronounced. The slopes of the specimen at -1420 mV are the steepest after apparently

anomalous data in the early stages. Figure 60 shows that the silane modified system is

sirnilarly affected by increasing potential. Dependency on voltage is somehow clearer in

NaOI—1 than in ASW possibly due to the absence ofpassivation. lt seems, also, that the

initial DBPR’s are comparable for all the potentials.

5.3 MODELLING DELAMINA TION

From the data in chapter 2 and above, the DBPR’s seem to be very sensitive to

extemally applied tensile stresses. Liechti [39] has shown that G, for the strip blister

geometry is dominated by G, for the entire crack path. Some question may be raised

as to the validity of using G, + G,, as a fracture parameter rather than simply G,.

Nonetheless, Liechti [40] used the experimentally determined principal stretches, .1,, of

the neoprene rubber to determine the strain energy function, U (.1,), according to Peng

[41]. From continuum mechanics, the total potential energy of the joint is expressed as

»-(mx) - f U(X„x)dV— _[ ad -mdr- f dx - mds 1271V(¤) V(¤) $(¤)
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where X and x are the undeformed and deformed nodal arrays, V(x) and S(x) are the

deformed volume and surface of the body, and fand t are the body and surface tractions,

respectively. He then incorporated the relationship

1 ö¤(X.x)G1(X,-v) == öa 8X 6X [28]

into the code TEXPAC-NL in order to calculate GT as a function of delamination for

the Strip Blister Specimen.

The resulting GT solution is a function of rubber thickness (tk) and the imposed

deflection (d) and a graphic representation which describes the decay of G is shown in

Figure 6l. fourth order least squares fit of' the form

6,
- 6,, + 6,a +

b,«“
+

b,«’
+

b,«‘
[29]

was obtained in order to interpolate. The coefficients for each load (dowel diameter) and

rubber thickness are presented in Table 6.

5.3.1 Influence of G on the DBPR

Similar to crack growth in metals and glass, one needs to characterize the kinetics

of crack growth fatc as a function of fracture parameters and environmental effects.

Because a singularity prevails at the crack tip and the stresses become theoretically

infinite, a relationship involving the strain energy release rate, G, is desirable. A typical

[42] da/dt vs. G relationship of an adhesively bonded system under stress corrosionl l39
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Table 6. Applied G Variation with a (crack length);

G = 0,, +0,4 +0,4’ +0,4* +0,4*
ln d Go bz bs
(mm) (mm) kJ/m*
3.175 @-0.7627 0.03426 -6.7612-04 4.88E—06
8.128 2241 0.03697 ·6.66E-04 4.s01a06
8.128 12.7 3.798 ß-1.4498 0.05639 6.691a416
12.7 12.7 @ 13.712 0.03619 -6.6312-04 3.3871s06
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cracking may take on any of the two forms shown in Figure 62. Three distinct regions

exist in a fashion similar to that for other systems. However, some bonds apparently

exert a G·dependent behavior in region II while others show no sensitivity. In the latter

case, the environment (including temperature) exclusively determines the kinetics of the

process ofdebonding in this region while stresses do not play any role within the second

region.

Figure 63 shows a typical dz,/dt vs. G curve where experimental delarnination
data was used. A11 four specirnens were bonded using Chemlok 205/220 and exposed to

ASW at 25 C but at different current densities, i.e., 2,3,4, and 5 corresponding to -1000,

-1100, -1420, and -1825 mV (SCE). The scatter is typical of a "stair step" phenomena

in which the degradation process is complemented by a stress influence resulting in a

localized failure whenever G1 2 G, is locally satisfied. The influence of voltage is

apparent in that the higher the current density the harsher the pH and, thus, the faster

the reaction kinetics. The increase in region II delamination rate with increasing voltage

can be described mathematically in a form similar to that for diffusion in Equation 19

where the reaction rate, k„ (or DBPR,) becomes

k. = 1.1 =¤p<%>k ·=¤p<—¥>} — um
or,

DBPR, =¤ DBPRo{ exp( -%)k exp(;1l%)} [31]

The tabulated G values in Table 6 indicate that one way to control the initial

value of G is to modify the thiclmess of the rubber or the imposed deflection (dowel

diameter). Considering the high value of G, (about 15 kJ/ mz ), the SBS data is most
suited to model region II. In order to better characterize region II’s dependency on G,
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Dr. Liechti et al, at the University ofTexas at Austin, have collected experimental data

of up to about 4.6 k.I/ mz Figure 64 illustrates some of that data, and is presented along

with a representative set of data collected at VPI for lower applied G range. This

example figure reveals several interesting trends although the apparent scatter calls for

some concem on our part. Repeatability is excellent in the same bath; however, the

DBPR's within the same G range are about an order of magnitude larger for the two

specimens #UTl025 and #UTl026 than their counterparts #UT27 and #UT904. Two

possible explanations are: l) the applied potentials were erroneously different or 2) the

quality control during bonding is somehow flawed. Note that although "stair stepping"

is almost urmoticeable at large G values, the phenomena is clearly identified (by the

jagged line) at lower G's (for example in #UTl025 and #UTl026). Although some

degree of built·in randomness exists in this data (due to the arbitrary nature of quality

controlgand the duality of the testing institutions), the figure shows an increasing trend

in the DBPR’s with increasing applied G.

Following the above procedure, debond data for both systems in ASW and

NaOH environments were plotted all temperature, voltage, and G ranges. Figures 65-68

present this data on a base chart for comparison. Different data sets are identified by

their numbers, the testing institution, and the environment. Again, an increasing trend

of the DBPRs with G is clear in all systems. These graphs could be used to determine

the delamination rate under any condition, and integration in real time could be

performed as will be discussed in the following discussion.
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5.3.2 Durability Predictions

As a result of the preceding discussion, a clearer picture about the total debond behavior

is summarized and presented in Figure 69. A critical G value, GC , of about 15 k.I/ mz

was measured at VPI [38]. At this value, crack propagation of the dry bond grew in an

unstable manner. A value ofabout 0.02 kJ/ mz was also measured for G, of the degraded

bond [38]. Similar to crack growth in other adhesive bonds, three distinct regions exist.

Region III is totally dominated by the applied G while region I I seems to be affected

by both stresses and the environment as illustrated earlier. Region I seems to possess a

very steep increasing (with increasing G) slope around the value of G=0.3-0.5 k.l/mz.

Data collection from the SBS ceases when G-, becomes comparable to G, of the

weakened bond (at large crack lengths) that weakening becomes dominant.

According to Hertzberg [43], the kinetic crack growth data can be integrated to

provide estimates of life and crack length as a function of time. Ignoring region III, it

is clear from Figure 69 that one needs to account for region I and II. In this treatment,

region l will also be neglected due to the exceptionally sharp knee in the dz,/dt vs. G

curves presented earlier, and because Liechti [40] has reported a rather steep drop in the

region of about 0.3-0.5 kJ/ mz . Therefore, we will denote the rate for the remaining

region by 2,, where the rate can best be described by

dzz . . . .
T= 2, = 2,, z,,(env:r0nment, G,) [32]

Integrating the above equation yields that the time needed for delamination to

propagate a distance 2, is given by
l

ist
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r T I I'.1: T- V 2, 42,. [33]
0 l1.7

The delamination rate can best be described [44] by the relation

#2 = C, ¤¤<p(mG2) [34]

where C, and m are environment~dependent constants and are determined from

curve-fitted delamination data. In order to determine the time required for a desired

bondline length to delaminate, it suflices to integrate Equation 33 (ofwhich the r.h.s. is

integrable z,) in conjunction with the above equation. GT is an explicit function of
z, for which the coeflicients are tabulated in Table 6.

Since the constant C, in the above equation plays the role of an environmental

shift factor it may as well be functionally similar to the expression for the reaction rate

in Equation 30. This parameter serves as an indicator ofthe severity ofthe environment.

The appropriate expression for the delamination rate then becomes

. - 11* —ßFV
Z2 = /<¤{ ¢XP(—Ü·) <=X1>(—,7·)} =Xr>(mG) - [35]

This yields the expression
I

- =· - FVz, = k,,{ exp( —%) exp( %,— )} exp(mG) 1 .

And upon linearizing the above equation, the delamination model becomes

' 1¤s@=A„-A.<%>+A„<¥>+A.G· [36].
‘
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Again, A, is an estirnate of the activation energyuof delamination. The SAS fit in what
follows uses the test H0 : A,= 0 for the individual coeflicients (A,, A2, A, and A,) in order

to determine the significance of these terms. In equations 37-40 listed below, all the

acoeflicients were found to be significant. An example will be provided for a typical fit
below.

The fact that the SBS represents a G-decaying geometry necessitates the·use of

SAS in order to account for the continuously decaying applied G. A semi-empirical
model of the form presented in Eq.36 for the control system in ASW, considering all

independent variables, has resulted in an excellent fit of the form

logä·= 43.686 — l6500.( %) + 2.3469(
—;/e)

+ 0.446G [37]

Note also that the estimated value for the activation energy has risen from about 60 kJ/

mole for the difI'usion·control case to about 137 kJ/mole for the above

reaction-controlled process. This is consistent with the notion that the activation energy

barrier associated with chemical degradation reactions is usually larger than that for

diffusion. Two representative straight lines were superimposed on Fig. 65 corresponding
to a -1000 mV at 30 C and -1420 mV at 25 respectively. Note that Eq.37 fits the data

best at relatively large G's and is in error for low values of applied G.

Similarly, a multiple linear regression fit for the delamination data for System B

in ASW (presented previously in Figure 66) has resulted in the expression

logä¤ 25.97 — l0303.( %) + 1.265%%) + 0.6587G [38]

The regression model seems to fit the data well and the goodness of fit test of H0: A,

=0 is signifigant at the p=0.0326 level, A2 =0 is signifigant at the p=0.0039 level, A,
=- 0 is signifigant at the p== 0.0002 level, and A, = 0 is signifigant at the p=0.0032 level
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show that all the coefficients are significant. Again, two representative lines were

superimposed on Fig. 67 corresponding to -1000 mV at 30 C and -1310 mV at 40 C

respectively. The activation energy barrier for this case was estimated to be about 90

kJ/mole . ·

Another fit was calculated for the DBPR's for the Control A System in IM

NaOH, with the resulting fit as follows

log@= 37.16- 13002.(%)+ 1.376(-¥)+0.54l8G [39]

Again,
U*‘

is estimated to be about 100 kJ/mole for this case compared to 40 kJ/mole for

diffusion-control. lt is interesting to note that the activation energy for the chemical

reaction in ASW is somehow higher than its counterpart in NaOl—1 solutions which

follows the same trend with the case ofdiffusion~contro1 illustrated in chapter 4. Again,

Fig.67 shows the good fit of the semi-empirical model. The two dotted lines now

represent -900 mV at 30 C and -1250 mV at 25 C respectively.

Similar to the Chemlok 205/220 system, the delamination data for the silane

modified system in IM NaO1-1 were also used in the same fashion resulting in the fit

log = 29.4 - 10577.(+) + 0.984( %) + 0.227G [40]

An interesting observation is the moderate G dependency exerted by the modified system

compared with the controlas seen by the eoefiicient multiplying G in Eq.39 and the

previous equation. Two representative lines corresponding to -1420 mV at 25 C, and

-1360 mV at 40 C were superimposed on Fig. 68 to illustrate the influence of harshness

(as seen by the intercept) and the relatively moderate effect ofG (slope) as compared to

the three previous cases.
i

1
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5.4 CONCL USIONS n

As a result of the above discussion, the author has arrived at the following

conclusions: _
l- Delamination rates were found to be influenced by the temperature and current

“
density in a fashion similar to that ofweakening.

2- The effect of tensile stress on the DBPRs (in the SBS) is modelled using an

exponential function in applied G. SAS to predict durability of the adhesive bonds

3- A multiple regression analysis (using the REG procedure of SAS) was successfully

utilized to model the effect of all the accelerating parameters, i.e., temperature, current
density, and stress on delamination rates.
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6. ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This model seeks to relate the efI’ect(s) of applied tensile stress on debond rates _

of adhesive systems to the adverse conditions that are caused by the environment. The

attack of the hydroxyl ion on the adhesive/metal bondline has been proven throughout

this research to be the single most important factor in determining the environmental

durability and stability of cathodically protected systems. The environmental attack on

the critical linkages discussed earlier is, in fact, responsible for weakening the interfacial

layer and eventually failing the bond. The overall production of the hydroxyl ions

depends on several rate—dependent reactions that take place in the immediate proxirnity

of the steel surface leading to the fact that the slowest of those reactions would control

the outcome i.e. deterioration. ·
I

i
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A multi-chain-oflevents approach is presented which incorporates a non-linear
diffusion boundary value problem, a degradation boundary value problem, and a

mechano-chemical failure criterion. Special care was exercised when addressing the two

similar·in-origin, yet different·in-consequences, problems of bond weakening and

delamination. Updating the boundary conditions for the boundary value problem was

incorporated as a possible means to modelling delamination.

6.2 KINETIC EQUA TIONS

In order to understand the mechanism by which the adhesive bond deteriorates

as a result of the environment, it is necessary to establish the kinetics of the process(es)

by which ions migrate into a polymeric material or an environmental crack. Diffusion

of the individual ions and their state within the medium (becoming hydrated, attacking

the chemically unstable bulk linkages, or hydrolyzing the attachment sites at the

polymer/metal interface) could determine the extent of damage to the bond. Assuming
that adsorption of the aggressive medium on the reactive zone surface and desorption

of the degraded products are govemed by a rapid mass transfer mechanism, two

important and parallel mechanisms remain to be accounted for. These processes are:
diffusion of the aggressive species into the polymer or the crack, and the chemical

reaction of these species with the attachment sites and with the chemically unstable

groups in the adhesive itself (designated by "critical linkage, C.L").

Simple diffusion of particles within a medium could be expressed in a form of a
flux vector

t U
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Z = — B. ii u. :411
which relates the flow of some species i to its chemical potential through what is called
the kinetic coeflicient, B, . The negative sign in the above equation is due to the fact that

diffusion takes place in a direction opposite to that of increasing chemical potential.

Because the chemical potential of a substance is not easy to utilize, an equivalent form

can be obtained where concentrations can be used. Substitution of the expression for

the chemical potential yields

L = — Dgl + dm ci )Vc, [42]

where y, is the molar activity coeflicient, c, is the concentration, and D, is the diffusion

coeflicient of species i. The resulting form for D, includes the kinetic coeflicient and is
stated as follows:

D, = B,kT . [43]

The expression between brackets in Equation 42 is known as the thermodynamic factor

of B, and will be set to unity in this study ( for an ideal system y, = c,). The resulting

form is widely known as Fick's first law ofdiffusion.

The continuity of mass governing equations introduce the time element into the

simple diffusion process and for a single-component system it takes on the general form:

öc " "
ät = V—

J.Substitutingthe expression for the flux (from Equation 42) into Equation 44 yields
Fick’s second law for simple diffusion:

4
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6- (0 vc). [45]

The general governing conservation equation of a multi·component ionic system
in a crack or a polymeric material could be represented by a system of differential
equations that accounts for the concentration changes in time and space of the n
different components which the solution consists oli The above stated law, however,
does not account for special features associated with the migration, advection or

chemical reaction processes. Therefore, additional terms have to be added into Equation
45 in order to satisfy all the physical and chemical phenomena that are associated with
debonding as seen in the following expression.

öc, .. -· -· -· z, -· —· _
-§= — v-Vc, + V- (D,Vc,) +-ä?F}V- (D c,V¢)+ R, (i== l,2,..,n) [46]

Here, the rate of change ofconcentration depends on

I) advection mechanism,

2) simple Fickian diffusion, _

3) ion migration due to potential gradient effects,

4) and homogenous chemical reactions involving the generation
U

—

or depletion of species as indicated by the three terms above, respectively.

In the above equations, v is the rate of movement of the volume of solution

within the crack or the polymeric material due to fatigue loading or swelling, c, is the
concentration of species i, D, is the effective diffusion coefficient of ions (molecules) of
the ith species, z, valency of the ith ion, ¢> potential drop = [ 5,,, · E (x) ], and R, the
rate of production or depletion of species by chemical reaction. The advection term

vanishes for a static crack because no replenishing of the electrolyte takes place and will
be neglected throughout this research.

f
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While a more involved treatment is proposed in Appendix 4, the first and third
terms of the r.h.s. of the above equation will be neglected for the remainder of this
chapter. This will result in a simplified form of the mass conservation equations as

follows ·

öc, -· -· _
(blvci) +R1As

we will see in the upcoming discussion, we have used nonlinear expressions for the

degradation reaction rate constants and the diffusion constants in order to account for
temperature and voltage.

6.3 CHEMICAL DEGRADA TION

Degradation ofthe adhesive bond is a complex problem to model because several

parallel mechanisms may take place simultaneously. The process of degradation is

highly dependent on the particular system and may take place at various regions of the

adhesive bond depending on the relative rates of the acting processes. In this specific

application, however, the degradation takes place interfacially in fronts as discussed

previously in chapter 4. This is responsible for what we describe as a "diffusion window"

phenomena at the bond's boundary. The thickness of such a surface reactive zone

cannot be determined experimentally but it is believed to be very thin for very high

chemical reaction to diffusion ratios. The continuity of mass for such a system must be
represented on a surface concentration basis and not on bullt concentrations. Therefore, l
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the solution of the coupled system ofp.d.e's is essential to detemiine the actual "surface"

concentration of the aggressive species (hydroxyl) at the sharp front. Taking this into

consideration, one may write [45] the overall rate of the degradation of a heterogeneous

polymer or an adhesive bondline as :

6C,Z-;=Z:—k<c„„— <r„>¤:1„». :481:-1 :-1

where v, is the relative volume of each region in the medium and C, is the degraded

linkage's concentration. The above equation shows that several degradation

mechanisms can occur simultaneously in the different components of the polymer and

could be accounted for with this model.

In an NaOH solution, the hydroxyl is readily available for degradation thanks to

bulk concentrations. The attack on the critical linkages (interfacial bond—creating

attachment sites or unstable bulk primer linkages) is believed to be chemically activated,

with a molecules of OH ions reacting with those linkages at the crack tip to form an

activated complex thus forming an inactive site according to:

C.L. .... + a·[OH'] il C.L. [OHj"‘ [49]

where the value of a determines the order of reaction and k, is the degradation rate

constant. lf only one "culprit^' mechanism is considered, Eq. 48 degenerates into

[so]

V Another complication may involve the hydrolysis or reduction of the iron oxide
itself at high voltages and high pH. According to Pourbaix [4,6], the potential·pH ‘
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diagram for the Fe — H20 suggests that in the presence of IN NaOH and coupled to zinc

(pH= 13.7 and E(h)= -0.9V ) corrosion of the iron is inevitable (Fig. 70). The

hydrolysis of iron, for example, could be incorporated into the above model through the

addition ofan extra rate·dependent reaction equation

Fe2+ + 0H' Q Feozr . [51]
ks

Similarly, the related flux and continuity equation should be taken into consideration.

However, that avenue will not be investigated here for simplicity.

6.4 THE B. V.P.

The uncertainty in characterizing the "culprit" degradation mechanism has

dictated that we use the experimentally determined kinetic parameters from chapters 4

and 5. The need to pin·point such a mechanism vanishes as a result because these rates

are those of the ^'acting" mechanism under the specific conditions. For the case where

an adhesive bond is exposed to NaOH or ASW with voltage, the diffusion B.V.P. and

the degradation problem is expressed in two mass balance equations. Assuming that the

reaction is first-order, an equation that accounts for mass balance ofthe reacting species

(OH') that contains an accumulation term which comes about due to the transient term,

a transport term that accounts for diffusion, and a consumptive reaction term that

accounts for the degradation reaction as follows · U
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6 6*-5}- 0, - 6 16, c.1.. 6, [52]

where c, is [0H*] at the reaction site, k, is the first-order reaction rate coeflicient

(l/s)/(mole/
cm’

), C.L. is the concentration of the degradable adhesive (mole/cm3), and

a is a stoichiometric coefiicient. The other equation accounts for the degraded bondline
species (Equation 49) and is expressed as:

= - 16, 6.1.. 6, [53]

where the r.h.s. term is the rate of reaction, R.

The concentrations above were normalized with respect to the bulk

concentration of the aggressive species as follows:

c:==% , C.L.x=·C%· .
Cl C]

(for example, cr is equal to l.0E+ Il mole/cm* for an IM NaOl—I solution). Using

non·dimensional time and distance according to the relationship

x De x XI = L2 I, x = L

gives rise to the non·dimensionaI system (where the superscript has been dropped for

convenience in this treatment) as follows

E- ii W c 1. [sa]

-6 — W 6.1.. 6, . ‘ [55]
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The reduced problem is subject to the BC’s: at t> 0,

x= 0, at the crack mouth,

c,=l, ig}-0. [56]

x= 1, at the crack tip,

3;ao 66.1.. go [57]öx ° ’
öx °

The non·dimensional quantity W above is of the form

1. 1} „
W = —äT
c,·[58]

and is analogous to the Thiele modulus, (4*:*)*, reported previously (chapter 4) which

indicates whether dilfusion or chemical reaction is rate controlling. At high values of

W diffusion is nonlinear and is characterized by a propagating front. lndeed, at large

values of the Thiele modulus, the dilfusion coefiicient becomes very species

concentration-sensitive and can not be explained on the basis of linear Fickian diffusion

relations.

Typical concentration profiles for [OH'] and [C.L] resulting from the above

diffusion-chemical reaction system are shown in Figures 71-76. The normalized initial

concentrations for [0H*] and [C.L] are 1.0 and 1.5 (section 6.7) respectively. Unlike the

case where W is very low (= 1, 10; Figures 71, 73), the dilfusion of the aggressive species

(0H*) becomes restricted to a fairly thin layer for the case where W becomes larger (Fig.

75). Consequently, the neutralization of the critical linkages proceeds in the shape of a

wave. This trend continues for the case when chemical reaction seems to dominate .
(W= 100). Now the reaction becomes limited to a fairly sharp surface characterized by
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a sharp front. The degree to which weakening proceeds in relationship to delamination
is very much govemed by the shape of such a front. Compared to Figure 72, one

predicts that this weakened distance ahead of the crack tip in Figure 76 (corresponding

to W- 100) is much shorter.

6.5 FAILURE CRITERION

An interesting formulation called the ’Generalized fracture mechanics ' (GFM)

was developed fairly recently by Andrews [47]. He showed that a function he called the

adhesive failure energy is a function of surface treatment, the adhesive, and the

adherend. He then developed a scheme by which the work of debonding, 0, is related

to the environment and stresses through a "loss function" according to the relationship

0 = 0°x(da/dr, T, a). [59]

00 is the energy needed to break the adhesive bond across the fracture plane, X is a loss

function dependent on crack velocity, temperature, and strain.

In this treatment, we have assumed that debonding is a direct consequence of

degradation. We will denote the degraded crucial linkage (attachment site, bulk primer

linkage) at the bondline by [ C.L. ]. During exposure, the density of these interatomic

bonds will decrease as a function of the local 0H* concentration and could be modelled
through a similar loss function as follows
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[C-L] = C-L-0 x([OH']) ·
[60]

= C.L.0 1(c.d., pH, Temp., t)

where c.d. is the cathodic current density and t is time.

Essentially, G, is a measure of the resistance of the bondline to the propagation

of an existing crack and is an inherent property of any particular adhesive bond.

Naturally, its value is system sensitive and is atfected by such factors as surface

preparation, the adhesive and adhesive compatibility. It is natural then to assume that

the degraded bond will possess at any time a resisting G, G,, that is directly related to

the density of the operative interatomic bonds

G. = G. ([C'·L])- [61]

where [C.L] for the adhesive bond is calculated at any point and at every time increment

according to Equation 60. A failure mechanism is completed by considering that

Z2 *

Z2Figure77 shows how we envision that this criterion will function. As the bond weakens

(assuming that a linear relationship exists between 1 and [C.L]) the loss function, 1, will

follow the same wave-like shape as in Figure 76. G, is proportional to 1 and is similarly

inlluenced by the rate-governing kinetics. Notice that the lines representing G, in Figure

77 correspond to large times (t=0.l·O.5). Delarnination will pursue when the failure

criterion is satisfied. lt is, therefore, necessary and sullicient that GT exceeds G, for the

crack to propagate locally.
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6.6 A SCHEME FOR NUMERICAL SIMULA TIONS

The proposed algorithm is set up in such a way to allow one to take full

advantage of the numerical scheme in order to solve the system for both weakening and

delamination. Figure 78 illustrates the algorithm that operates according to a

closed-chain·of-events complete with a failure mechanism. The latter being either a
critical concentration of the degraded linkage density, [C.L],„, for weakening progress

or a fracture mechanism similar to that discussed above. The primary input data
includes

· The geometric parameters that may contain the bond line's length for example
— initial conditions associated with the aggressive and degradable species
— the environment including applied voltage and temperature

- the kinetic parameters for the involved processes

· loading parameters, GT, for the tension loaded case

The kinetic parameters above are assumed to be functionally similar to those

determined from the regression analysis. And note that both temperature and voltage

are accounted for in this treatment through the 'harshness coellicient", W. As harshness

increases so do the two coeflicients with the reaction rate coeflicient progressively

leading D resulting in constantly increasing value of W.

Solving the non-linear B.V.P. represented by Eqs. 54,55 along with the associated

initial boundary conditions (Eqs. 54,55), the species concentrations, the aggressive and

unstable ones included, are determined at every spatial node and for every time

increment. The failure criterion is considered to be of a mechano-chemical nature

because of the obvious interaction as seen from section 6.5. For the case of a weakened
bond, the degraded interface is assumed to "debond" when the C.Li's density diminishes

” l
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to a trickle, C.L., = 5 percent in this treatment. Depending on whether or not stress is

applied, updating the boundary conditions becomes necessary if and when delamination

takes place.

The numerical solution was attempted using the IMSL subroutine DPDES. A

Fortran program was developed for the purpose ofmodelling the above example case in

order to illustrate the trends associated with debonding. The algorithrn follows the

scheme that was illustrated in Figure 78, and a copy ofthe program is given in Appendix

3.
I

6.7 NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS

6. 7.1 Weakcuiug _

An ASW environment with -1000 mV (SCE) and at 25 C was taken as a reference

point and a control value of 1080 was used as a control for W. The reason for using the

same value of W in these two cases is that the WBPR for the case above and for IM
NaOH at 25 C with no applied voltage was almost identical (chapter 3). The

appropriate expression for the diffusion coetiicient (Eq.I9), control length, I, and cr

were used in Eq.58 to give

k, - 8.41 ¢xp($%°gl) exp(%£) ·
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with units of (1/s)/(mole/cm3). Note that the only variable that is left to be determined

is the initial density of the critical linkage. This value was adjusted until a good fit to °

the control case in weakening (BDS) was found. As seen from the good fit in Figure 79,

an appropriate value for [C.L]° was found to be about 1.5 mole/cm3. Several other cases

were run to verify this value. The figure also shows that the predictions fit the

experimental results well except, perhaps, in the case of -1100 mV. An important

observation is that the program predicts a "delay time" (time needed to debond the first

nodal distance ofabout 0.254 mm) as a function ofapplied voltage which correlates well

with experiments. The predicted delay times were 2.15, 1.08, and 0.137 days for -1000,

-1100, and 1440 mV respectively compared to the linear regression values ofabout 1.96,

0.5 and 0 (Fig. 49).

An attempt was made to nomialize the experimental data by using

non-dirnensional times of the form used in the above analysis. lt is necessary to

remember that the diffusion constants are a function of the independent variables:

temperature and voltage. Non-dimensional distances were used as well. The resulting

shifted data for the data in Figure 79 is presented in Fig.80 along with the predicted

results. The apparent deviation in the experimental data of the -1100 mV case may

explain the apparent lack of fit in Fig. 79 for this case. lt is also interesting to note that

the shifted predictions are parallel at large distances as we may have expected. The

reason being that for these very harsh conditions, W increases proportional to k/D

resulting in a high propagation rate at small distances while it tapers off as diffusion

becomes the dominant process.

In order to verify the program further, other available weakening data in

seawater at various voltages and temperatures was utilized as well. Stevenson’s [8] data

which was collected in seawater was plagued by considerable scatter but was plotted in
a fashion similar to VPl’s. Figure 81 shows some representative data points from RefI8 lI · 179
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along with case B-4 from the test matrix at VPl. While the fit is reasonable for the

higher voltages, the fit is somehow uncharacteristically poor for the lower ones. This

may be explained by the fact that the data used here from Stevenson are merely an

"expected" fit and may not be very accurate. Nevertheless, the predicted delay times

agree very well with those reported in Ref [8]. Values of 1.98, 8.27, and 47.9 days were

predicted for ·l050, 850, and 610 mV respectively compared to about 1.2, 6.25, and 30

days by Stevenson. Again, the numerical predictions were plotted also in Fig.8l and

show that non-dimensionalizing with respect to the diffusion coefiicients plays the role

of a "shifi factor". And knowing that the chernical reaction rate dominates in the initial

stages, Figure 82 shows that the initial slopes of the prediction curves differ while the

rate is similar at long distances where diffusion dominates.

Similarly, the same value of [C.L]„ (based on a 5 percent failure criterion for

weakening) was used for NaOH modelling as well. Figure 83 shows the BDS data

collected in IM NaOH at 25 C for different voltages along with their numerical

predictions. The fit is fairly good considering the amount ofdata scatter. Again a delay ·

time associated with the "mild" harshness factor of 1080 is observed. The shifted data

and their respective lits are shown in Figure 84. An interesting observation is that all

the curves when voltage is applied are virtually superimposable. We believe that this is

due to the extremely large values of W at these voltage levels. Also, the experimental

data becomes banded in a fashion where the lit lines seem to be located around the mean

value. This could be perhaps because the expressions for k and D are the same that were

U determined from the regression analysis.
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6.7.2 Delamination

One virtue of the model described above is that the number of parameters that

are needed to determine the rate of delamination is reduced to two: W and G,„, where

the former is determined from the knowledge of k and D as discussed above. Another

unknown factor is the decay behavior of G, as a function of degraded critical linkages.

Figure 85 gives some expressions for the hypothetical influence ofdegradation on G, foru
three possible values of G,o : 10, 50, and 100 kJ/mz. The major action for the case when

the SBS is used is apparently limited to the lower right corner of the figure where G,

becomes small. Because an exact function of the shape of the decaying G, versus [C.L.]

is not available, a linear relationship was assumed in the model and the solution

proceeded according to the algorithm. A value of G,„ of 100 kJ/mz was found to fit the

data best.

Delamination results from the SBS in 1M NaOH at 25 C with and without

potential were normalized with respect to their respective ditfusion coefticients and are

presented in Figure 86. Voltages of -1150, 1250, 1420 mV (SCE) along with a case

without voltage are all included. Interestingly enough, the collapse of the experimental

data along a straight line is indicative of the shifting capability of this technique and,

perhaps, a sign that the experimental data for the Chemlok 205/220 system in NaO1—l

solution is well behaved. A linear decaying function with an initial G,„ value of 100 k.I/
mz was used and a good tit for the case of -1150 mV at 25 C (taken as a reference) was

consequently arrived at. As seen from Figure_ 86, the resulting predictive curve is fairly

linear (bends down slightly) with the initial slope most comparable to the experimental

data. Similar tits were found for the other voltages were found to be virtually
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superimposable with the exception of the case of nolapplied voltage (W for this case is

considerably lower).

Figure 87 shows the delamination predictions in real time for the above
mentioned environments. Reasonably good fits are obtained (except for the case of 0

mV) for up to about 12.7 mm delamination length (corresponding to GT of about 0.4

kJ/mz) after which the model tends to over estirnate the ratesl This is not surprising

since this value of GT falls into the range within which the DBPRs decrease rapidly

(region II).

Similarly, the delamination data for the control system in ASW at different

voltages were shifted and are plotted in Figure 88. Some scatter is evident, and the data

for -1000 mV is especially distant from other data. This is due to the fact that these dataU
did not conform to the otherwise established accelerating effect of applied G as could

be seen in Figure 96 in Appendix 2. Again, a G-decay expression identical to that used

above is utilized resulting in a fairly linear predictions as shown in Figure 88. Except in

the case of -1000 mV, the data is fitted nicely within the given range of given debond

window. Figure 89 illustrates the data and the corresponding fit in real time. It is

understandable that the predictions for the -1000 mV case are higher than the data due

to the above mentioned anomaly.

6.8 CONCLUSIONS

The model described above is a useful tool to model debonding given that the
appropriate parameters are used. Environmental failure ofadhesive joints comes about
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as a result of the completion of a series of events. The characterization of a failure

criterion serves to identify the climax of that closed-loop chain. The complexity of the

various processes and their interaction requires more detailed study. Nonetheless, we

were able to show the feasibility of such an approach without having to solve the fully

developed problem of the form presented in Appendix 4. In summary we conclude that
I

l- The environment interaction with the bondline is modelled through the boundary

value problem (Eq.54,55), subject to the appropriate BC's, which accounts for the proper

generation and consumption terms.

2- The failure criterion for weakening depend on the concentration of the critical linkage

[C.L] which is in turn a function of the surface concentration of the aggressive hydroxyl.

3- The failure criterion for delamination is a derivative of that for weakening into which

updating ofthe boundary conditions was incorporated leading to a "marching boundary"

phenomena.

4- Weakening was modelled exceptionally well and reasonable delay times were

numerically determined and correlated with real data.

5- Predicting delamination was accomplished fairly successfully for large values of G,

while the program overestimated delamination for relatively low G's.
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7. INSIGHTS INTO THE MECHANISM(S) OF

FAILURE

7.1. INTRODUCTION ·

Generally, characterization of the mechanism and locus of failures in adhesive

bonds is a difficult task. Each and every interfacial (oxide/primer, primer/top coat, top

coat/substrate) region is theoretically capable of de-adhesion given that the conditions

are adverse. Also, degradation of the adhesive constituents (oxide solubilization, bulk

adhesive attack) may take place as well. Another complication is that failures'

mechanisms and modes are adhesive system sensitive and may vary (for the same

system) considerably from one condition to the next. A review of the mechanism(s) of

cathodic debonding of rubber from steel is addressed herein.

There is no question that bulk degradation may, and indeed does, occur due to

the hydroxyl attack on the unsaturated bonds within the primer as shown by Boerio [23]

and Hamadeh et al [26]. A wide range of bulk linkages are susceptible to attack by·the
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0H* especially the molecular bridges i.e. methylene, ether, etc. . The contribution of

bulk integrity is crucial For bond durability in aggressive media thanks to diffusion

resistance. The question that needs to be asked, however, is whether the deterioration

in the bulk is the mechanism by which cathodic activity fails the bond.

7.2 THEORIES OF ADHESION

In order to develop a better understanding of de-adhesion, one needs to

appreciate the nature of adhesion. Adhesion is a diverse phenomena in as Far as the

number of scientific fields involved and the complexity of the adhesive system. On a

micro- level, adjacent atoms and molecules may develop either physical or chemical

Forces and Frequently both. The collective work of those Forces contribute to the macro

properties of the bonded system i.e. the dry strength and durability, to name a Few.

Several theories have appeared to try to explain adhesion on the basis of inter-molecular

Forces that prevail at the interface. A wide range of those Forces that operate at the

interface can be polar or non·polar,i.e., van der Waals (physi·sorption) and covalent

(chemi-sorption). Among the theories that relate to polymeric materials bonding to

metal oxides are the following:

l) The Electronic Theory: Suggests that electrostatic Forces arising From electron

transfer between the adhesive and the substrate molecules provided contact occurs.

‘
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2) Theory of Mechanical Linking: This theory suggests that the interlocking of the
molecules of the adhesive with the irregularities of the substrate is the source of

adhesion. One drawback ofthis theory is that it does not explain the the aging behavior,

i.e., deterioration of bond.

3) The Adsorption Theory: Physical and chemical interactions are the primary force of

attraction provided that adsorption of the adhesive molecules occur. Heat is needed to

provide energy for the reactions and pressure aids the polymer to wet and physically
absorb._ °

Bickerman [48] suggested the existence of a linite boundary layer composed of

absorbed molecules that diifer from those in the bulk adhesive phases. A Weak
Boundary Layer is, therefore, responsible for failure either because of inherent Haws

during the bonding process or due to service conditions. The former category may be
caused by a contaminated substrate, entrapment of air, incompatibility of the adhesive

and the substrate. The induced WBL may form due to cohesively weak oxide layer or

the chemical degradation between the polymer and the substrate. .

7.3 DISCUSSION

The cooperation between VPI, TRI, UC, and UT over the past three years has

amassed an extensive amount of data in support of bulk degradation. However, a

question has been raised whether other mechanisms, i.e., interfacial, do exist. The
irnplied suggestion is that the degradation process which takes place at the interface
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could be different than that in the bulk and not simply an "accelerated process".

Throughout this interdisciplinary study, several observations were made that may

support either mechanism. As a result, we have accumulated the evidence that, we

think, supports both arguments and have presented it in two separate groups entitled

"Substantiating/Counterargument" for both the "bulk" and the "interfacial” proposed

failure mechanisms as follows:

SUBSTANTIATING BULK COUNTERARGUMENT

· XPS & IR show degradation of some - Degradation of the phenolic resin is

linkages in bulk adhesive and that almost inevitable when exposed to the

the cathodically failed surfaces alkali. The contribution to durability

show the same trend. Boerio [23], of the joint depends on the rate of such

sighting IR study ofbulk primer mechanism in comparison to another

after exposure to NaOH solution, interfacial mechanism.

reported that the ’methylene groups The similarity of the degraded peaks

linking the benzene rings in the in bulk to those on the fracture

phenolic polymer rapidly decrease surface may be explained as follows:

in intensity'. He then suggested i) XPS is not a very surface sensitive

a possible failure mechanism by technique. The relatively deep penetra-

which the base·eatalyzed oxidative tion of the beam means that the interfa-

degradation of the phenolic makes cial components may have been masked.

the resin more hydrophilic and ii) The degradation of the polymer at the

eventually results in failure. A surface, as evidenced by similar peaks

mechanism previously suggested by to those in the bulk, may have occurred
VPI [26] concludes that hydrolysis as a result of exposure to the alkali

I98
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of ether linkages in the backbone after the bond has failed due to other

polymer leads to saponification of mechanism (interfacial).

the adhesive. A secondary mechanism

was the leaching of chlorine, as _

CI‘, from the adhesive and

possibly corroding the iron oxide.

· TRI reported no improvement in the · Others [49] have reported that the

DBPR when silane was used as surface best improvement in durability

preparation. occurred when silane was added as

A question may be raised is that if surface preparation.

failure is interfacial, why was ”

the improvement limited to the One may suggest repeating the test
[

case when the silane was added for several possible reasons:

to the primer, while no positive i) the silane might have been old,

effect on durability was seen when ii) insufiicient data was collected,

the A·l100 silane is added directly iii) or that proper interdiflixsion and

onto the oxide surface? crosslinking between the silane

and the primer were not accomplished.

which may have resulted in shifting

the locus of failure to silane/primerinterface.
- The WBPR, the initial DBPR, and The rates being similar may simply indicate

the rate of degradation of the free that the rate for the bulk degradation

primer films in IM NaOH are all mechanism is comparable to that of the
comparable. This may suggest that interfacial mechanism for these conditions.

i
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debonding is a direct result of This may not be true for the case when

bulk degradation. voltage is applied.

SUBSTANTIATING INTERFACIAL COUNTERARGUMENT

· Failures always seem to occur near · It is reasonable to expect failure to

the oxide and that the analysis of the occur near the cathode where pH is highest.

XPS results from the polished specimens Same componental composition on both ·

show a much cleaner interfacial sepa- sides of the fracture surfaces of rough

ration. Boerio [50] noted a substantial substrates after exposure to cathodic

difference in delamination results with activity. VPI [Sl] had reported that

polished and etched substrates. For po- both the steel and rubber sides of

lished specimens, 'Iocus of failure was the failure surfaces 'appear to be

near the primer/oxide interface with quite similar in the broad window of

little primer lefi on the substrate and ESCA eventhough the failure appears

little oxide remaining on the rubber. to be clean interfacial failure to ~

Hamadeh et al [26} used XPS to character- the naked eye'.

ize both sides of failure of a polished l

rubber/steel joint exposed to IM NaOH,

natural potential of zinc, and 30 C.

Compared with a rough substrate, much

more chloride (originally in adhesive)

was left on the rubber surface and much

less iron, zinc, and lead (mostly from
I

alloy) were observed.
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- In lNaOH solution without voltage, - Oxide may serve as a catalyst for the

Bond Propagation Rate depends on reaction on the surface.

the oxide on the substrate. Stainless

steel performed much worse than

mild steel (without applied voltage).

Q: lf bulk degradation is the

goveming mechanism, why are the
I

rates so much different? (a)

· Following degradation of neat · The in situ pH within the confined

film specimens in IM NaOH for a long regions of the bond near the cathode

period, the modulus and the strength could generate higher pH than occurs

of these specimens remained moderately in IM NaOH solutions.

high. A point could be made as to

Why would the bond fail if the primer

material retains high residual strength?

az Koehler [I9] used an oleoresinous/steel coating system and showed a complete failure in ammonium

hydroxide solution after 4 hours. He then used tinplate and 3004 aluminum for substrates and did not

observe any detachment after exposure to the same solution (pH
-

11.7). One explanation was that ' the

dependence of the adhesion loss on both the coating and the metal is to expected from a mechanism involving

the acid/base nature of these entities and the pH of the interfacial solution'.

201
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7.4 THE A TTACHMENT SITE THEOR Y

The adhesive joint could be looked upon as a composite that is made up of three

major components: the inorganic metal substrate, the adhesive, and the rubber layer.

If we look closely, one realizes that the fmal joint consists of several other layers. The

hydrated oxide meets the adhesive in a 3·dimensional interphasal layer through which

an intemal structure of attachments develops. That is where the adhesive molecular

segments are attached to the oxide. The properties of this layer are different than either

the adhesive or the substrate: chains are highly organized in comparison with the bulk

polymer. The molecules are closely aligned and oriented in such a way to fit with the

morphology of the oxide. The attachment site theory of adhesive joint strengths was

developed by Lewis [52] as an elaborate means to explain the contribution of the

adhesive/adherend components to the strength of the adhesive system Because the

^’dry" bond strength is indicative of the "cohesive" properties of the bulk adhesive,

workers have not been able to directly measure the true "theoretical" interfacial strength

ofbonds. This theory offers an insight into the characteristic properties of the interface.

7.4.1 Geometry

Lewis and Saxon [53] found that when various controlled amounts of an

adhesion promoting compound { bis(2-chloroethyl) vinyl phosphonate, BVCP} was

radiation·grafted onto the surface ofpolypropylene, the existence of three conditions of
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interfacial attachment was encountered. When very small quantities (less than 0.1

percent) of BVCP were used, low adhesive joint strengths were observed accompanied

by complete interfacial failures signifying weak surface attachment. At somewhat higher

grafting levels, 0.2 to 0.4 percent, mixed type failures were observed, accompanied by

higher joint strengths. Finally at a particular grafting level, maximum joint strengths

exhibiting cohesive type failures were observed.

Figure 90 shows the three regions that characterize the type of failure (strength)

as a function of surface attachment (Z,). Further increase in the degree of surface

attachment does not enhance the mechanical joint strength due to the rheological

aspects of the bulk adhesive, even though the effect of such increase may contribute to

the environmental durability of such joints. lt is assumed, then, that the joint strength,

S, , is the minimum value of S,, the cohesive strength of the bulk adhesive, Sd, the

cohesive strength of the bulk adherend, and 5,,, strength of the interfacial boundary

layer. That could be summarized by saying that

$7 = ¤¤i¤{$z„ S., Sd} [63]

Theqcurve in Fig. 90 can be fitted into a semi-empirical equation that relates the

joint strength to the degree of surface attachment of the form:

$,.8. [1 — =xp{ — 27.23]- [64]
¤-n

Where S, is the joint cohesive strength, Z, the density of AS ( number/unit area), and 7,

and q, are characteristic parameters.

One can separate the attaclunent sites into two groups: Z, , number of effective

sites, and Z„, number of inoperative sites. That yields,
i
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Attachment (from [57]). ·
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Enz? = nz? + nz?· [65]
I-l

and normalizing by Z„,

Z, q5} = S. 1 — HP — {ni + v„( ).} [66]

where y, and q, are type dependent parameters.

S, — Snr ·= — l¤(Ti) [67]

sinceZ,=0atSj=S„.
u

The derivation of the AS model was also developed using the principles of the

phase transforrnation theory following Avrami [54-56] and by relating the volume ofAS

formed to the strength of the BL through a boundary layer ultimate strength, K* such

that, -

$„== /<" [1— ¤xp{ — (vä + v"Z"")}] [68]

where,

,, k" — Sni = — 1¤(—T.—2·)- [69]

Here, k* is the ultimate "theoretical" Boundary Layer strength, 7* is a rate

constant (a kinetic term which is a function of AS geometry, growth rate effects as a

function of AS concentration, and the potential nuclcation site density), and
q*‘

: the
effective dimension of the AS growth model.
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An attractive feature of this theory is that it is able to explain that different

adhesively bonded joints perform differently due to the fact that "though the interfacial

adsorption functionality of a given adhesive system remains constant, the number of

effective AS's on the adherend will vary accordingly to its surface treatment" [57].

Another feature is the model's ability to explain the environmental attack on the

adhesive system through the chemical degradation of the AS's. Figure 91 shows the

phenomenon ofde-adhesion. The bond fails when the environment attacks the effective

sites ( Z,) converting them into inoperative ones (Zb ) thus reducing the strength of the

BL, Sb, to where it can no longer resist the extemally applied stresses. This

enviromnental effectively shifts the locus of failure from cohesive in the adhesive to

interfacial. _

7.4.2 Chemical Bonds

Let us discuss the nature of those bonds that form the A.S.'s across the metal

oxide. According to Fowkes [58], the interfacial acid-base bonding could span a wide

range including the best known: hydrogen bonds with "interaction energies that are

dependent on the acidity of the hydrogen donor and on the basicity of the hydrogen

acceptor". He related the work of adhesion to exothermic interfacial energy changes

while the bond is forming. Heats of adsorption were then correlated, through semi

empirical parameters, with the adsorption of various polymcrs onto substrates. The

strongest adsorption, for example, was found to take place when neutral solvents were
used with PMMA (basic polymer) on silica (acidic) and that adsorption was diminished

I
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when basic or acidic solvents were used. The reason for the lost adsorption is blamed

on the competition between the acid and the base for the available sites. Fowkes goes

on to suggest that silanes work well because they increase the basicity or the acidity

(depending on type) of the substrate thus increasing bondability. Amino-Silane , APS,

for instance, was found to make the surfaces quite basic as evidenced by its strong

positive zeta·potential. This may be in agreement with work reported by Boerio and

Williams [59] in which silane was deposited from solutions of pH 8.0 to 12.5. A

considerable difference in residual bond strength under wet conditions was observed.

The addition of silane provides a water·resistant bond between an organic

polymer and an inorganic metal as well as between organic polymers. Silanol groups

may first form hydrogen bonds with the surface, but during drying they condense to

siloxane structures chemically bonded to the surface [60]. The overall joint strength and

its resistance to moisture was found, however, to depend on the extent of cross linking

of the silane primer and the interdilfusion of silane into the adhesive phase. The

integrity of the 3-dimensional interphasal region is necessary to achieve both dry and

wet strength.

7.4.2.a Aluminum Substrates

Adsorption studies [61] ofphenolic (from a solvent blend) on a well characterized

aluminum oxide surface show that the attachment density is very high for such an ideal

system. The crystal structure of the oxide, contamination, and water vapor are mainly

responsible for the considerably lower attachments ir1 real life applications. Other
components in the heterogeneous adhesive may also compete for the available sites as
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well. The Al-O bond length affects the crystal structure of the Al oxide. About three

attachments per phenolic molecule is theoretically feasible, and assuming that an

average phenolic molecule takes up to 10-20 °A* , one site could theoretically be formed

on 3-6 °A* . The nature of the bonds at these sites can range from Al—O to hydrogen

bonds. An acid—base interaction can take place because the phenol is acidic and oxygenbonds to Al on the surface and attaches to it.
Jemian [62] used careful surface pretreatment of Al oxides to form hexagonal

Bayerite ( ß — AI20,.3H2O ). He estirnated the attachment density at the interface to be

of the order of 10** per cm} taking the molecular spacing to be approximately lnm.

7.4.2.b Steel Substrates

The Chemlok 205 primer is phenolic-based and is primarily responsible for the

quality of the interfacial attachments between the steel substrate and the other

components in the bond (Chemlok 220 adhesive and Neoprene rubber). The cure

conditions used with this system lead to the evolution of water via condensation

reactions and are "precisely those that give the maximum probability of forming ether

linkages between oxide surfaces and the resin"[63].Gettings

and Kinloch [64] used XPS & SIMS to investigate the durability of

silane/steel adhesive joints. Mild steel substrates were used in their study and three

different silanes were evaluated. They found that a y - glycidoxylpropyltrimethoxy silane

(GPMS) resulted in much better durability than either a styrene-functional amine

hydrochloride silane (SAHS) or a y · aminopropyltriethoxy silane (APES). The cause

of the enhanced performance of the GPMS was attributed to the presence of a complex

bonding, possibly between silicon, iron, and oxygen. The above peak was characterized



by a 4.8 eV shift in the iron 2p,/2 in the XPS spectra. Other differences between the

above mentioned silane systems were revealed by SIMS. The radicals Si02H‘ and

SiO; were observed at the primer/steel interface with the GPMS system but not for the

other two. A significant difference, yet, was a strong evidence of the formation of a

chemical bond, probably Fe - 0- Si =·= , as evidenced by the detection of FeSi0+

radicals at the interface.

7.5 LOCUS AND MECHANISM OF FAILURE

So far, we have established the feasibility of both the physical and chemical

aspects of the attachment site theory as such. The applicability of the above to the
STRIP problem will be discussed. Iron oxide may, or may not, be basic enough to

accomplish the wide range of bonds that are associated with aluminum oxide.

Nevertheless, Castle and Watts [4] used XPS to characterize polybutadiene coatings on

metal. They suggest that the formation of the polar carbon peek in the position

corresponding to C==O may arise as a result of reaction of hydrocarbon with the iron

oxide to yield RCOOFe. Using polished steel, they found that when debonding was

induced by cathodic potential, a complete segregation between the polymer and the

oxide was observed judging by the presence of bright Fe° . The residual adhesion was

blamed for the considerable residue of organic carbon on the metal surface. They

proceeded to conclude that the altered zone ahead of the debonded region to be active _

saponification, as proposed by Harnrnond, et al. [65]. Alkaline conditions certainly

would hydrolyse the FeOOCR salt which we proposed. " Hydrolysis of the bond
_
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adjacent to the oxide surface would account for the interphase separation. _

Saponilication, of a near interface polymer zone, prior to complete hydrolysis of the

bond, would account for the low energy cohesive failure ahead ofthe disbondment front"

[4]-

Gettings et al [66] have fractured epoxy/mild steel joints inside the XPS

spectrometer, after environmental exposure, and found that the steel substrate had no

adhesive remaining on the oxide and no traces of oxide on the adhesive side. Recently,

Leidheiser [3] has abandoned his previous view that oxide dissolution is the cause ofP
cathodic failure in coatings and has stated that " the delamination process occurs

because ofhydroxyl attack at the interface". He sites some IR studies to conclude that

the most Iikely bond between the polymer and the oxide on steel is between the carboxyl

group in the polymer and the ·OH group on the oxide surface as follows:

- COOH + H0 — Fe — (on surface) = —CO0 — Fe — + H20

He, then, assumes the presence of about 0.5 x l0" surface bonds per cm: of geometric

surface area and proceeds to assume that the interfacial degradation reaction is of the

form

—C00 — Fe — (on surface) + 2Na0H = —C00 — Na + Na0 — Fe — (on surface) + H20

4
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7.6 CONCL USIONS

. In light of° the above theory, a possible explanation of cathodic delamination of'

the 205/220 system is that the bonds that form the A.S.’s are being displaced by the
OH' partly because the pH of the hydroxyl is more basic than the iron oxide. The

hydroxyl (strong base) competes with the weak base (oxide) f’or the phenolic (acidic)

breaking the bond and effectively rendering the originally effective site inoperative. The

presence of' the hydroxyl is both necessary and sufficient for the mechanism to proceed

since the process is chemical-reaction·controlled. Upon modification with APES , the

improvement is two f'old: significant increase in substrate basicity that reduces the gap

for the acid-base substitution reaction, and the diffusion and crosslinking of' the silane

in the primer has improved the environmental resistance of" the bulk adhesive.

'
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Cathodic debonding of the 5l09S Neoprene Rubber from ANSI-I026 steel

appears to be a direct consequence ofalkali attack. In principle, TRI, UT, and UC were

involved in the surface preparation and durability improvement, characterization of the

mechanical properties of the Neoprene rubber, and adhesive system characterization

aspects respectively. VPI's assignrnent, on the other hand, was to determine the effects

of the accelerating parameters on debonding, to develop an understanding for the failure

mechanism(s), and to ultimately model the various involved processes. In retrospect,

we feel that our major contributions could be summarizedin this chapter as follows:
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8.2 MECHANISM(S) OF DEBONDING

Because all the evidence has pointed to the primer/oxide interface as the locus

of failure, we have performed a comprehensive study of the degradation mechanism(s) °

of alkali attack on free·standing primer adhesive lilms and on adhesively bonded

specimens. The study was two fold: I) net mass uptake studies of free coupons, and

2) surface characterization ofdegraded primer and failed bond surfaces using XPS.

Fig.6 has demonstrated the amount of physical and chemical damage that the

primer underwent during exposure to IM NaOl—I. A signilicant increase in mass uptake
(compared to a similar coupon in ASW) is a clear indication of the above degradation.

The chemical degradation of the phenol-formaldehyde-based Chemlock 205 is clearly

illustrated in Fig. 5. The XPS analysis ofthe C ls spectrum of the free film primer shows

the rise of a carboxylate peak that is indicative of saponification. The increased

hydrophilicity of the polymer may explain the unusually high percentages of mass

uptake following exposure. The physical damage incurred may be deduced from the

re-sorption portion of the mass uptake curves. Although the extent of water dilfusion
was insignificant for the unexposed primer, large percentages were observed following

exposure. One explanation is that the physical structure of the polymer has been

significantly altered after being degraded thus resulting in higher permeability. Another

possibility is that the remaining hydroxyl ions inside the film and the unsaturated

carboxylate ions act as a 'sponge".

Figure l0 shows the same degradation trends for failed bonds and neat primer

as seen by the curve-lit of the C Is peak. Fig. 8 also illustrates the apparently similar

composition of both sides (rubber side and metal side) of the fracture surface. But

although the analysis of the XPS spectra of the failed bondline surfaces seems to suggest

“
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a cohesive locus of failure close to the oxide, additional work on polished substrates
favors an interfacial mechanism. Figs. I3 and 14 show a much cleaner interfacial break

thanks to a lack of oxide roughness.

While both bulk saponification and interfacial linkage hydrolysis mechanisms are

possible, Boerio [14] suggested another bulk degradation mechanism by which the

methylene linkages are broken by the alkali. Therefore, two approaches were taken in

order to improve durability: modification of the adhesive with silanes and zinc

phosphate treatment of the steel. The former treatment improves the environmental

durability of various systems due perhaps to better quality and higher density ‘

attachments at the adhesive/oxide interface. Figure 30 also shows that the A-1100

(Union Carbide) silane-modified primer possesses a better 0H* resistance capability.

The treatment of the oxide with has resulted in considerably lower BBPR’s at low

voltagcs in ASW. The major contribution of the phosphate, we feel is due to a decrease

in the catalytic activity of the oxide that may have retard the oxygen reduction reaction

rate at the steel surface.

8.3 ACCELERA TING PARAMETERS

As stated in the original Navy specifications, temperature, dissolved oxygen

content, extemally applied pushouts (stress), electrolyte, and cathodic voltage were all

described as being variable parameters that may affect the performance ofthe transducer

units in service. VPI was able to classify some of the above paramßtßrs as being
dependent thanks to a polarization properties study of the ANSl—l026 steel. Dissolved

n
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oxygen content, electrolyte, and voltage were correlated with the current density. Thus,

the remaining independent parameters were identified as temperature, stress, and applied

current density.

Early in this study, we were able to identify a form of debonding in stress-free

specimens (see the BDS geometry in Fig.l) in which the bondline weakens considerably

after exposure without being detected by the "naked eye". This mode was referred to

as "weakening" the rate ofwhich is entirely dictated by the environment and is denoted

by the weakened bond propagation rate (WBPR). The plot of the weakened distances

against the square root of time gives a straight line. Figure 33 showed typical behavior

of which the slope, WBPR, is the square root of the effective diffusion coeflicient, D,,

that is in turn a function of temperature and voltage and can be described according to

Equation 19

v. = v„{ =¤p<%>=¤p< —£%¥>}

U; is the activation energy for diffusion. Weakening is a diffusiomcontrolled process

where the ratio of the chemical degradation rate ratio to the diffusion coeflicient is high.

Delamination, on the other hand, is a visible form ofdebonding that can be best

described as a "post-weakening" phenomena. A typical degraded bondline showing the

weakened and delaminated regions was shown in Figure 18. ln essence, the process is

similar to static stress corrosion of metals where applied tensile stresses were shown to
accelerate the process. The transducer design, being a constant displacement geometry,

has led the University of Texas to develop the SBS (see Fig 17) in order to measure

delamination rates. l.iechti et al. at UT, using a strain energy function following Peng

[41] and the nonlinear code TEXPAC—NL, were able to determine that the applied strain

energy release rate,G-,-, decays as a function ofdelamination distance as described by Fig.

E
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6l. A typical delamination history was shown in Fig. 55. Note that the delarninated

bond propagation rate (DBPR) varies as a function of GT with the largest rate occurring

at relatively large values of G. The process resembles that ofa continuously "shrinking

core" model where a diffusion-chemical reaction operates. Consequently, while the

diffusion coefficient is described again by Eq. 19 the degradation rate could similarly be

described by

k.= kd =¤p(%;;) =xp(#>}

where
U*‘

is the activation energy barrier associated with the degradation mechanism.

Note that as temperature or voltage is raised so would k, and D, with the ratio k,/D,

becoming progressively larger for harsher environments, and thus favoring chemical
q

reaction control.

The influence of shear and compression was investigated in the context of stress

effect on the WBPR’s. The durability specimen (DS) was developed as a self loading and

nearly constant shear geometry (see Fig. 16). A constant torque specimen (SS) was also

developed for the same purpose. The linear distribution of shear stress along the

rubber/steel bondline is designed to reveal any dependence ofweakening rates on shear.

Within the data range explored, no shear effect was observed from either geometry

judging by comparable weakening propagation in all directions. Had shear been an

accelerating parameter, one would have expected higher WBPR’s in the loaded direction

of the DS or a triangular weakening profile from the SS (see Fig. 54).

For the same purpose, the BDS was utilized in a compression mode using a

spring loaded feature (Fig. 49). A noticeable reduction in the WBPR (compared with

non-stressed BDS data) was observed after exposure to NaOH solutions with no applied
voltage. However, no decelerating in debond rates was seen when icathodic voltage was

4
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applied. One should recognize the fact that tensile stresses accelerates debonding mainly

due to a 'marching boundary" mechanism which may indicate that compressive stresses

are capable of decelerating debonding given that they contribute to a reduction in

diffusivity or wicking. The stiff adhesive, however, requires that very high compressive

stress be applied before any appreciable decrease in the free volume be achieved. The ‘

decrease in the WBPR after pressure-exposure to the alkali may be due mainly to a

reduction in 'wicking" at the bondline. At high voltages (-1400 mV), no oxygen is

needed for the electrochemical reaction and the driving force for ion migration is

dominated by the applied potential rather than a slower 'capillary action'.

8.4 DEBOND MODELLING

8.4.1 Semi-empirical Model ·

Weakened (BDS) and delarnination (SBS) data collected at VPI, TRI, and UT

were used to fit semi-empirical models utilizing a multiple regression scheme. This model

is based on theoretical considerations and is compared to a heterogeneous 'shrinking

core^’ model in which the chemical reaction rate is much larger than the rate ofdiffusion.

Temperature influence on weakening rates is shown to obey an Arrhenius type

dependency as could be seen in Figure 41. Applied current density was related to voltage

for different solutions and temperatures through a transfer coefficient, ß , and a rate

constant, k, which are [OH‘]- dependent.
I
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The above mentioned model is of the general form given by equation 22 which
describes a linear relationship between weakened distances and the square root of time.

The activation energy barrier associated with weakening was estimated for both adhesive

systems (Chemlok 205/220 and Modified B) in ASW and NaOH aqueous solutions. For

example, a value of U5 of 40 kJ/mole was estimated for the Chemlok system in IM

NaOH. Figure 44 illustrates a typical SAS fit for the control A system weakening data

in IM NaOH solution with different voltages.
V

The delamination data from the SBS were also analyzed and a semi-empirical

model in which temperature and current density are accounted for in an
environment-dependent chemical reaction rate, k, similar to the one shown above.

Figures 65-68 present the delamination data plotted in a typical da/dt vs. GT format.

The clear trend is a decreased delamination rate as applied G decreased, and an increased

rate rate as a function of increasing temperature and current density. An assumption

was made that region II in a dz,/dz vs. G (Figure 69) dominates the overall delamination

behavior for moderate G ranges. Therefore, stress dependency of the DBPRs was

accounted for through an exponential expression in GT as shown in Eq. 35. A typical

activation energy barrier for weakening was estimated to be about l00 k.I/mole which is

consistent with degradation ofpolymers.

8.4.2 Numerical Model

Another means to model debonding, in both the weakening and the delamination
modes, was through the use of a numerical model that takes into consideration the

.
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h
environment effect on the strength of the bondline in a fashion similar to stress crack

corrosion. The expressions used for the chernical reaction and diffusion constants are

functionally identical to those determined using the SAS model. The conservation of

mass of the aggressive species (OH-) and the degraded critical linkage (C.L.) is

represented in two partial differential equations (Eqs.54,55) which account for both

generation and consumption of the involved species. The resulting boundary value
problem is subject to the boundary conditions Eqs.$6,57. In addition, a failure criterion

was incorporated into the model by which failure of the bond commences whenever a
crucial "critical linkage" concentration was reached as a result of the OH- attack. For

weakening to occur, it suffices that such a critical density is reached. Verification of the
model was accomplished satisfactorily as shown in Figures 79, 81, and 83. Delay times

were correlated nicely with the experimentally determined values at VPI and from

Stevenson [8].

Delamination was modelled using the same numerical scheme described above

although the failure mechanism is different. Local failure (delamination) is assumed to

occur if and when the applied G exceeds the rapidly decaying G of the bond ahead of

the mnning crack tip. For this purpose, a linearly decaying function of G, as a function

of decreasing [C.L] was utilized with a maximum value of G,„ = 100 kJ/mz.

Delamination was predicted fairly well for high G ranges but overestimates were
numerically calculated corresponding to low values of G’s as were shown in Figures 87

and 89.
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1. POLARIZA TION STUDIES OF ANSI-1026 MILD

STEEL

Extensive work was done to determine the polarization properties ofANSI-1026

steel. Several solutions, temperatures, and voltage scan rates were involved. In

voltammetry, a potential is varied linearly with time and the corresponding currents are

measured. The potential is changed from an initial equilibrium value, E, , to a value

E2, -2400 V (SCE) in this study, at which point the scan direction is reversed until a

second potential E, is reached.

The conventional three·electrode system was used. The potential is applied

across the working (steel) and the reference (calomel) electrodes by a wave front

generator, a PAR Model 175 Universal Programmer, which programs a potentiostat, a

PAR Model 371 Potentiostat/ Galvanostat, to control the potential limits, the initial

potential, the initial scan direction, and the scan rate. The three electrodes are the

working, reference, and counter electrodes. The working electrode, a 0.25" X 0.25"

ANSI-1026 steel embedded in epoxy to hold it to a glass tube. Before each test run, the

steel electrode was polished with 600-grit silicon carbide paper and then rinsed with '

double·distilled water. The reference electrode, a saturated calomel electrode was refilled

regularly with saturated KCI solution while the counter electrode, a circular mesh made

up of platinum wires, was cleaned prior to each test. Electrochemical cell, of capacity

of 750 ml, was used throughout the testing process. Temperature was monitored using

a mercury thermometer and room air was circulated through the cell using a pump.

Figures 92 and 93 show the loading and unloading polarization curves for the

ANS1—1026 in IM NaOl—I solution at 25 C, 40 C, and 55 C. A sweep rate of 2 mV/s was
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used throughout the study except in one case where a rate of 10 mV/s was performed for

comparison. The control case (rate == 2mV/s, Temperature= 25 C, and stirring= 5/max.)

was run twice to check for reproducibility. Figures 94 and 95 show the corresponding

curves for the 3.5 percent ASW environment. One can see that curves have shifted

horizontally compared to the control curve. A shift to the right corresponds to an

increase in current density for the same potential. A comparison of the various solutions

is presented in Figure 96 and shows that there exists more than one voltage for every

current density level.

The solutions with low concentrations (0.1 and 0.00lM) can not support high current

outputs because of the low electrolyte content. Table.3 (in chapter 4) summarizes the

results of the study and the chosen cathodic voltages.
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2. DURABILITY DA TA „

Results of thirteen sets of data collected in different environments are presented
below. The corresponding numbers on the Test Matrix (as shown in Table 2, chapter

4) are: A-2,5; D—l,5; B·4; C·4; E·4; and F·4. A large number of SBS and BDS's were
T

involved in this effort. Every bath contained at least one specimen of each of the two

adhesives: control and silane modified. In addition, zinc phosphate coated steel

'substrates were used as adherends for some SBS’s which were tested in ASW

environments. Both weakened and delaminated distances are presented where it is

understood that delamination measurements are taken along the four loaded edges and

represent the delaminated distance, 2,, and do not include the weakened distance, z,.

Figure 97 shows the debond results for case A-2: ASW, at 25 ° C, and an applied

irnpressed voltage of -1000 mV (SCE). The data has been collected over a 162 day

period at the end ofwhich relatively little debond was observed. The phosphate system

(#822) has outperforrned both the control (#955) and the A-1100 modified (#60)

systems. On average, the debond growth was .035, .064, .083 in. for the three systems

respectively (or a ratio of 1/1.82/2.37). An interesting observation is that the weakened

distances (#Kl5) are larger than the delaminated distances. This discrepancy was

repeated in a few other instances and will be discussed below.

Debond growth data for A-3 (ASW, at 25 °C , and -1100 mV) are presented in

Figure 98.

Delamination rates of the control (#196) and modified (#207) systems were significantly

increased following an 100 mV increase in cathodic voltage (up to -1100mV) while the

growth of the phosphated system was not affected at all by the voltage increase. The

A·1100 modified system seems to perform slightly better than the control but was clearly
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outperforrned by the phosphate system. The specimens were pulled open after the
experiment was concluded to compare the weakened (side) fronts for those systems.
Again, the phosphate coated specimens outperformed the other systems. Weakened

distances from the BDS specimens (#K19) were also plotted and show an interesting

trend. For short distances, delamination and weakening are comparable while the
difference becomes significant at longer distances when weakening becomes controlled
by mass transfer.

Figure 99 presents the delarninated distances for A-4 (ASW, 25 C, and -1420 mV)

plotted against time and shows the data for specimens #979, 45, and 827. The data
seems to be linear in time for the 205/220 system up to about 0.4" of delamination after

which it starts to level off slightly. A "delay" time of a few days seem to exist for the
‘

modified system after which delamination proceeds but considerably slower than the

control system. The phosphate coated substrates show the most delay time and the least

slope. The weakened bond for that system , on the other hand, was examined after the

bond was pulled open using the side diffusion distances and it was found that distances
2, were about the same as other systems. While the stresses tend to help the separation

process and shorten the diffusion distance, shorter weakened lengths (in ASW) in front

of the crack tip may reduce the pH at the interface thus slowing the debonding process.

Another possible explanation is that at such high potentials dissolution of the iron oxide

may be the failure mechanism.

4 Figure 100 presents the data for case A-5: ASW, 25 C, and -1825 mV. The

control system A performed poorly in comparison with the other systems. The stress

effect is very pronounced at this harsh potential (compare #1039 and #K17). The same

observation concerning the poor performance of the phosphate system in the weakened

state at -1420 mV was witnessed again at -1825 mV. Figures 101-105 present the data
for cases D-1,2,3,4, and 5 respectively. ·

E
,
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These cases correspond to 5 consecutive levels of current density in 1M NaOH

solution at 25° C. In all five cases, the silane system outperformed the 205/220 by a wide

margin. Scatter is low and repeatability of the various delarninated fronts is acceptable

except, perhaps, in the case of specimen #32 of D-1 and #969 of D·4. The results for

both adhesive systems show that the DBPR increases as the current density increases.

An attempt was made to exclude cathodic potential from the process in the case of

specimen #983 (205/220) thus coupling the effects of stress and the concentration.

Figure 104 shows that the "de1ay* time has increased from almost zero to about 5 days

when voltage was not applied. Afterwards, delamination proceeded in the same fashion
as in those specimens exposed to current. The current, as we know, accelerates the

debonding mainly by contributing to the pH increase.

Effect of tensile stress was again seen throughout the entire range as seen clearly

by comparing the results from the BDS's and SBS’s. An evidence- for direct contribution

of tensile stresses can also be seen in Figure 104 when the 3/8* dowel in specimen #969

was replaced by a larger dowel of 0.5* diameter after about 35 days of exposure. That

change resulted in an appreciable increase in G which led to a large increase in the

DBPR. At 60 days, the environment was replenished in hopes of segregating the

influence of environment and stress. No effect was noticed at the same level of total
C

strain energy release rate, G.

The effect of temperature as an independent parameter was demonstrated when

choosing the voltage which correspond to the same current density for the 25 C and then

running the tests at that voltage but at higher temperatures. Four cases were assigned

for that purpose two ofwhich were in ASW and the other two with 1M NaOH solution

and are B·4, C-4, E-4, and F·4. Debond data for B·4 (ASW, 40 C, and at -1310 mV)

and C-4 (ASW, 55 C, -1250 mV) is shown in Figures 106 and 107 respectively.
Calcareous deposits buildup at the rubber/metal bondline constituted a major problem
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at such high levels of applied voltage that may have resulted in some erroneous results

especially at high temperatures, i.e. 55 C.
‘

Figure 106 shows that the effect of stress at such a harsh environment is mostly

restricted to the first few days where the DBPR is high due to the high applied G. The
. slopes of the weakening curve and that of the last portion of the delamination are

comparable which is expected at long crack lengths (and lower G levels). The results for

C-4 are presented in Figure 107 and show some interesting observations. The last

portion of the curves show a steep rise that we believe is due to side diffusion that

diminished. the width of the bond ahead of the crack tip prior to failure. Although the

data is scattered, partly due to a deposit build-up, the 205/220 and the 205/220/A 1100

adhesive systems seem to delaminate evenly at this high temperature. The l" wide bond

has been observed to have delaminated completely when the bond was opened. As a

result, we were not able to compare the respective weakened distances on the sides.

However, the fact that the final distances are close in value may imply that the weakened

bond delamination rate (WBDR) is comparable. It is possible, then, that the silane does

not enhance the durability at such high temperatures either because that the degradation

rate is very high or that a different mechanism is taking place (oxide dissolution).

Figure 108 presents the results for case E~4 (IM NaOH, 40 C, -1360 mV). Again

two specirnens were tested: #20 (modified B) and #985 (control A). The data shows very

low scatter for both systems except when comparing distances B,C and D,E of the

modified system. The entire length of the control specimen delaminated in about one

week at 40° C in IN NaOH with -1.36V (SCE) apparently in a linear fashion up to 0.6".

Delamination was much slower for the modified system. Again, notice the sudden

increase in distances D and E just prior to failure which indicate side weakening effect.

Some problems were encountered with F-4 when the rubber layer in the control
specimen was partially broken one day after starting the test. The. damage occurred in

·‘
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B and D at the crack tip where the stresses in the rubber are high and where the

environment is very harsh (IN NaOl—l, 55 C, -1.31 V). That may have caused a decrease

in the stresses at the delaminating front of C and E and possibly the delamination rate.

The silane system outperformed its rival regardless of the fact that it was exposed to a °

higher initial value of G at the beginning. Where stresses were very low in the control

system, i.e. fronts B and D, delamination rates were comparable to those of the silane.

Notice that after the initial fast, and apparently linear stage, the delamination rate

decreased significantly past 0.7 ". Note, also, that the slope of the silane system remains

fairly constant presumably because the value of G is still relatively high.

1
2.1 Discrcpancics bt Debond Data

For case A—4 (ASW, 25 C, and -1420 mV) the phosphate system showed a

superior performance with a very small delamination rate. However, upon fracturing the

specimen alter the test was concluded, it was noticed that the' stressed front

(delamination) in the phosphate coated specimen (#827) has propagated at a lower rate

than the unstressed (side) weakened fronts. Figure 110 is a photograph showing the steel ~

and rubber sides of the fracture surface and clearly show the calcareous deposits at and

around the crack tip where the crack was arrested. lnterestingly enough, similar and

larger deposits were observed on specimen #979 (control system) where the delaminated

front has outgrown the weakened front considerably. Table 7 compares the various ·

delamination distances with their weakened counterparts.

For the phosphate coated specimen, the stressed front has grown only by 0.054"

compared with 0.395" for the non-stressed front. The control system showed a clear
stress effect that was reflected by increased delamination, while the silane modified

zso
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Table 7. Average Debond Growth (mm); A-4: ASW, ZS C, -l420 mV.

Specimen Stressed Front — tress-Free Front
Number (Delamination) (Weakening)

#979l

8.7#827#979:205/220/mild steel substrate
#45 : 205/A-l 100/220/mild steel
#827: 205/220/phosphate coated mild steel
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_ system did not show any stress effect (fronts are comparable). One can argue about a

decelerating effect that calcareous deposits may have on diffusion and mass transfer of

the aggressive species. Another possible explanation is a competition between the ever

advancing delaminated front (due to stresses) and the crack pH. lt was shown [67] that

the OH‘
concentration profile in a marine crack is a function ofcrack length with longer

cracks resulting in higher tip pH. The weakened fronts retain their confinement (due to

lack of extemal stresses) resulting in longer cracks than the stressed case. Generally

speaking, higher pH levels result in higher debond rates. The fact that some systems

(phosphate) seem to be severely affected by this phenomena while others (205/220 and

205/A-1100/220) do not, may lead us to conclude that the latter are less affected by a

very high pH than by a simultaneous application of stresses and moderately high pH.

Another important observation concerning A·4 is the comparable weakened
distances of all systems after 28 days. This is very surprising considering the wide

difference in delamination performance. It is possible at such high pH levels in the

constrained bond that the different bonds or adhesive types make little difference. More

failure analysis will be performed on other matrix cases in order to determine whether
or not the above conclusion holds.
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3. THE FORTRAN PROGRAM USED IN THE

ANAL YTICAL MODEL

SJOB WATFIV,TIME-0.l,PAGES-I

IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-H,O-Z)

INTEGER IER,INDEX,IJ,K,NIN,NOUT,NPDES,NX,lY,ICOUNT,N1,IGCR E
REAL"8 H,TEND,TOL,T,WK(99999),X(I00),Y(2,2,l00),YY(2,2,l00),

- l CI(l00),C2(l00),Cl P(l00),C2P(l00),Rl,RN,

2 W.ALPHA,PAR.COEF,DEL,WI,DI2,D32,D42,BC2.W2,DELP,BC5,D52.

3 YKI,I..,EEXT,GUESS,Dl2l,D32I,D421,DS2I,HE,ZEO,DOH.ZZ

4 GTOTAL,GCRITIC,CHECK,YNODAL,RADI·US,RADIUS4,YSQ.GUESS2

COMMON ALPHA,PAR,DEL,DI2,D32,D42,BC2,DELP,BCS,D52,

1 YKI,L,EEXT,GUESS,Dl2l,D32l,D42l,D52I,HE,ZEO,DOH,IFLAG,

2 ICOUNTI,W

EXTERNAL FCN,BNDRY

PARAMETERS

CALL XUFLOW(0)

PAR
-

60.D0

IFLAG
-

l

IF (lFLAG.EQ.l) THEN

C lllllllltllllllllllllllllll

ASW ENVIRONMENT, SET
D’S

ACCORDINGLY

C Illllllllllllllllllllllllll

WRITE (',')
’
ASW ENVIRONMENT'

C DOH-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF OH IN ASW
- 3.800'l0—0S

C DOH
-

1.0D-06 _

ELSE
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C
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C NAOH ENVIRONMENT, SET D'S ACCORDINGLY

C
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WRITE (',') ’NAOH ENVlRONMENT'

C DOH-DIFF. COEFF. OF OH IN NAOH
-

l°l0-08'(0.l21 +1.022*U(2))

C DOH
-

1.00-08'(0.I21+1.022'U(2))

ENDIF

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL CRACK

PARAMETERS FOR THE B V P

EEXT--1.10003TEMP-

298.000

CONST
-

1.150-07

00
-

260406.7000'CONST

00
-

EXP(12.47)'CONST

YK0
-

EXP(23.2)

CIINF- 1.00+06

00- EXP(20.69)*CONST

YK1
-

(YK0)*EXP(-16500.000/(TEMP))‘EXP(·2.3469'EEXT/('TEMP))

DOH
-

(00)*EXP(·7564.00/(TEMP))°EXP(·1.1 195'EEXT/(TEMP))

L- 1.2700

HE- 1.00-03

ALPHA- LODOO

DEL- -17.5240-03'EEXT

BC2-2.150-09'L

DELP- -19.47l820~03'EEXT

BC5- 3.2800-03'L

GUESS -1.50000 .
W-(YKl'L'L'C1INF)/(DOH)

I
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PRINT 8,ALPHA,W,PAR,COEF,DEL,W1,D12,D32,D42,D52,W2,DELP
1 ,YKl ,L,EEXT,GUESS,BC2,BC5,DOH

8 FORMAT(2X,'ALPI-IA- ',D10.4,2X,'W- ’,D10.4,2X/PAR- ’,D10.4,2X,/,
1 2X/COEF - ’,D10.4,2X,'DEL

- ’,D10.4,2X,'W1
- ',D10.4•ZX„/„

2 2X,’D12 - ',D10.4,2X,'D32 - ',Dl0.4,2X,'D42
- ’,Dl0.4,2X,/„

3 2X,’D52 - ’,D10.4,2X,’W2 - ',Dl0.4,2X,’DELP - ',D10.4,2X./,
4 2X,'K1

-
',D10.4,2X,'L

-
',DIO.4,2X,'EEXT

-
',D10.4,2X,/,

5 2X,'GUESS - ’,D10.4,2X,'BC2- ’,DIO.4,2X,'BC5- ’,D10.4,2X,/, E

6 2X,'DOH
-

',DIO.4)

C IllllllllltlllllllllllllIGCR-0·
ICOUNT- 0
ISTOP-0
NPDES- 2
NX- 51
IY- 2
RN-NX-1
DO 110 1- 1,NX
R1- 1-1 '

X(1)
-

RI/RN

YY(I,1,I)- l.D0'DEXP(·PAR'X(1)) _

YY(l ,2,1)
-

-PAR‘DEXP(-PAR'X(I))

Y'Y(2,1,1)- GUESS

YY(2,2,I)
-

0.D0

110 CONTINUE
995 DO 101-1,NX

RI- 1-1
X(1)- R1/RN

Y(1,1,1)
-

YY(1,1,I)

YUJJ)“YY(lJJ)
Y(2,1,1)

-
YY(2,1,I) .

Y(2J,1)-YY(2,2,l)
l
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10 CONTINUE

Y(l,1,NX)
-

0.0D0

H
-

1.0D-08

TOL
-

l.0D·06

T-0.0D0

INDEX
-

1

DO 39 I- l,NX,25

WRITE (6,46) T,X(I),Y(l,1,I),Y(2,1,|)

46 FORMAT (2X,'T
-

’,D14.6,2X,'X
-

',D14.6,/2X,’Y(1)- ’,Dl4.6,2X,

1 ’Y(2)
-

',DI4.6)

39 CONTINUE

GUESS2- GUESS/20.D00

DO 20 J -1,100

YNODAL IGCR/RN

RADIUS- I.27D0+ YNODAL

YSQ
-
Y(2,I,2)'Y(2,1,2)A

GTOTAL
-

9.3042·9.2307'RADIUS + 3.64695063°(RADIUS"2)-0.6Sl97768'

1 (RADIUS'*3)+0.04348863'(RADIUS“4)

GTOTAL
-

13.712-10.91 I8°RADIUS + 3.6l936'(RADIUS"2)-0.561936*

1 (RADIUS'°3)+0.033878'(RADIUS'°4)

IF (Y(2.1 ,2).GE.GUESS2) THEN ”

GCRITIC- 15.0D0
E

ELSE

GCRITIC-0.2D0l

END IF

ALP- 100.0D0

GY
-
GUESS/2.0A

IF (Y(2,1,2).GE.0.5) THEN

GCRITIC- 15.0D0

ELSE

GCRITIC
-

0.02 + S000.8'Y(2,I ,2)
I

_

END IF _
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. GUES2•GUESS*'2 l
GCRITIC-(11.111/GUESS)*(Y(2,1,2)·.10'GUESS)

GCRITIC• (10.526/GUESS)'(Y(2,1,2)·.05'GUESS)

GCRITIC¤0.02 + 17.446°Y(2,1,2)·4.973'YSQ

GCRITIC
-

0.2 + 44.3'Y(2,1,2)

GCRITIC•
0.2 + 66.533'Y(2,l ,2)

GCRITIC•0.4098 + 8.852*YSQ

GCRITIC= 0.2049 + 4.46*YSQ

GCRITIC•
0.0000 +4.66'Y(2,l ,2)

GCRITIC• 0.2000+ 66.65*Y(2,1,2) ,

GCRITIC•2.578 + 3.3*YSQ

GCRITIC
•

-0.144 + 4.236*YSQ

GCRITIC¤ -3.942 +68.l2°Y(2,l ,2)-121.7*YSQ + 102.38'YSQ*Y(2,1 ,2)-30.618

1
V

5'YSQ*YSQ

GCRITIC•25.59'Y(2,1,2)+ 0.9834'YSQ-7.5809°YSQ*Y(2,1,2)

GCRITIC•
2.5D-03 + (10.025D0/GUES2)*YSQ

GCR1TIC• 10.D0'DEXP(-0.5'Y(2,1,2))

CHECK
-

GCRITIC-GTOTAL
ZZ•

Y(2,1,2)-ZE0

IF (ZZ.GE.0.1D-03) THEN

IF (CHECK.GE.0.050D0) THEN

TEND•
J/10000.

ICOUNT- ICOUNT +1

CALL DPDES(NPDES,FCN,BNDRY,T,H,TEND.X,Y,IY,NX,TOL,1NDEX,WK.

1 IER)

113 DO 301-1,NX,25

WRITE (6,40) T,X(I),Y(1,1,I),Y(2,l,I),ICOUNT

40 FORMAT (2X,T
-

',Dl4.6,2X,’X
-

’,Dl4.6,/2X,'Y(l)• ',Dl4.6,2X,

1 'Y(2)• ',D14.6,2X,'ICOUNT• ',16)

30 CONTINUE _

WRITE(6,*)
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ELSE

ISTOP
-

I

NI ¤ NX~1

WRITE (',') ' QUIT, GAPPLIED > GCRITICAL !!!!!!'

WRITE (6,41) GCRITIC,GTOTAL

41 FORMAT (2X,’GCRITlC- ’,D14.6,2X/GTOTAL • ’,D14.6)

IGCR- IGCR+ 1

YY(l,1,l)- I.0D0

YY(1,2,l)•0.0D0

YY(2,1,l) ¤ Y(2,1,2)

YY(2,2,1)-0.0D0
~

-
DO 991 JJ • 2,NX

I- JJ + 1

YY(1,1,.I.I)•Y(l,1,I)

YY(1,2JJ)•0.0D0

YY(2,1,.IJ)- Y(2,l,I)

YY(2,2,JJ)¤0.0D0

991 CONTINUE

YY(2,1,NX)¤ GUESS

WRITE(6,') ' INITIAL CONDITIONS WERE UPDATED, NEW ROUND'

U GOTO 995

END IF

20 CONTINUE

88 STOP

END

SUBROUTINES

SUBROUTINE FCN(NPDES,X,T,U,UX,UXX,UT)

IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A•H,O·Z)
l

COMMON ALPHA,PAR,DEL,D12,D32,D42,BC2,DELP,BC5,D52, .l
1 YKI,L,EEXT,GUESS,Dl21,D32l,D421,DS21,HE,ZEO,DOH,IFLAG,
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2 1COUNTI,W

REAL'8 X,T,U(2),UX(2),UXX(2),UT(2),Y(2,2,I00),

1 W,ALPHA,PAR,COEF,DEL,W1,D12,D32,D42,BC2,W2,DELP,BC5,DS2.

2 YK1,L,EEXT,GUESS,Dl2l,D32l,D42l,D521,HE,ZEO,DOH„ZZ

INTEGER NPDES,IKK,IFI..AG,ICOUNTl

UT(1)•UXX(I)

I -AI..PHA*W*U(1)*U(2)

UT(2)* ·W°U(2)'U(I)

RETURN

STOP

END

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
I

SUBROUTINE BNDRY(NPDES,X,T,ALP,BET,GAMP)

IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-1-1,0-Z)

COMMON AI.PHA,PAR,DEI..,DI2,D32,D42,BC2,DEI..P,BCS,D52,

I YKI,L,EEXT,GUESS,D12I,D32I,D42l,DS2I,1·IE,ZEO,DO1-I,IFLAG•

2 ICOUNTI,W

INTEGER NPDES,1

IF (X.GT.0.5D0) GO TO 10

ALP(I) • l.0D0

BET(I) ¤ 0.0DO

GAMP(I) ¤ 0.0D0
I

ALP(2) •
0.0DO

‘ BET(2) • l.0D0

GAMP(2)
-

0.0DO

RETURN 10 ALP(l) • 0.0DO

BET(1) •
1.0D0

GAMP(l) • 0.0D0 .

ALP(2) ¤ 0.0D0 I

I
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BET(2)
-

l.0D0

GAMP(2)
-

0.0DO

RETURN CSENTRY

END
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4. DEBONDING: A PROPOSED ANALYTICAL

MODEL

4.1 Chemical And Electrochemical Reactions

In seawater, several species contribute to the hydroxyl generation at the crack

tip. ·Oxygen, for instance, is needed for the oxygen reduction reaction at low voltages

such that,

2 Ü-+H20+ l/2 02 -» 2 OH-. [70]

Water is needed as a medium for ions and dissolved oxygen diffusion, and, at higher

voltages, is needed for its own reduction as follows

Na+ and CI- ions, although not involved in any electrochemical reaction, satisfy charge

neutrality through the transfer of current. While another reaction is the ionization of

water itself]

H20 rr + orr [72]
*1

Bicarbonates play a bulfering role when they react with 0H* as

HCO§ + OH- 60}*
+ H20 _

‘
[73]

*1
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Passivation of the metal surface results partly from calcium carbonate deposition due to _

the limited solubility of this species that results from
l

6a** + 60}* -» CaCO, [74]

The chemical attack on the critical linkages (interfacial bond·creating or bulk adhesive

linkages) is believed to be chemically activated, with a molecules of OH ions reacting

with those linkages at the crack tip to form an activated complex thus forrning an

inactive site according to:

C.L. .... + a [OH°] il C.L. [OHT|' [75]

where the value of a determines the order of reaction and k, is the degradation rate
constant. The reaction rate could be temperature dependent according to the Arrhenius

relation in Equation 9.

4.2 Mathematical Modelling of the Environment

Unlike neutral particles, ions move under the action of their chemical potential

gradient as well as an applied electric field. Therefore, the total flux of a given system

could be written in the form of the Nemst· Planck ionic mobility equation:

** ·*
‘7

J==i’ "F_
F

_ [76]
= ' Dj (VC;il!Where

i is the current, ig are the stoichiometric factors (positive for the oxidized
components and negative for the reduced components), n is the number of needed

’
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electrons for the reaction, z is the charge, F is Faraday constant, and zb is the potential

drop across the length. Notice that the migration flux component is dependent on the

actual concentration of the species at the metal/environment interface and on the

diffusion coefficients thus showing a clear dependence on the position in the crack.

The reason behind the lateral potential drop in a crack, for example, is that

within the electrolyte outside the double layer the solution is electroneutral, while in that

narrow layer of the solution, in the vicinity ofthe metal surface, both concentrations and

the potential undergo sharp changes in a direction nomtal to the surface. The diffusion u
potential itself is responsible for the potential drop in the parallel direction, ¢> = Em ·
E (x), that results in an ion migration flux. For instance, in a simple univalent electrolyte

.4+8* , in order to maintain electroneutrality, 6, must equal 6,. Thus the concentration

gradient for both ions must be identical. B‘ ions will migrate to the surface (govemed

by the diffusion coeflicient with a flux), however, since these ions are not deposited, an

electrical field forms which drives these ions from the surface at the same rate. With the

same concentration gradient, A+ ions also diffuse to the surface where they react

electrochemically, however, the flux is different due to a different diffusion coeflicient

- and, because the charge is opposite, the identical electrical field causes an additional

migration to the surface. For simplicity, the influence of the ionic strength on the

diffusion coefficients will not be considered.

The substances produced at the surface at the rate of i ng / n F must migrate

through the diffusion layer. Therefore, the mass transfer through the diffusion layer

must have the value hy / n F= 4 . This mass transport is composed of a diffusion

component and a migration component which is a consequence of the electrical field.

The migration component is given by

6
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———-/^’ 66 um
with the conductivity expressed as

2
A, =· %5— D,. [78]

Substituting the expression of A] into Eq.77 results in the extra ionic migration

component lumped into Fick's first law.

Several assurnptions need to be made in order to reduce the system into a

one-dimensional form and to simplify the model. Tumbull and Thomas [68] have used

a similar approach to model an environmental crack under fatigue stresses in seawater.

They assume that :

a- The crack is of length L, thickness I-I, and width B and that the area of metal

external to the crack is very much greater than the crack area such that changes in the

conditions in the crack do not affect the potential of the specimen as a whole.

b- The gravitational field is assumed to be in a direction parallel to the X·axis and

directed toward the tip and hence natural convection resulting from density changes can

be neglected.

c- Mass transport in the through-thickness, Z direction, is neglected if the
thickness dimension is larger than the crack length. _

d- The mass conservation equations can be reduced to a one-dimensional form

by neglecting concentration and potential gradients between the walls of the crack.

The mass transport equations for the dissolved species are, then, those that relate
the rate of transfer per unit area of section (flux) to the concentration and potential

u
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gradient normal to the section. For a static crack in seawater environment, Tumbull [69]
used the following flux relationships in a single coordinate cartesian system:

öc, DIF
Jlx=_ DI cl

D2F[OH-]J2: = — D2 ax + RT c2
ax [80]

J3z=°D3 ax ° C3

D‘F[CÜJ4„=··D•
ax + RT C4 ax [82]

Ü[01] Jss =‘ ' Ds [83]

_
ÜC6

DGF[HCO,]J6, = - D6 ax + RT cg
ax [84]

öc 2D F 6452 L .L... ....D7C72

Et L2D¤F Bi[C¤ 4] J¤„= — Da ax RT vs ax [86]

The mass conservation equations of the electrolyte system constituents in a

parallel-sided environmental crack could bc written as followsz

öä ÖL, K ä
H · [87]

where,
Ä

i
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- L.K- F . [88]

From chapter 6, the cathodic current density could be expressed as follows : _

F1=· - k¤,==¤p — :-*5%) :891

lt is to be noted that all the environmental concentrations in this treatment are average

concentrations across the thickness, E, where the ”bar" was dropped for convenience.

Equation 87 is based on concentration averaging between the walls of the crack or the

polymer media, and it was obtained by integrating the two·dirnensional governing

equations in the transverse, y, direction as shown in Appendix 5 (after Tumbull). The

fact that only one side of the crack is metal and the other is adhesive requires a special

treatment at the boundaries. One side is electrochemically active (for generation or

consumption of reactions) as opposed to two sides for the case of a homogeneous crack

in the metal as used in the research by Tumbull. The same averaging technique with the

parallel crack could be followed for those wedge-shaped cracks with small angle, 0.

Additional terms associated with the slope ofthe wall are due to the fact that the normal
direction to the crack's axis makes an angle with the normal to the wall. The resulting

equations are of the form [69]:

ÜQ 66,, 1< 6 öc, 6 öd>6, *· öx ·H+HD$+7”w F°°¤

Expanding and taking into account the chemical and electrochemical

contributions mentioned above, the mass conservation equations for a

single-dimension-parallel·sided crack or a polymeric media under similar conditions may
be ¢Xpi'¢8S¢d 38 2
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6 6J
C

%=—§+(/<z—·ki)¢¤ ¢z [91]

6 61 k' R' E -%==-·3;L+(kz—k5)c,c2+k5c,- k,c2c6+—I%exp[—

(cl)+·-lexp — —7——· — a/gc c [92]HF RT ‘
' 9

öc, 6137**6; [93]

6C; öjg

ät
S-

öx [94]

öCs äjs kl Cs [(9)*.%***6:* HF =9P * 7* [93]

6 6J ksCzC6 [96]

6 6J§=—#-/687+ /<s¢z¢«—*I%/<“‘°[(¢1¢6)”z—(/<I'§')"°]° :911

öCs Ü-]: l q 112 112H =—
ax — H 8 [(C1Ca) <8::*> ] :981

where the subscripts 1 through 8 refer to H" , 0H* , Na+ , CI* , Oz , HCO; , C0}* , and
Ca*+ respectively.

The last term in Equation 92 represents the reduction of concentration of the

aggressive species OH' due to such reactions as the interaction with the polymers’
I

functional groups, hydration of the metal oxide, or direct attack (and subsequent

’
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neutralization) on the attachment sites at the polymer/metal interface. Therefore, c, is

the concentration of functional groups in the polymer and at the interface which are

capable of taking part in a complex~formation or substitution reaction; k, is the rate of

the complex formation or substitution reaction of the 0H* with the above groups. The

above posed problem imposes a large burden ofevaluating a large number ofparameters

for the various groups. Simplifying the problem could be achieved by reducing the total

number of these groups with which the hydroxyl reacts to one critical linkage upon

which the bond relies for strength (AS). This will reduce equation 86 into a simpler form

6 61 k'
B‘F

E -c2+k5c7— kgC2C6+€Xp[“k

B E —
[99]

Nancollas, et al [70] suggested the kinetics of carbonate scale growth to be of the form

used in Equation 98 as follows

ä 2+
k"[ <tc«"tntc<>§1>"’ — </<::'>"’]* :1001

4.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions

Equations 91,93-99, and 55 constitute a system of 9 coupled non-linear p.d.e's

that constitute the boundary value problem which needs to be solved numerically subject
‘

to several initial and boundary conditions. For instance, electric neutrality suggests that
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ZZ, C, = 0 [101]

or,

c,-6,+6,-66-66-2c,+2c,=0. [102]

at t= 0,

6, = c,(x,0) = 0, 6, = c,(x,0) == 0, 6, = c,(x,0) = 0,

66 = c6(x,0) == 0, Cs = 6,(x,0) = 0, 66 = 66(x,0) = 0,

6-, == c,(x,0) = 0, c, = 6,(x,0) =·· 0, C.L. = C.L.(x,0) == C.L.,,_¢> = d>(x,0). [103]

at t> 0,

i

x= 0, at the crack mouth,

. C1 =¢{’°•¤z= ¢§°•¤C=¤§°„¤•=¤I°„¤C= ¤§°„¤C= ¤§°,

c,=6}’°,c,=¤c§‘°,%*=0,d>=0. [104]

x== 1 , at the crack tip,

J, = 0 [105]

eb) 1+ jl [106]

J, == 0 _
n

[107]
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Jg =O[IOS]

k' ¤ ME., —¢»>
J5 = —%¢Xp[ — *7%

A
[109]

öC.L.
ax = 0, [113]

4.4 Assumptions and Simplüicatious

Several simplifying assumptions could be used to simplify the numerical model.

The geometric configuration of the crack could be either parallel or wedge-shaped with
the former assumed here. The voltage drop in the lateral direction is responsible for the

migration component of the total flux. The significance of which is the attraction or
repulsion from the crack of oppositely—charged and similarly charged ions respectively.
The inclusion of the potential drop ,¢>, will add an nth variable to the system of n·l
equations thus complicating the problem considerably. Therefore, da will be discarded
in the treatment of the following simplified version. The error resulting from this
assumption could be significant because the similar charge carried by the metal surface

and the hydroxide will result in repulsion. The ion migration component of the flux may
decrease the total flux considerably. That will act as a buffer resulting in lower pH at
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the crack tip. The electrochemical process by which carbonate products get deposited

on the surface is also excluded for the same reasons.

Taking into consideration the above assumptions yields a simpler form of the
system of equations as follows:

öc 5 öc-5%-;<v„ä>+<k„—k6>«„¤, 11141

6 6 kl B'; i
-5%-==% (D2 éL)+(k2—k5)c, cz+k;c,— k,c2c,+%exp|:—-k

B E„+-%66,„[ - 6.6. 6, [115]

äc, 8 öc,

66 “ ax (D3 öx ) (U6]

öc, 6 öc,w*$<*3· öx) U"]
66, 5 66, kl Cs B‘F(E„„)öl ” ax (D3 666 )’ HF °"p ' RT (H8]

= - 16, (6.1..,, - 6.1..) 6, [119]

The number of p.d.e.s in the above reduced system was reduced to a total of six. The

associated boundary conditions are as follows: at t= 0,

cl = c,(x,0) = 0, cz = c2(x,0) = 0, 6, = c,(x,O) = 0,

6, = c,(x,0) == 0, c, = c,(x,0) = 0, C.L. = C.L.(.x,0) = ¢.L.°_ [120]
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at t> 0,

x= 0, at the crack mouth,

cn=°i”•¢2=¢?•¢s=¢§°•¢4=¢:°•¢s=¢§°•%§”"=0„ [121]

x= 1 , at the crack tip,

JI = O [122]

k 6 6 1«* 6* 6J,=¥.„.,„[- [mg

J; == O [125]

k' 6 B‘F(E, )J,=—-f-exp[ —
jf- [126]

öC.L.
ax 0, [127]

4.5 Characterizatiou ofparameters

The simplified model, equations 114-119 subject to 120-127, contains many

parameters that vary: geometry of the crack and electrochemical coeflicients to chernical

reaction rates and dilfusion coeflicients. These parameters are identified here as:

Lv Cr! kl! käv
klv

k(c1)v B(c1)v Eur:
Bl:

DI: D2: D3: D4:
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kl, H , C.L.„, G •

Where the first group ofparameters is either known, prescribed, or could be found in the
literature. To obtain the second group, the question remains whether our interest lies

in the degradation of the bulk adhesive (in which case a, kl, and the initial density of

unstable bonds could be determined as discussed below) or of the interfacial bonds.

Corrosion literature contains some of the parameters which are needed to

determine the rates of the mass transport processes. Diffusion coeflicients that

determine the transport rates in ASW are readily available and could be used in this

model. However, these values are valid only in a delaminated bond where the metal

ahead of the crack mouth becomes directly exposed to the electrolyte. Weakening ofthe

bond, on the other hand, irnplies that the adhesive has not separated from the substrate,

and that the mass transport may take place in the degraded polymeric media adjacent

to the interface or through the weakened interface itselfi Diffusion coeflicients of the

hydroxyl, for example, in the polymer could be determined from the re-sorption curves

of the free film primer.

Environmental attack rates on the unstable linkages in the adhesive itself could

be evaluated using a pool of available teclmiques. Some of these are: stress·chemical v
relaxation, pH measurements on both sides of a primer thin film of known thickness in
electrolyte solution, and possibly the mass uptake studies on primer films. The latter

may be the most practical where several adhesive films of different thicknesses are

exposed to the same harsh environment. Thin f1lms provide data about an almost pure

chemical reaction control case. The slopes of the mass uptake are looked upon as

equivalent to what is known as "conversion factor X" which indicates the degree of

reaction. Several thicknesses need to be used in order to eliminate the role of diffusion
as the distances get smaller and smaller.

U
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However, the rates of chemical degradation rcaction processes and the initial

concentration of the attachment sites at the interface are hard to determine

experimentally. Nonetheless, numerical schemes could be implemented to solve this

problem using non·dimensional parameters similar to those mentioned above. We are

proposing that appropriate values of the unknown parameters should be fed into the

non-dimensional quantities thus creating a semi·empirical, yet reasonable, approach that

will verify the trends associated with the real-life situation. Example problems could be

solved numerically to correlate with real time data of debonding that is already known

from experiments. Validation ofthe model should be done in a fashion that captures the

major features of debonding, i.e. stress, temperature, and environment concentration

effects. One should expect , for example, that the debond behaves linearly when plotted

against the square root of time when applied stress is absent.

4.6 A Posed Sample Problem

Let us consider the deterioration of the adhesively bonded joint in an ASW

environment with applied cathodic voltage. Diffusion of the moisture and the ions in

the weakened region (environmental crack) is assumed to be uniform, and that mass

transfer in the crack or the degraded adhesive proceeds at a constant rate. Upon

normalizing the variables and the parameters with respect to those of species’ 2 as

followsz

:"‘”'==€§
z, c,"°" =-

é
, .x[‘°" = (i·= [,2,....,n) . [l28]
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A where the superscript 'r1on’ has been dropped in the following treatment for convenience,
the boundary value problem reduces to:

öCl özcl

TD}: Cl C2

COEFexp(DELP) + W2 cs exp(DELPP) — Wlclcl [130]

öc; ÖZC3
i= D i- 131ät 32

ax) [ ]

F3 0
ö2°‘

132öl =· 42 ax, [ ]

öc, ÖZCS
—·= Dsl —-;— W2 cs exp (DELPP) [133]ät ax

%=- W (C.L.„ — c.1..) C, . [134]

The 11on·dimensiona1 parameters used in the above treatment capture the characteristic

properties of the physical problem. The rates of the diffusion and the deterioration

problems, the geometric properties, and the electrochemical generation and dcpletion

kinetics have all been absorbed into the following parameters:

‘ 1.* ..W = kl cz .

1.* ... -W1 = (kl—k;) 3;- cz .
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1,* 1}W2 = FH 0, ~

k(¢1) L2COEF *”
11 F D, C;

B(cl) F (Erz:)DELP = —
R ,1..

3* 313.,.2

DELPPDl2=·-—,D32=-—,D42=——,D52 =—- , 13612, 0, 12, 12, [ ]

In the above treatment, H is the height of the crack, L is the crack length, and

D, is the diffusion coeflicient of the hydroxyl in the polymer or the environmental crack.

The initial and boundary conditions for this reduced problem are derived from the more

generalized system and are shown below:

at t= 0,
1

C} = C}(X,0) = 0, C2 0, C3 = C3(X,0) = 0,

6,
·-

c,(x,0) = 0, 6, == 6,(x,O) = 0, C.L. = C.L.(.x,0) = C.L.„_ [137]

at t> 0,

x=0, at the crack mouth,

-51 i Li -i -i -._C·L·¤,6, C? ,6, ,6,- cg, ,C.L.- C? , [138]
1

x== l , at the crack tip,
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öc, = 0. [139]

Ü
ä-

BC2 exp(DELP) + BC5 c, exp(DELPP) [140]

öc, _

E? = O [141]

öc, = 0 [142]

öc,
BC5 cs exp (DELPP) [143]

öC.L.
ax = 0 . [144]

Where

k‘ 1, k (ci) LBC5 == PDS , BC2 =¤ FD2 C? . [145]

Solving a similar version of the electrochemical system in a crack in seawater, Tumbull

was able to model the pH profile as a function of crack length. Figure lll shows that

the predicted values of pH reach high values, 12 in that case, regardless of the bulk pH

of the electrolyte solution.

U
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Figure lll. pH profiles as a function of crack length. _
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5. MA THEMA TICAL TREA TMENT OF

CONCENTRA TIONS

The average concentrations for the environmental species are used in this study

in order to reduce the problem to a single-dimension system. Neglecting the side

diffusion in the z·direction, Equation 45 is expressed using cartesian coordinates, in the

lateral, x, and transverse, y, directions as follows:

öc aj: 8]}*

az " öx ' ay ‘ [M6]

Integrating over the thickness for a crack of height H, _

+1112 ac 1-+11;: 5]: j-+11;: 6,1,—· Ü = — — ö — — Ü 14_ a· " -„,„ aa " -„,. ay ’ [ [

and substituting the expression for the flux in the previous equation yields a

+Hl2 ac j'+H/2 ö ac 4-H/2 6 ac-—ö == —(D—)öy+][ —(D·—)öy [148],[[_H,2 Öl y öx öx _H/2 öy öy

Upon evaluating the second integral on the right hand side of the previous equation, it

becomes

[HM öc f+H[2 ö öc öc öc
Ü!

öys _H/2 Ü.!
(D

Ü.!
)öy+ D

Ö.! D
öx :[H;; [149]
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But the flux on the adhesive side (y = +·H/2) is assumed to be identically zero due to _

the absence of' electrochemical reaction, which implies that:

äc
- D- =¤ 0 Oax ]H/2 [16 3

Now, using the averaging concept for the concentrations,

l +H[2?(x„1)=- gf ¤(x„v„1)öy [151]-11;:

that results in

6 ö?(x„1) _ 1 ‘I'*”'* 6 ö¢(x„1·„1)
öx ( öx 1· 11 _„„ öx (D öx )‘°*" ((52]

Therefore,

+**1* 66 _ 6 BE 66
LH]! öl öy - H ax (D ax ) + D ay ]_H/2. [153]

Dividing by H on both sides of the equation,

1 *”'°Q
Q Ei Q Q

H öl ay = öx (D 6; ) + H öy ].„,; [154]

Note that the term on the left hand side is the derivative of" the right hand side of
Equation 151, the previous equation becomes:

’
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öF(x„¤) 6 öötxx) 0 66
61

”
öx (D öx )+ 11 öy ]-„,, US5]

The {lux at the wall is given previously as:

öc inc (V = G)
D ay = —

F [156]

resulting in the expression given above in Equation 87 where the bar has been dropped
for convenience: .

äE(x,r) 5 äE(x,1) i, E
61 " öx (D öx )’ FH [lm

where c(y== a) was assumed to be equal to E .
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